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Qualification of Life Extension Schemes
for Engine Components

(RTO MP-17)

Executive Summary

A significant fraction of the life-cycle cost of an aircraft engine can be attributed to the high
replacement cost of engine components that are damaged in service. This Workshop addresses
component damage management and ways to reduce operating costs by extending component
lives without sacrificing safety. Life extension options available to life cycle managers include
(1) improving the durability of components through material substitution, or the addition of protective
coatings, (2) returning damaged parts to service after welding or brazing of cracks, (3) eliminating
microstructural damage by reconditioning treatment, and (4) implementing new, more efficient lifing
techniques for critical parts, such as turbine discs, based on the condition of the parts.

Of the eighteen papers presented at the Workshop, three discuss military needs and benefits accruing
from engine component life extension. Three papers describe treatment for enhancing durability of
engine materials, another three describe specific repair technologies, while three papers discuss the
procedures and testing requirements to qualify life extension technologies for aircraft applications. The
remaining six papers deal with analytical methods of life cycle calculation enabling life extension of
critical parts beyond conventional "safe life" limits, within acceptable safety limits.

Engine life cycle managers should remain well aware of factors responsible for component damage in
their fleet, and the options available to them for achieving component life extension. In this respect,
software for failure mode and effect criticality analysis is a powerful tool to help decide which life
management option to choose. Several factors influence the decision to either repair or replace
components, or to implement new life cycle management procedures for critical parts. The overriding
factors, for both critical and non-critical parts in military aircraft engines, are (i) expected cost benefits,
(ii) system safety and (iii) cost effectiveness of engine removal frequency for inspections.

The implementation of repairs for damage that exceeds manufacturers' recommended limits is possible
in some cases. Such implementation requires a careful analysis of design issues, as well as access to
engineering expertise and facilities to qualify the repair technology. Sometimes, simple inexpensive
recycling solutions can be developed to avoid having to scrap slightly damaged parts. Also, on
occasion, qualification by analysis may be possible, but most often, extensive testing at the material
sample and component levels, including in service trials, is required to demonstrate that the repaired
and/or modified component is safe to use and remains so once returned to service.

Life extension of critical parts beyond conventional "safe life" limits based on damage tolerance and
inspection concepts is not only feasible, but also applicable to older engines. Reliable life prediction
models and accurate fracture mechanics data, coupled with a statistical approach, are required for safe
implementation of damage tolerant methodologies. Implementation is complex and often compromised
by a lack of detailed information on the thermal-mechanical loading conditions for critical components
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and by uncertainties in material properties. Finally, it is shown that no proven methods exists at present
for designing around high cycle fatigue (HCF) problems, triggered by other forms of service-induced
damage, such as low cycle fatigue (LCF), foreign object damage (FOD) or fretting. Damage tolerance
concepts are being considered for minimizing risks of failures, but have yet to be proven. An indirect
way of dealing with the HCF issue would be to increase the resistance of engine materials to LCF,
FOD or fretting.
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Homologation des programmes de prolongation
du cycle de vie des organes moteur

(RTO MP-17)

Synthe'se

Une part importante des cofits d'exploitation d'un moteur d'avion provient du prix 61Mv de
remplacement des pieces endomrnagees en service. L' atelier traite de la gestion de cet
endommagement et de 1' application de techniques permettant de prolonger la vie de pieces cofiteuses,
afin de r6duire les cofits d'exploitation des moteurs, sans en compromettre la s~curit6. Les options de
prolongement de vie mis ý la disposition des responsables de la gestion du cycle de vie des moteurs
comprennent (1) l'augmentation de la durabilit6 des pi~ces par substitution de mat6riaux ou l'ajout
d'un revktement protecteur, (2) la remise en service de pi~ces apr~s r6paration de fissures par soudage
ou brasage, (3) l'6limination de l'endommagement de la microstructure par traitement de remise en 6tat
et (4) la mise en pratique de nouvelles techniques de gestion de vie plus efficaces pour les pieces
critiques, telles les disques de turbine, fond~es sur la condition des pi~ces.

Trois des dix huit presentations de 1' atelier traitent des besoins militaires et des b~n~fices A retirer de la
mise en pratique des technologies de prolongement de vie pour pi&es de moteurs. Trois articles
discutent de modifications de surface visant ýt augmenter la durabilit6 des mat~riaux utilis~s, trois
autres d~crivent des m~thodes sp~cifiques de reparation, tandis que trois autres encore se penchent sur
les proc6dures et les exigences des essais d'homologation pour applications a6ronautiques. Les six
autres articles couvrent les m~thodes analytiques de calcul de vie permettant de prolonger la dur~e de
vie de pi~ces critiques au delA des limites conventionnelles de la dur~e de vie sfire, dans des conditions
de s~curit6 acceptables.

Les responsables de la gestion du cycle de vie des moteurs se doivent de bien comprendre les modes
d'endommagement associ~s au vieillissement des pi~ces, ainsi que les options disponibles pour
prolonger leur dur6e de vie. Dans ce contexte, un logiciel d'analyse des modes de d~faillance et de la
criticalit6 des effets est un outil puissant permettant aux responsables de choisir parmi plusieurs
options. Plusieurs facteurs influencent la decision de r~parer ou de remplacer des pi~ces, ou encore
d'introduire une nouvelle m~thode de gestion de vie pour pieces critiques. Les principaux. facteurs qui
s' appliquent A la fois aux pi~ces critiques et non critiques dans les moteurs militaires sont (1) les
b6n6fices attendus en terme de cofits, (II) la s6curit6 des syst~mes et (111) la rentabilit6 de la fr6quence
de d6montage des moteurs pour l'inspection des pieces.

11 est parfois possible de r~parer des pieces endommag~es au delh des limites autoris~es par les
motoristes. Dans ce cas, il est important d'aborder les questions de conception et d'avoir acc~s aux
installations et a l'expertise n6cessaire pour l'homologation du proc6d6 de reparation, et de la firme qui
compte ;l' appliquer. Parfois, des solutions simples et peu. cociteuses peuvent etre 61abor~es afin de
recycler des pi~ces qui ne sont que 16g~rement endommag6es. Enfin, bien qu'une homologation par
analyse soit quelquefois possible, dans la plupart des cas, des essais d'homologation sur 6prouvettes ou
sur pikces, y compris des essais de pi~ces sur moteur, sont n6cessaires afin d' assurer une remise en
service de pi~ces r6par~es ou modifi6es de fagon sfire et fiable.
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La gestion de vie des pieces critiques fond~e sur la tol~rance ý l'endommagement et sur l'inspection,
qui permet de prolonger leur dur6e de vie utile au de1h des limites conventionnelles de la dur6e de vie
sfire, est non seulement faisable mais aussi applicable r6troactivement A des moteurs anciens. Pour
assurer la s6curit6, des mod~les fiables de pr6vision de dur6e de vie et des donn~es pr6cises en
m6canique de la rupture, associ6es A une approche statistique, sont n6cessaires. La mise en pratique de
telles m6thodes de gestion de vie est complexe, et souvent compromise par le manque de donn6es
pr~cises sur les contraintes thermo-m~caniques auxquelles sont soumnises les pi6ces critiques et par les
incertitudes concernant les propri~t6s des mat~riaux. Enfin ii a 6t6 soulign6 qu'il n'existait aucune
m6thode reconnue pour faire face aux probl~mes de fatigue vibratoire engendr~s par d' autres formes
d'endommagement, telles la fatigue oligocyclique, l'impact par objet externe ou le frettage. Des
concepts de tol6rance A 1'endommagement ont 6t6 sugg6r6s pour minimiser les risques de d6faillance
qui en d6coulent, mais dien n' a 6t6 encore d6montr6 en pratique. Une solution indirecte au probl~me
serait d'augmenter la r6sistance des mate'riaux pour moteurs h la fatigue oligocyclique, A l'impact par
objet extemne et au frettage.
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Preface

Turbine components incur damage in service as a result of their demanding operating environments. The damage may be
external, affecting surface finish and component dimensions, which is detrimental to aerodynamic performance and load
bearing capacity of gas path components. External damage also provides sites for crack initiation, thereby reducing lives of
affected parts. The damage may be internal, affecting microstructure in highly stressed components and hot parts, which may
fail by fatigue or by creep. When damage becomes excessive, as dictated by design, the components are replaced with new
ones. A significant fraction of the life cycle cost of aero-engines is associated with replacement of service-damaged parts.

The objective of the two-day Workshop was to bring together military turbine engine life cycle managers and technical
experts from the various NATO countries to discuss component damage management, and techniques for extending lives of
service-damaged parts to achieve engine life cycle cost reductions. Operator's needs and various technologies available,
including protective surface treatments and coatings, repairs and refurbishment procedures, as well as improved component
life cycle management practices, are discussed. Implementation of these technologies in older engine as retrofits is
addressed. Emphasis is placed on the qualification testing requirements that must be satisfied to ensure that repaired or
modified parts, or parts for which new life cycle management practices are applied, remain safe and reliable when returned
to service.

Dr. J.P. IMMARIGEON
Sub-Committee Chairman

Preface

Les pi~ces de turbine s'endommagent en cours de service dfi A l'agressivit6 de leur environnement d'exploitation.
L'endommagement peut 8tre externe, affectant les finis de surface ou les dimensions, qui affectent A leur tour, les
performances a6rodynamiques et la capacit6 de charge de l'aubage de turbine. Le dommage externe peut aussi engendrer des
amorces de fissures, r6duisant ainsi la dur6e de vie des pi~ces affect6es. Le dommage peut 6galement 8tre interne, affectant
la microstrncture dans les pi~ces hautement sollicit6es en charge et en temp6rature, qui peuvent faire d6faut par fatigue ou
fluage. Lorsque l'endommagement est jug6 excessif, selon les crit~res de conception, les pieces doivent 8tre remplac6es. Une
proportion importante des cofits d'exploitation des moteurs d'avion provient du remplacement des pi6ces endommag6es en
service.

Cet atelier de deux jours a rassembl6 des responsables de la gestion de vie de moteurs militaires et des sp6cialistes de
diff6rent pays de I'OTAN afin de discuter de la gestion de l'endommagement des composants de moteurs et des techniques
de prolongation de dur6e de vie pour pi~ces endommag6es, en vue de r6duire les cofits de remplacement. L'atelier examine
les besoins des exploitants et discute des diff6rentes technologies disponibles, y compris, l'utilisation de traitements de
surface ou de rev~tements protecteurs, les r6parations et remises en 6tat des pibces, ainsi que les techniques am6lior6es de
gestion du cycle de vie des composants critiques. L'application de ces technologies A des moteurs anciens est 6galement
envisag6e. L'accent est mis sur les exigences en mati~re d'homologation qui doivent 8tre satisfaites afin d'assurer la remise
en service de faqon sore et fiable de pi~ces r6par6es ou modifi6es, ou ayant fait l'objet de nouvelles techniques de gestion du
cycle de vie.

Dr. J.P. IMMARIGEON
Pr6sident du Sous-Comit6
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COMPONENT LIFE EXTENSION
NEEDS AND BENEFITS

SUMMARY OF THE WORKSHOP AND OF THE ROUNDTABLE

A. LASALMONIE JP. IMMARIGEON
SNECMA Institute for Aerospace Research, NRC

Etablissements de Villaroche Montreal Road
77550 Moissy-Cramayel - France Ottawa, Ontario KiA 0R6, Canada

THE ISSUE AND CHALLENGES 2 Rejection criteria

The armed forces of NATO are faced to the problem of aging The controllers are faced with unclear criteria due to the fact
systems, the life of it must be extended at optimum cost. The that the problems are not anticipated or studied. Input from
motivation is to reduce the LCC (Life Cycle Cost); a concept experience can help to find unexpensive solutions and avoid
which is now the practice for commercial engines. unnecessary scrap of slightly damaged parts

The problem is different for non critical parts which are sold
by the manufactures <( on condition )) or for the critical parts 3 Surface modification treatments
which are • lifed }> for a given time. It was found that more discussions between people working on

the surface treatments and designers are necessary to have a
THE PROCESS IN MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR clear view on the influence of these treatments on the

properties and design.
All the presentations stressed the importance of close relation A good example is the addtion of a TBC which is favourable
ships between all the actors involved in maintenance strategy: to the life only if the TBC has been integrated in the design

(TBC adds weight and has no mechanical function).
I The users which need to be osmart users)) whether they

are commercial or military Cost effective maintenance and
life extension strategies need strong input of the users to 4 Repair and rework
set knowledge based expert systems, necessary to take
decisions on the strategy It was again emphasized that process control was important to

ensure consistency and repeatability
2 The players are:

- The repair shops
- The engineering 5 improved life management for critical components
- The O.E.M. (Original Engine Manufacturer)
- The Approval authorities - Several papers showed clearly that life extension beyond
The decision to introduce new technologies such as: the safe service life was possible.however this assumes
- the replacements of old parts: good lifing models and ac'.urate fracture mechanics data
- The repair/rework coupled with a statistical approach
- The life management
depend of a comparative cost analysis of these three - Obviously life management beyond safe service life also
possibilities needs accurate stress and temperature measurements on

the parts. It is also dependent of the capability to introduce
3 The out put : in the models stress and temperature cycles representing

The output of the process is a cost analysis of the various the actual service conditions.
possibilities to extend life and a conclusion on the cost
effectiveness of the best solution. This last condition is not easy to fullfil for military planes
The point was raised of the possibilities of conflicting and raises the problem of reliable usage monitoring
interests between the various solutions since the systems
conclusion of a cost effectiveness analysis can be - The necessity of good NDT techniques to allow life
different if the repair shop is independent or related to an management was also raised; the problem being the
OEM or an user ; the dependence of the Engineering cost of such controls.
which contribute to the decision is also a key factor

THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS

The main general conclusions of the workshop are as follows:

1 Failure modes of the parts
- They are not always clearly understood or documented for

specific components, which make choices for new
technologies difficult

- HCF, LCF, Fretting and FOD are increasingly important
as life is now extended beyond the original target
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MAIN POINTS RAISED DURING THE DISCUSSION
4 LIFE EXTENSION OF CRITICAL PARTS

1 THE PROCESS
Damage tolerance models and retirement for cause are

A component Improvement Programme exists in North solutions to extend the life.
America where founding coming from national and
foreign military common customers is used to address However many problems arise:
common durability problems and identify new
technologies for extending component lives. Such multi- - The theoretical bases are not always well established:
client program concepts do not exist in other Nato long cracks behaviour is reasonably described in
countries (Germany, France...) fracture mechanics ; on the contrary short cracks are

much more difficult to study and introduce large
2 SURFACE TREATMENTS/REPAIRS/REWORK scatter in the properties.

J. LIBURDI explained that for the non critical parts, life C.C. CHAMIS (NASA) emphasized that if failure
extension is usually managed on a comparative basis; mechanismes are unique for a given material, the
most of the effort is focused on restoration of the failure modes will change with the operating
metallurgical and geometrical characteristics. However, conditions which makes the predictions difficult.
restoring the initial structures is not always possible;
i.e. : high temperature solutioning treatments are G. HARRISON (DERA) explained that materials with
sometimes impossible due to interdiffusion effects, strong anisotropy made stress redistributions more
Sometimes repair shops are able to improve the difficult to calculate. He gave the example of single
properties of the parts when they have a good crystals with the possible influence of anisotropy on
understanding of the physical metallurgy principles surface strains and TBC spalling.
governing alloy properties and its service degradation.
An exemple is tip rebuilding of turbine blades using a - Retirement for cause need efficient NDT techniques;
material more oxidation resistant than the original one, very small defects must be found with high

confidence ; the inspections will be very costly: this
However the repair shop has not always a clear view on has to be included in the cost analysis
the interaction between the repaired parts and the engine
environment Evaluation of the risk due to life extension: if life

extension is applied only to the fleet leader, the
LIFE MANAGEMENT induced risk is very low and can be accepted (G.

HARRISON, DERA)
The following problems were raised:

To increase the statistical basis it is also possible to
1 AVAILABILITY OF THE ENGINES test to rupture the components which were retired

early.
The extension of < on wing life > may not be the highest-
priority for armed forces. For some representatives the JP. IMMARIGEON remarked that in some cases the
most important aspect was claimed to be the damage tolerance philosophy cannot be avoided
predictability of repair frequency to garantee the when no more spare parts are available for very old
availability of the engines, engines

2 IN SERVICE MONITORING

SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE ACTIVITIES
In service monitoring is difficult to implement especially
for older engines. It was pointed out that, for civil From this discussion, the following subjects related to life
engines, the engine cycles are usually well known and extension are considered important:
very reproducible ; this is not the case for military - Retirement for cause of critical parts
engines.owing to wide differences in ways the engines - Usage monitoring systems
are used. - Repaired parts documentation methodology

3 MANAGEMENT OF REPAIRED PARTS

M. WINSTONE (DERA) raised the issue of the tracking
of repaired parts :is there a management system ? Can the
same part be repaired several times ?

For GEAE and SNECMA all the engines have
documented histories. The manual indicates how to mark
and follow a part although it is not always detailed (it
may just indicate that a repair was made but not provide
details).

The various Air Force representatives expressed that
documentation was compulsory with clear visibility. The
canadian Air Force applies the same process as
commercial companies.

In conclusion a part management system is important, but
it cannot be detailed and may be difficult to exploit over
extended periods of times,
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Recorder's report on the workshop:

QUALIFICATION OF LIFE EXTENSION SCHEMES FOR ENGINES COMPONENTS

Alain Lasalmonie
D6partement YKO - SNECMA
Etablissements de Villaroche

77550 Moissy-Cramayel - France

I. INTRODUCTION protection against environmental attack
through such means as the application of

There is a continuing need for NATO forces protective coatings or others forms of
to reduce the cost of operating military surface modification treatments (to new
equipment. A major part of the life-cycle or service-exposed parts),
cost of an aircraft can be attributed to the
powerplant and its components. The b) return excessively damaged parts to
replacement cost of service-damaged engine functional serviceability through
components is a significant contributing welding or brazing of thermal fatigue
factor. Such figures are probably similar to cracks ; surfaces can also be rebuilt and
those experience by other NATO nations. internal damage, such as creep voids or
Therefore, from an operational cost point of fatigue damage, can be eliminated by
view, techniques for extending the usable HIP rejuvenation or heat treatments.
life of engine components should be very
attractive to NATO forces. Whichever life extension technology option

is pursued, there are airworthiness
Engines components incur damage in qualification requirements that must be
service as a result of their demanding satisfied to ensure that repaired or modified
operating environments. The damage may parts remain safe and reliable when return to
take many forms, depending on type of service. Furthermore, the introduction of
component and operating conditions. For new life extension technologies may require
gas path components, it may be external, the implementation of new life cycle
affecting surface finish or dimensions, management approaches for repaired and/or
which tends to adversely affect aerodynamic modified components used beyond
performance. The damage may also be conventional life limits.
internal, in the form of creep or
thermomechanical fatigue damage, and may This workshop intended to:
involve cracking, as a result of which
component structural integrity is reduced. a) evaluate the state-of-the art in engine
When operating conditions prove to be more component life extension technologies
severe than originally anticipated, and
materials capabilities are exceeded, b) share experience in methodologies used
premature unforecast failures may occur, to qualify the technologies as airworthy
Such failures affect powerplant reliability, for aircraft engine use,
which in turn has a significant impact on c) review field experience with life
aircraft operational cost and capabilities, extension technologies, through case

studies for cold and hot gas path
In order to reduce aircraft engine operating components, and discuss the life cycle
costs, operators may: management of repaired/modified

engine components.
a) extend the usable life of gas path

components by providing increased
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Several speakers invited to this workshop knowledge is still limited on LCF-HCF
came from the commercial engines industry interactions.
since the concerns are more and more
similar for the military and commercial
business.

III. LIFE EXTENSION THROUGH USE
OF SURFACE MODIFICATION

The summary of the 4 sessions will be given TREATMENTS
below, with the main point raised during the
discussions. This session was devoted to protective

coatings (papers 6, 8, 10) and to surface
The conclusions of the roundtable are modifications (paper 7) in order to improve
detailed at the end of this proceeding. the environmental resistance.

DLC coatings (paper 6) have been known
for a long time, without finding extensive

H. COMPONENT LIFE EXTENSION : applications in aeroengines, although their
NEEDS AND BENEFITS tribological properties are good.

Several papers (papers 1, 2) stressed the Paper 8 argued that life extension by the
importance of a cost Effectiveness Analysis addition of TBC is difficult to demonstrate
(CEA) before deciding between repair and through laboratory testing ; full use of the
replacement of used components. TBC depends of the understanding of the

failure mechanisms of both the barrier and
The CEA is not a trivial task since it the component.
includes technical costs and the cost of the
certification process, which needs
appropriate structures when life
improvement must be substantriated. IV. LIFE EXTENSION THROUGH USE

OF REPAIRS / REFURBISHMENT
" Other papers (paper 3, 15) evinced the PROCEDURES

benefits which should be gained by
military operators by adopting An interesting methodology was presented
methodologies similar to commercial by Orenda (paper 12) for
standards repair schemes and repair/rework/design change of gas turbine
delegation with maintenance contractors; engines.
participation of the customers to repair
programs; This methodology addresses an organised

approach including:
"* Life management, life cycle cost were

discussed in papers 2, 4, 5. a failure mode analysis
E coupon testing

The interest of reliable life usage monitoring * component rig testing
systems was discussed in paper 2 ; one N engine testing
interesting conclusion was that scrapping of N design change approval
parts with remaining life is not a waste of
money when carefully planned. This approach is very similar to that used for
Paper 4 showed how a damage tolerant commercial engines.
approach could be efficient to manage the
life of fracture limited parts. However
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Paper 11 (J. Liburdi) detailed technologies The average life extension found possible is
developed for repairing turbine components. 20 %.
The complexity of the components and the
cost of the repair technologies are such that Paper 19 is complementary of the previous
cooperations between the repair facilities one since it compares two methods : "The
and the engine manufacturers is safe crack initiation life approach" and "the
increasingly important. safe crack propagation life approach".

The second approach can significantly
Papers 13, 16, 17 gave practical example of extend the authorised life.
life extension.
In the case of recontouring compressor Paper 20 describes a formal method to
blades (paper 13) the question was raised of quantify structural damage tolerance and
the efficiency of the new profile compared reliability. The results indicate that the
to the original one. This is a general problem method is suitable for predicting remaining
which emphasises the importance of linking life in aging structures.
design and repair.
Another interesting question raised in paper However for all methods, one of the
17 is that, inspectors in the maintenance practical problems is the weak correlation
shops have sometimes no clear guidelines between flight time and cyclic life : better
for the rejecting criteria ; as a result they application of the modelling could be
may have a tendency to scrap many parts. achieved with better on-board monitoring of
There is thus. a need for improved the engine cycles.
inspection capabilities and for standards
(Typical defects...)
Starting from an example on seal teeth,
paper 16 highlights the process variability IV. ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
and the need to characterise process
capability in terms of margins and The main point raised in the roundtable are:
specifications limits.

1. a close relationship between all the
actors of the maintenance strategy is
increasingly important. The players

V. COMPONENT LIFE EXTENSION involved are : the users, the repair shops,
THROUGH IMPROVED LIFE the engineering, the O.E.M. and the
MANAGEMENT approval authorities.

Paper 18 discusses the safe service life for 2. The failure modes of the parts are not
fracture critical components. clearly documented

Life extension beyond the safe value is 3. The rejection criteria for the controllers
sometimes possible and 3 ways are are, often, not clear enough
described in the paper :

4. Full advantage of the surface treatments
1. Exploitation, of the full safe life depend of closer discussions with

capability in crack-tolerant components, engineering
2. Exploitation if non finite fatigue test

results 5. Improved life management would need
3. Acceptance of a risk at a limited level reliable usage monitoring systems to

have realistic stress and temperature
cycles,
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6. Financial gains would be possible by
generalising components Improvement
multiclient programs.

The long discussions on life management
showed the difficulty of this problem ;
various aspects of it are detailed in the
roundtable summary.
The following activities were suggested for
the future:

* retirement for cause
* usage monitoring systems
* repaired parts documentation

methodology
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AERO-ENGINE COMPONENT REPAIR/REPLACEMENT DECISION FACTORS

R.R. Hastings
Director of Marketing, Atlantis Aerospace Corporation
1 Kenview Blvd, Brampton, Ontrario, Canada L6T 5E6

1. SUMMARY
The high cost of ownership of military weapons systems The operational and cost impact of aero-engines on weapon
coupled with shrinking defence budgets is encouraging the system programs from a Canadian context is first provided.
pursuance of alternative management strategies for cost Next discussed are the factors which motivate an operator of
control. Aero-engines which typically consume 30% of the aircraft engines to pursue repair technique development.
life cycle costs of a fighter aircraft platform are a prime target These considerations include not only the contracted cost of
for initiatives including: damage tolerant design practices, on- repair and overhaul but also such issues as military
condition maintenance and the repair, refurbishment or maintenance personnel overheads, flight safety, security of
rejuvenation of components as opposed to their replacement. supply, and industrial support base considerations. The
While the foregoing issues address cost issues in a very direct discussion of cost and operational benefit motivators is
manner, there are a number of other factors which may followed by a description of the prerequisites considered
motivate owners of large fleets of aircraft to pursue necessary by the CF for the pursuance of a repair process
management by repair/refurbishment, development. These include: fundamental metallurgical

competence, an understanding of the operating environment
2. ABBREVIATIONS of the components, facility requirements, and a qualification
CEA Cost Effectiveness Analysis or certification process for the assurance that airworthiness
CF Canadian Forces standards are being maintained. In concluding, a brief
DND Canadian Department of National Defence description of the conduct of the F404-GE-400 qualification
DRDB Canadian Defence Research and Development process development is provided that includes a summary of

Branch some of the benefits derived both from the targeted program
FMECA Failure Mode, Effects, and Criticality Analysis as well as those identified as a result of the change in
FOD Foreign Object Damage management philosophy.
HF Hydrogen Fluoride (Ion Cleaning)
HIP Hot Isostatic Pressing 4. BACKGROUND - THE CANADIAN
HPC High Pressure Compressor CONTEXT
HPT High Pressure Turbine The CF typically operate their aircraft in a manner which is at
IAR Institute for Aerospace Research ( of NRCC) least as extreme as any other user of the aircraft in terms of
LCF Low Cycle Fatigue both mission severity and service longevity. Environmental
NRCC National Research Council of Canada conditions such as extreme low temperature conditions
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer complicate matters from perspectives of operability as well as
R&O Repair and Overhaul aircrew survivability following serious air incidents. By way
ROI Return on Investment of example of utilization rates, the CCl130 Hercules fleet has
TCA Transport Canada Aviation historically exceeded manufacturer specified maximum

wartime utilization rates every year of operation, flying at an
3. INTRODUCTION average rate that is approximately 2.5 times that of the USAF.
The Canadian Forces (CF), through the Defence Research and Additionally, for reasons of cost avoidance, the CF has
Development Branch (DRDB) initiate a focussed research periodically chosen not to introduce Original Equipment
and development program in 1978 to develop the capability Manufacturer (OEM) specified modifications to aircraft or
of performing unique repairs or life extension processes on engines, and this has resulted in the requirement to manage
aero-gas turbine parts including those components considered unique CF configurations. Often these unique configurations
to be flight critical. This program culminated in 1998 with have not received full OEM test or qualification support.
the generation of an engine repair qualification process and Finally, DND has endeavored to utilize a very capable
the demonstration of that process using parts from the F404- Canadian industrial base to repair and overhaul military
GE-400 engines used in Canada's CF18 aircraft. This 20 aircraft and components in order to establish and enhance an
year program has been a partnership between the Department indigenous support base necessary both in peacetime and in
of National Defence (DND), the National Research Council periods of heightened tension.
of Canada (NRCC) and Canadian industry lead by the repair
and overhaul (R&O) contractor for CF F404 engines, the To assist in identifying R&D investment priorities, the DRDB
Orenda Division of Magellan Aerospace. Without this conducted a study [1] to assess the impact of aeropropulsion
partnership, and investment by these two primary partners, systems on in-service life cycle costs and operational
DND could not have pursued this ambitious project. availability. At the time of the study, the cost of contracted-

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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out support of DND equipment approached Can$ 1.4B of Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) process, described at [3],
which approximately Can$800M, or 57%, was devoted to is an excellent and available tool for full cost/benefit analysis
contracted R&O on air weapon systems. This high cost of of repairs. This CEA, or an equivalent procedure, is a
aircraft R&O reflects the high cost of advanced technology necessary prerequisite to understanding which repairs are
combined with stringent flight safety requirements. A total of economically desirable.
eight CF aircraft were included in the study. Four
commercial aircraft having CF military equivalents were also 5.2 Increased Component Service Life
analyzed for data normalization purposes. For the CF Although it is generally assumed that a repaired component
aircraft, the powerplant was found to cause from 27% (CF 18) will have a service life following repair which is a fraction of
to 46% (CH124 Sea King Maritime Helicopter) of materiel that of a new component, research undertaken by Canadian
failure initiated flight safety occurrences. The commercial industry and the NRCC identified a number of opportunities
aircraft data were very similar to those of their military where the service life of a repaired component could actually
equivalents. In terms of unscheduled maintenance man- be greater than that of the original OEM component. It is
hours, which was taken to correlate with non-planned aircraft perhaps worthwhile to provide a few examples of how a
unavailability, the powerplant consumed 10% (CH124 Sea repaired or reworked component can offer this expectation of
King) to 37% (CF-5) of resources. Replenishment spares, increased service life.
contracted R&O, CF maintenance labour, petroleum, oil,
lubricants, and expendable stores cost data is provided in [1], The High Pressure Turbine (HPT) vane segment of the F404-
although only the initial three factors are used for sub- GE-400 suffers from thermal fatigue cracking in both the
systems comparative cost analysis. Based on replenishment MA754 vane and in the MM-509 platform or band. The vane
spares, contract R&O, and fully loaded CF maintenance costs, and platform cracking is due to complex thermal and gas
the aeropropulsion systems typically account for 28% of the bending loads during typical military cycles of operation.
in-service life cycle costs of an aircraft. Further analysis The repair process developed for the HPT nozzle consists of a
identified premature retirement of engine components as the vacuum diffusion braze process which is accomplished by
major contributor to this high relative impact of the filling the service induced cracks with selected and optimized
powerplant on operational availability and aircraft support braze material. The OEM HPT nozzle segment has a Codep
cost. It was found that in some cases, components were being B- 1 aluminide coated platform and uncoated aerofoil or vane
rejected with as little as 10% of their specified design life segments. The uncoated vanes are subject to tyclic oxidation
realized. and thermal fatigue cracking leading to spalling of oxides and

subsequent loss of material and functionality. In exploring
5. REPAIR /REPLACEMENT DECISION the metallurgy and the developing a full understanding of the
FACTORS - MOTIVATORS damage mechanisms, it was possible to develop a protective
Given the foregoing overview of the cost and operational coating for the aerofoils which will result in a service life of
impact as experienced by the Canadian military, and the the repaired component being twice that of the service life of
recognition that components can often be repaired at lower new HPT nozzles. Ideally, this same coating Will also be
cost than the purchase price of new components, the applied to new HPT nozzles. It is interesting to note that
following factors can be identified as motivators for repair once the coating process is applied to new components, there
process development and implementation: may not be sufficient parts rejected for these repairs to be

economically feasible.
5.1 Reduced Program Costs
Perhaps the most obvious repair/replacement decision factor A second example is the HPT blade, which is a directionally
is related to the program cost reductions that can be solidified Rend 80 component whose life limiting region is
achieved. As a prerequisite to repair process development for expected to be the leading edge with the life limiting mode
the Canadian program [2], the projected cost of repair would being thermal fatigue. This component; however, suffers
have be less than one third of the new part replacement cost. intergranular corrosion tip damage and cracking which often
This ratio was intended to focus repair development efforts results in premature retirement with only a fraction of its
on those areas where the greatest program cost reductions expected design life of 30,000 equivalent full thermal cycles
could be generated and to allow some room for repair process realized. The repair process that will be used to refurbish the
cost growth. While this objective also identifies the HPT blades will involve damage assessment, HF ion
magnitude of cost reduction which might be expected, it is cleaning, and weld repair followed by post weld heat
often difficult to place an economic value on the benefits treatment and finish machining. The weld material at the tip
derived from these repair processes within a military context, provides an interface between the gas stream and the
In an organization whose primary purpose is revenue intergrain boundary that serves as a barrier to intergranular
generation, such as a commercial airline, a dollar value can be corrosion. A service life has been demonstrated for repaired
readily determined which relates to aircraft availability at the blades in burner rig endurance testing which is far greater
gate. Conversely, in a military organization, aircraft than that of new components. A tip coating will also be
availability may be of less concern during peacetime than in applied to further address the corrosion attack.
the midst of a confrontation. Nevertheless, this issue can be
addressed for engine components if a sufficient understanding A final example addressing classic fatigue damage relates to
of current cost drivers exists. The US Department of Defense the fan blade. It was anticipated that Hot Isostatic Pressing
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(HIP) rejuvenation of the titanium Ti-6A1-4V fan blades of also meeting the majority of Canadian military aerospace
the F404-GE-400 engine could recover a conservatively needs.
estimated 80% of that component's original Low Cycle
Fatigue (LCF) life. This form of rejuvenation is the most 6. REPAIR/REPLACEMENT DECISION
obvious demonstration repair or rework cost reduction in that FACTORS - CONSTRAINTS
a time expired component which is aero-thermodynamically
functional can be retained through the recovery of original 6.1 Technology Base and Competency
materials performance. It is worthwhile noting that the HIP The most fundamental prerequisite for the repair/replacement
process was developed and demonstrated, then abandoned option is the understanding of the metallurgical principles
when the OEM modified the life limiting leading edge radius which pertain to the gas turbine components of interest. The
beneath the blade platform and increased the LCF life by a physical properties of the individual parts of the gas turbine
factor of three. This LCF improvement removed the and the damage modes that will affect either the aero-
anticipated HIP rejuvenation Return On Investment (ROI). thermodynamic performance or lead to physical failure of
Unfortunately failures of the modified design have not these components vary greatly throughout the engine and
substantiated the increased design life expectations. must be understood in detail. High and Low Cycle Fatigue

(HCF and LCF) may predominate as damage modes in the
5.3 Improved Safety of Flight compressor section, while pressure burst or thermal fatigue
In developing the comprehensive knowledge base pertaining may be primary considerations in the combustor. The area of
to operational loading and critical damage modes, the user of greatest duress; however, is in the turbine module where
a gas turbine engine will necessarily improve their ability to creep, thermal mechanical fatigue, erosion and corrosion
anticipate failures of components and to understand the combine to generate the most severe of operational
consequences of those failures. An integral part of the CF environments. The National Research Council, as part of
program was the generation of a Failure Modes and Effects their research program, and as sponsored by DND, have
Criticality (FMECA) process for the CF 18 engines. Not only conducted a focused and productive research program in
is the FMECA the initial decision point for a repair process emerging materials and their characteristics. DND engines
development, it is also a necessary tool for operational have provided the stimulus and much of the specific research
management of fleet assets. The FMECA assists CF subjects as they employ advanced materials for which a store
headquarters staff in assessing the consequences of of service experience exists or is being continuously
unforeseen failures and in determining the most appropriate generated. This information has been used to develop and
management action required to ensure that operational validate experimental test methods. Studies and experiments
commitments can be met without sacrifice to airworthiness, have been conducted on coupons and actual service exposed

materials to establish the database necessary for advanced
5.4 Security of Supply repairs or reworks. International fora and research have also
Although the CF often experiences early fleet failures, other been actively supported by NRC and DND contractor
users will experience those same failures and will place personnel, including the AGARD Structures and Material
concurrent demands for replacement parts which exceed Panel Sub-Committee 33 on an Engine Disc Co-operative
normal supply capacity. In an era when fewer aircraft assets Testing, and the Propulsion and Energetics Panel Working
are held, unexpected supply shortages or replacement Group 20 on Low Cycle Lifing Analysis Techniques for Gas
component delivery priorities that are determined by other Turbine Components. These activities have established the
nations' governments, can have a significant effect on CF necessary understanding and the fundamental capabilities
operational readiness. In developing a repair/rework within the Canadian technology base to proceed with the gas
capability it becomes possible for Canadian Forces turbine repairs anticipated.
requirements to be met using the repair infrastructure in
periods of duress whether they are cost effective or not. If the A second competency area required for the
only means of keeping aircraft functional is to repair repair/replacement option relates to the understanding of the
damaged components, then that option will be available, actual operating environment in which these components

perform their design function. Much of this information is
5.5 Industrial Base Development closely guarded proprietary design data which is retained by
The development of an industrial base in Canada to design the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The design
and implement repair processes can perhaps be justified assumptions; however, often do not adequately address the
solely on shorter term economic factors. Inherent in the entire operational spectrum and so it is necessary to analyse
development of this capability; however, is the development in-service experience. This expertise has been developed
or maintenance of competencies necessary to support future within the NRC and at DND support contractor organizations.
military systems. Simply stated, it will be virtually This aspect of the knowledge base has been developed
impossible to accept new technologies into operational through advanced instrumentation development,
service, if Canada cannot technically manage existing design experimental methods development, analysis of available
concepts and materials performance. Canada's aerospace histories of failed components, special instrumented engine
industry is primarily oriented towards commercial aircraft and flight tests, and post failure analyses. Much of this
needs, it is strong, technologically advanced and capable of knowledge is necessarily specific to type and has been

developed for the F404 engines.
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Understanding fleet average service loads is not sufficient to 6.2.5 Fatigue and Creep Crack Growth Rate
support a comprehensive repair/replacement decision. Creep strength up to 1 100°C can be demonstrated and fatigue
Individual monitoring of component life usage is also and creep crack growth rates can be studied at temperatures
required. Without the ability to track individual engine up to 1000°C for damage tolerance testing of coupons or
usage, and from that to infer damage accumulation, it is components. The purpose of this type of testing is to gain an
extremely difficult to adequately understand failure trends understanding of the service time available between initially
and to generate repair processes which safely address the root detectable defects and component dysfunction.
causes of failure. For this prerequisite function, the Canadian
Forces had supported a detailed data capture and analysis 6.2.6 High Temperature Burner Rig Testing
program on the CF 18 engines. This analysis capability was A high temperature burner rig has been established at the
intended to serve engine usage and health monitoring needs Institute for Aerospace Research with DND funding which
but has also proven instrumental, in enabling a more enables thermal fatigue and erosion testing of coupons or
comprehensive understanding of damage mode/operational components at temperatures up to 1500'C and at high
usage relationships. Without the Maintenance Signal Data velocity (M=.8). This test facility was originally intended for
Recording System (MSDRS) and In-flight Engine Condition erosion/corrosion testing but has been successfully adapted
Monitoring System (IECMS) of the F404-GE-400 engines for thermal mechanical fatigue and durability testing of full
the database could not have been generated. scale gas turbine components or representative coupons.

6.2 Certification Infrastructure 6. 2.7 Full Scale Engine Testing
As mentioned previously, a major obstacle to airworthiness A comprehensive compliment of full scale engine test
certification for many operators is the availability of adequate facilities with laboratory quality instrumentation also has
test facilities for coupon, component and full scale engine been established at the NRC/IAR for DND and commercial
verification testing of repair redesigns or reworks. As a part test purposes. These test facilities were originally established
of the collaborative R&D program between DND and NRCC for engine health monitoring and gas path analysis research,
a number of these facilities have been established, or as well as DND failure analysis. These test systems now
improved, and valuable experience gained in their operation. represent a major asset available for DND and industrial use.
These facilities are primarily located in the Institute for Engine Block Tests or Accelerated Mission Tests which are
Aerospace Research (IAR) and are made available to DND. similar to the final test requirements for commercial
Test capability has been developed for a full spectrum of gas certification of engine designs, have been performed on the
turbine design considerations and includes: CF 18/F404 engine in an NRC engine test cell.

6.2.1 Tensile and Compressive Test Devices
A number of test systems are available for tensile and 6.2.8 Hot Spin Pit Test and Advanced Coating
compressive testing at elevated temperatures up to 1200'C for Technologies
testing coupons of virgin material or coupons machined from Although not employed in the original CF repair development
service exposed components. program, the NRCC have added hot spin pit test and an

unbalanced magnetron sputtering coating facility for future
62.2 Bending materials and repair technology development.
Four point bending at up to 1500'C and high cycle rotating
bending fatigue testing up to 980'C and 10,000 RPM in 6.3 Certification Process
corrosive atmospheres can be conducted to simulate operating DND has a long and well-established record of flight safety
conditions. which is on par with, or exceeds civil standards. Repairs to

flight critical gas turbine components have not been
62.3 Indentation Testing attempted in the past by DND and no approach had been
This test capability is necessary to assess the performance of developed to address the certification of airworthiness for
corrosion or erosion coating systems as well as to assess the repaired components. Additionally, commercial operators
performance of other forms of surface treatment, such as ion have not attempted repairs to flight critical engine
implantation, or laser surface treatment. Tests can be components in the past and accordingly, no commercial
conducted at temperatures up to 1000°C. certification procedures were found to exist. Civil regulatory

guidance was found to be directed primarily toward the
62.4Low Cycle Fatigue Testing design and certification of new engines and components. In
Stress or strain amplitude controlled LCF testing of order to understand the civil regulatory requirements and to
compressor or turbine material coupons can be conducted up develop a process which was consistent with aerospace
to 1 100°C as necessary to validate the long term life industrial practices, a review of regulatory agency
characteristics of compressor components which have been requirements in Europe and North America was undertaken.
weld repaired or turbine components which have received a This enabled the generation of a certification process on gas
protective coating system which can in turn affect substrate turbine repairs which will ideally be acceptable to civil
characteristics or durability, regulatory agencies in the future.
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6.4 Cost Effectiveness Analysis facilitate the acceptance of the specific repairs generated
A Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) approach has been under this project by other military users, and would
developed by the US Department of Defence in collaboration encourage the pursuance of these repairs in commercial
with their industrial and university partners. This CEA markets as well. A review was conducted of the procedures
identifies a consistent and engineered approach to cost and followed for design change approvals as specified by
benefit assessment and was directly applicable to the DND Transport Canada Aviation (TCA), The United States
project on gas turbine repair development. The principles of Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the British Civil
this CEA analysis have been applied to repairs in the Airworthiness Authority (BAA), the European Joint Aviation
Canadian program. The process essentially identifies each Authority (JAA), the U.S. Department of Defence, and U.K.
step in a repair process and the total cost picture associated Ministry of Defence (MOD). In general, the TCA procedures
with that step. The CEA inputs are divided into three areas: and definitions are being used as they address or surpass the
standard inputs, which define the current environment; requirements of other regulatory agencies. Differences
incorporation data, which accounts for one time changes between TCA and other regulatory agency procedures have
caused by the implementation of the repair process; and been documented in a comprehensive report for future
scheduled/unscheduled inputs which reflect current reference. The process for repair certification, and the
maintenance schedules, and current unscheduled removal responsibilities and privileges of accredited personnel such as
rate. CEA outputs can be given in terms of dollar cost or in the Design Approval Representative (DAR) or a Design
investment terms, as NPV, ROI. An important capability of Approval Organization (DAO) are also specified.
this CEA software is that one can perform a sensitivity
analysis to identify and address the critical functions and 7.1.4 Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis
further optimize costs or benefits. This ability works in- (FMECA)
reverse, that is, hypothetical events such as fuel cost increase, This element of the Qualification Methodology is of value to
or parts unavailability can be addressed with respect to costs. fleet repair analysis as well as for repair redesign purposes

and will serve as a stand alone tool for DND's Life Cycle
7. CONCLUDING MATERIAL Materiel Managers (LCMM). The FMECA is a computerized
Having identified the motivators and constraints considered aid which leads design authorities for aerospace equipment
by the Canadian military, it is perhaps worthwhile to briefly through the types of failures which can occur on each
summarize the steps taken in developing the repair component, identifies the probability of those failures, and
qualification process and then to identify the cost reductions explains possible subsidiary consequences of failure.
that are now expected to accrue to the CF1 8/F404-GE-400
engine program. 7.1.5 Qualification Methodology

The Qualification methodology describes how to design and
7.1 Qualification Methodologies for Gas Turbine certify a repair as being airworthy following a systematic,
Repair/Rework- Program Description consistent and auditable certification process. The
The development of a methodology for the airworthiness methodology addresses repair design, life analysis,
verification of gas turbine component repairs or reworks and verification testing, and personnel qualification requirements.
the exercise of that methodology on a number of CF18 engine This qualification methodology is applicable to Canadian
repairs has now been completed. That process involved DND aero-gas turbine engines and is valid for both flight-
technological, as well as economic considerations. The critical and non-critical components. The certification
individual phases of the program are described below: process specifies requirements for:

7.1.2 Preliminary Technology and Economic Feasibility a FMECA;
Studies. a Coupon level test requirements and process guidelines;
Prior to initiation of the major development project and using 0 Component rig testing requirements and process
the CF 1 8/F404 engine as a target of opportunity, component guidelines;
failure and rejection rates at all levels of maintenance, repair 0 Full scale Engine Block Test and Accelerated Mission
and overhaul were analysed. Components which offered Testing methodologies; and
potential for significant cost savings were identified and 0 Design change approval process and documentation.
technology needs for repair identified. The economic
analysis was fundamental in nature and was subsequently 7.1.6 Proof-of-Concept Demonstration
enhanced using the CEA procedures. Technologies were then The feasibility of a number of advanced repair and life
explored which could address knowledge gaps and the extension techniques for high cost /high rejection rates
technical feasibility of a number of specific repairs was components had been explored in preliminary studies. In
demonstrated. order to fully demonstrate the repair generation and

certification process, a comprehensive repair certification
7.1.3 Regulatory Agency Review. program was initiated for the F404-GE-400 components of
The intent of the Regulatory Agency Review was to identify interest. Contractual issues required that a specified
what, if any, existing guidance could be applied to DND minimum set of repairs was to be demonstrated during the
initiated repair redesign activities. It was also intended that a proof-of-concept stage of the program. The repairs which
Qualification Methodology be generated which would were contractually specified are listed below:
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"* Stage 1 fan blade FOD repair; Table 1 - Canadian Repair Program Initial Cost Avoidance
"* Stage 1 fan blade dovetail fretting fatigue improvement; Projections
"* Stage 3 HPC blade dovetail fretting fatigue Component/ Initial Estimated CEA Estimated

improvement; Repair Savings Savings
"* HPT vane segment cracking and braze loss repair; (Can$M) (Can$M)
"* HPT vane life extension; 1st Stage Fan Blade 2.9 1.4
"* HPT blade tip repair; FOD
"* HPT blade life extension; and 1st Stage Fan Blade na .9
"* LPT vane segment cracking and braze loss. Fretting Fatigue

1 st Stage Fan Blade 7.4 Cancelled
7.2 Canadian Repair Program Benefits LCF Extension
Table I below identifies both preliminary and rudimentary 3rd Stage HPC na na
Cost Benefit Analysis figures, as well as CEA savings Blade Dovetail
projections for the repairs identified above. Both of these Fretting Fatigue
figures are provided to identify the much more conservative, HPT Vane Cracking
but realistic CEA cost avoidance projections. It is felt that the and Braze Loss * 21.0 1.2
more rigorous CEA is a necessary tool for the identification HPT Vane Life
of realistic cost avoidance potential. Extension

Table 2 below identifies the CEA cost reduction projections HPT Blade Tip na na

for repairs that have been identified for the F404-GE-400 Repair

engine subsequent to the initiation of the proof-of-concept HPT Blade Life na na

demonstration contract. These repairs give an indication of Extension

the effect of the change in management philosophy on LPT Vane Cracking 12.0 8.8

program costs for this one engine program. and Braze Loss
15 Year Program 43.3 12.3

7.3 Conclusion Savings (Can$M)

The savings indicated in Tables 1 and 2 are significant from * Includes recovery of an estimated 2000 HPT nozzle
cost and management perspectives. This proof of concept guide vane segments which have previously been
demonstration phase of this program cost Can$4.1M and was rejected and quarantined pending repair process
initiated based on the expectation of Can$43.3M in program development.
cost savings/cost avoidance. The CEA estimate of
Can$12.3M was considered realistic and provided only a Table 2 -Opportunity Cost Reductions/Avoidance
marginally acceptable ROI. The savings anticipated from Component Repair CEA Estimate of 15 Year
opportunity repairs that would not have been conceived Savings (Can$M)
without this repair process development; however, total an LPT Nozzle Segment Joint 4.3
additional Can$66.4M. Once an organization recognizes the Combustion Chamber case 3.2
cost and availability impact of repair implementation, and has LPT Nozzle Air Seal 20.9
the infrastructure and process to effect those repairs, HPC Vane Segment .3
significant benefits can be derived. Benefits to the CF LPT Blade Coating .8
resulting from the development of a repair certification HPT Shroud Support Repair 27.9
process are as follows:: Front Frame Repair 9.0
* Program cost reduction/avoidance; Total 15 Year Cost Reduction 66.4
* Increased new and repaired component life;
* Improved safety of flight; References
* Improved maintenance management decision tools; RfrneI Security of supply; 1. Hastings R.R., Macmillan W.L., and Tobin M., "Aircraft

dusrial baseuprepa n fSubsystem Cost and Reliability", Canadian DND Publication
Industrial base preparation for advanced technology CRAD Technical Note DRDA/9301/06
concepts

2. Development of a Qualification Methodology for
Advanced Gas Turbine Repair/Rework - Final Report for
Task 4, Orenda Division, Hawker Siddeley Canada Inc.,
March 1996

3. Dockendorf J.E., Malson M.Z., "Government/Industry
Standard Cost Effectiveness (CEA) Model", in "Annual
Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, 1996
Proceedings", 22-25 January 1996
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COST EFFECTIVENESS OF MODERN LIFING CONCEPTS

Consideration of Economical Aspects Concentrating
on Group A Parts of Military Aircraft Engines

K. U. Tschirne and W. Holzbecher
WTD 61 - Federal Armed Forces Engineering Centre for Aircraft

Military Airworthiness Authority
Propulsion Systems Division

Flugplatz
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1. SUMMARY Some aspects will be presented which cropped up during the
process of reconsidering the present approach because of

It is an usual approach of traditional lifing procedures to budgetary restrictions and problems concerning the
perform extensive and therefore costly-spinning and laboratory availability of engines.
tests with subsequent sampling programmes aiming at the
maximum usage of fracture critical parts, so called group-A- Presenting a realistic, clear-headed and unbiased picture from
parts. the users point of view, supported by trends, statistics and

other facts, should be supportive and helpful for the experts
Experience on military programmes has shown that this during the process of developing living concepts which suit
approach does not take into account all the aspects related to both sides best.
the real in-service situation.

All parties involved are encouraged to reconsider certain
In order to avoid engine removals and disassemblies due to aspects and benefits of "old" and simple lifing procedures in
life-expired parts, causing major expenses, it becomes combination with modem features which have already
necessary to retire parts when they become available on the demonstrated their costeffectiveness.
basis of natural arisings, i. e. at the most economical and
suitable point in time.

3. CURRENT LIFING PROCEDURE
The aim of the presentation is to encourage both the
manufacturer and operator of military engines to instigate a 3.1 Basic Method
detailed review of their current lifing policy as far as the
remaining life at the point of retirement is concerned. The procedure we are talking about, mainly deals with the life

of fracture critical parts. This procedure forms a major
Furthermore, some aspects concerning the philosophy of the element of the general lifing policy applied to the RB 199
required (desired) specified life for an engine and its engine and is covered and documented comprehensively [1].
components are highlighted.

Initially, this procedure was solely based on the "Safe Crack
Initiation Life" where "Crack Initiation" is defined as a crack

2. INTRODUCTION of 0.4 mm.

The German Air Force/German Navy (GAF/GNY) has Release of the full life of the fracture critical parts is subject to
implemented a modern lifing concept combined with the the successful completion of cyclic rig testing of ex-service
introduction of a ,,Life Monitoring System" for the RB 199, samples at 50 % and 75 % of this safe life. Temperature
the engine of the Tornado aircraft, profiles as close as possible to actual engine in-service

environment are simulated during testing of certain fracture
This paper will review the corresponding procedures, the users critical parts.
effort necessary to cope with the relevant requirements and
will highlight associated in-service experience. The results require support from detailed inspection of parts

withdrawn from service engines after equivalent times of
It is neither the aim to create new lifing philosophies nor to operation.
propose specific changes to stress calculations, to certain laws
or to specify mathematic formulae. For parts, where meaningful cyclic testing cannot be
This task of course is left to the experts and the appropriate performed due to technical reasons (installation, geometry)
fora. life clearance (extension) is based on satisfactory inspections,

cyclic tests on new parts, on modified ex-service parts or on
After more than 15 years experience of RB 199 in-service representative specimens.
operation it appears prudent to question certain features
established in the course of improving the general lifing
procedure and to assess its economical value.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-1 7.
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In accordance with the safe life approach, the predicted safe
3.2 Module and Accessory Sampling life of the weakest individual part will be the final life for all

of these parts in service, which means that a significant
Only limited evidence regarding the many possible failure amount of residual life of the other individual parts must be
modes is available by the time an engine enters service. wasted.

Therefore, the initial lifing procedure is supported by a Hence, the high cost for spare parts requires reconsideration of
sampling plan to avoid failures which may remain undetected life extension methods within the frame of the implemented
and become hazardous to the aircraft. lifing procedure.

This plan requires a stepwise withdrawal of relevant samples Extensive specimen tests, investigation of the crack
from different operating units for detailed non-destructive propagation characteristics and cyclic testing up to the onset of
inspections, unstable crack propagation to establish the safe cyclic

dysfunction life demonstrated that certain discs and their
Evidence from all maintenance facilities is also taken into critical areas were significantly damage tolerant.
account. This is to guarantee that all possible effects of
operational peculiarities of all users are considered. A detailed finite element analysis using the 3D method was

performed to fully understand the stress intensity at critical
areas for a limited number of load steps.

3.3 Technical Life Review
Without weakening the primary objective of the lifing

Additionally, technical life reviews are established at each philosophy, i. e. to ensure aircraft flight safety, the basic
stage of life declaration to consider and discuss the technical procedure was refined and the safe propagation life of damage
history and results of regular inspections supported by the tolerant critical areas of fracture critical parts was added to the
evidence obtained from inspections resulting from quite a safe crack initiation life.
number of unplanned removals due to natural arisings.

3.6 Statistical Analysis
3.4 Cyclic Exchange Rates/Monitoring System

A proposal to use statistical analysis of finite and non-finite
Furthermore, an extensive exercise embracing a lognormally distributed fatigue test results for the lifing of
comprehensive assessment of a large number of flight fracture critical parts is under consideration.
recordings (usage survey and mission analysis) has shown
how the engines have actually been used in service, resulting It is expected that this statistical method comprising the
in a reduction of the initial cyclic exchange rates, analysis of samples which contain non-finite results can
Cyclic exchange rates, also called 3-factors, determine the provide service life extensions up to 40 % [8].
ratio between cycles of engine components and engine flying
hours (EFH). However, had the fatigue testing in the past been continued

beyond the occurrence of cracks (no termination of testing
To allow the safe use of components until their individual life after the scheduled test period), this complex approach would
expires and to avoid continuous, frequent evaluation of not have been necessary.
mission recordings, an on-board engine monitoring system has In consequence, the total life (initiation and propagation)
been introduced, should be established at a very early stage of development

(i. e. spin testing of new parts).
This system automatically calculates the life consumption in
accordance with the mission profiles actually flown.

4. ON-BOARD LIFE USAGE MONITORING
Hence, a large database containing detailed and reliable SYSTEM (OLMOS)
information on all individual fracture critical parts of the
engine is readily available for the user and the engine industry. 4.1 Development of OLMOS

Detailed assessment of the life usage data has shown that The Tornado aircraft is equipped with an on-board life usage
significant differences exist between handling procedures and monitoring system integrated into a data acquisition unit
mission profiles. Also differences between right and left hand which records flight data.
engines have been established, even pilots' "finger prints"
could be identified. The system is installed on all GAF/GNY Tornado aircraft and

used fleetwide.

3.5 Safe Crack Propagation Life As part of this system the "Engine Life Consumption
Monitoring Programme" (ELCMP) contains the calculation of

In order to overcome quarantining of parts during life the low cycle fatigue life consumption of fracture critical parts
progression, interim lives based on preliminary results from and additionally, engine performance trending and
not yet completed cyclic tests or on in-service evidence are diagnosis/statistics.
frequently released.

To date, nine updates of the software have been introduced as
Despite of that, certain fracture critical parts have to be a result of continued testing, new engine standards, increased
withdrawn because they have reached their relatively low experience, better knowledge of temperature distribution
declared safe service life. taking into account deterioration of the air system and

modified engine parts.
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Therefore, the full benefit and the expected cost savings could
Finally, tasks have been initiated to develop crack propagation not be realised.
models (algorithms) which are directly integrated into the
structure of the existing life usage monitoring system. The To ascertain that all the positive effects of an individual
next ELCMP version will feature that scheme. monitoring system are achieved, the above quoted deficiencies

- human errors in particular - have to be avoided by all means.
To cater for changes in engine build standards, additional
engine configurations or changes in operational requirements, It is absolutely essential, to completely design and establish
it is necessary to continuously update the ELCMP software, the whole structure of such a system during the stage of
during the lifetime of the engine, development. This has to include all details on the data

transfer process from the on-board monitoring via any hand
Those fleetwide software changes incur considerable effort. held device and ground station to the different logistic centres
Therefore, change proposals must be carefully evaluated to at the end of the line.
avoid that the cost for the update exceed the savings gained by
a few more cycles. Furthermore, by only recording and storing the mission related

data on aircraft and calculating the low cycle fatigue life
However, application of OLMOS means that the life of critical consumption in a ground station, the on-board system can be
engine parts is individually monitored during in-service kept quite simple. On-board processing, on-board storage of
operation with the benefit that the scatter of low cycle fatigue results and on-board bookkeeping of engine life consumption
life consumption of comparable parts is much smaller than the would not be required.
scatter achieved by using cyclic exchange rates. See figure 1
[7]. Should the calculation process of the life consumption be

changed, a reassessment of the life usage of the individual
component would be possible more easily and accurately due
to the availability of the complete mission data in a ground
station instead of introducing additional correction factors.

Increase of Increase .f In addition, software updates would be less complex and
costly due to the simplified software clearance requirements

for ground stations.Individual

r mmonitoring
General monitoring using OLMOS

using !3-factors

-. - 5. EXPERIENCE WITH THE CURRENT
PROCEDURE

Rel LCF /Caloulated LCF In an international programme where each nation uses
consumption consumption individual methods and different monitoring systems for the

calculation of the life consumption of their fracture critical

Figure 1 Distribution of LCF life consumption; application parts, the assessment and evaluation of relevant test results can
of [-factors compared with a life monitoring be a painful, engineering capacity binding, time consuming
system and costly exercise.

Because of the above, the customer has hardly any other
4.2 Lessons Learned choice than to accept and implement updates to the lifing

procedure depending on the latest findings from further
A comprehensive and permanent training of all support and research and development programmes.
maintenance personnel is mandatory to obtain the expected
benefits from the monitoring system (high skill level). The highest priority is dedicated to flight safety and the

avoidance of any hazardous flight situation, this means that all
Unfortunately, after years of in-service experience, the link to improvements e. g. in disc design, material properties or
the central logistic support system is still a route full of manufacturing processes, consequently require an update of
possible errors and inconsistencies which requires refinement the lifing procedure.
to synchronize the variou5 activities between the parties
involved. Too much manual intervention is necessary in Special programmes have been established to fully assess the
handling the lifing data of spare parts. Additionally, the effects of corrosion, fretting, wear etc. on the predicted life.
planning process does not fully exploit the vast amount of
information contained in the collected data. The high number of unplanned removals provides a lot of data

regarding the status of fracture critical parts that can be
The ground station as part of the life monitoring system collected from the repair and overhaul line.
should contain all the information necessary for tracking the
life usage of each engine of the squadron or of the fleet. This data is used to identify potentially critical areas and to

take any necessary action in due time.
Due to data handling problems, a separate calculation system
was installed to check the plausibility of all the data fed into
the logistic support system.
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Despite the useful and risk minimising effort to streamline and During the last 10 years of service operation, the different
to optimise the lifing procedure by taking on board new fleets (GAF/GNY) suffered a total of approx. 3660 unplanned
technologies and methods to reflect the latest state of the art, engine removals followed by extensive repair and overhaul
the customer is still confronted with certain life reductions activities (distribution see figure 2).
which leads to the question if the original approach has
completely taken all safety aspects associated with lifing into
account.

W 10.

Furthermore, human errors in the interface between ground • 9
station and logistic system have led to an extra programme to i 8
recalculate the life consumption and to check the plausibility • 7

of the recorded hours/cycles for the individual parts (see para E 6
4.2 above). TO 5

S4

The fact that the total cost for the replacement of components C 3-
exceed the price of a new part by far, leads to the conclusion D 2
that all economic aspects are to be considered before a part is 1
replaced. Even very early withdrawals can be costeffective. y

In summary, the implemented procedure with its staged life

release to the maximum usable life supported and confirmed
by spin tests, confirmatory samples and unplanned removals Figure 2 Distribution of unplanned engine removals
taking into account all unforeseen "In-Service Effects" which
could severely influence the final life of a component is a Because of the modularity of the engine, complete modules
rather cost intensive method. have to be replaced which means that every year a very high

number of individual modules require rectification causing
In conjunction with an intelligent on-board life monitoring high repair and spare part costs.
system the total life potential of an individual part can be
entirely used in service. Furthermore, "real life" exchange It is not always easy to determine which module is the one
rates can be derived and the exact knowledge of the life causing the problem. Often the deterioration of a number of
consumption of each individual fracture critical part is in modules contributes to the failure of an engine (e. g.
hand. The real overall situation and distribution of the vibration).
remaining life of the parts within the fleet is available at any
point in time. Studies have shown that the most significant contributor to the

life cycle costs of fighter engines are the costs for parts and
The availability of all this data allows a specific module labour associated with repair and overhaul.
and/or engine removal management and the use of additional
life potential if, for instance, a crack propagation life is In an ideal world, only rejections of engines caused by the
calculated. expiration of the released service life of parts and components

would be expected.
Despite the high level of confidence and safety gained, the

procedure requires a sophisticated management system for life Unfortunately, in addition to the planned removals (life-ex)
monitoring, logistics and parts. the high number of unplanned removals (natural arisings)

leading to shortage of repair capacity, grounding of aircraft
Additionally, the necessary high skill of the staff requires and costs which are not necessarily covered by the released
permanent training which is aggravated by the frequent annual budget has to be taken into account.
fluctuation of military personnel.

Detailed assessments have shown that the actual cost for
One special problem needs mentioning, in case of a reduction engine removal, disassembly, repair and assembly can be
of the released life due to unforeseen changes, there are no life more than ten times higher than the cost for a new fracture
reserves to compensate for. This is a very sensitive and costly critical part. Practically, the cost for the new part can be
(additional removals!) area of the lifing procedure. ignored and a new approach has to be explored.

To minimise the cost, both, the unplanned and planned
6. IN-SERVICE SITUATION removals have to be combined and optimised. Fracture critical

parts due for retirement should be replaced when they become
6.1 Definition of a Remaining Life available on the basis of an unplanned removal caused by

natural arisings (see figure 3).
Every year, a summary of operation is issued which reviews in
great detail the causes for engine rejections including the
individual modules and accessories and shows statistically the
overall situation.
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Each time an engine is rejected from the aircraft and
disassembled for rectification, the aircraft downtime affecting
the operational readiness, the manhours required at all

maintenance levels the transportation-, administration-, repair-
and spare part costs as well as the spares availability have to

- be considered.

coen remaining life Summary of Influences
The various influences affecting the definition of an
acceptable remaining life at retirement are:

Part Costs
Lfe [EFHI The relatively high cost of the LPC (3 stage welded drum)

Replacement of facture critical parts! Rest could eventually be cleared by
during unplanned removals: concession procedure (see pare 7) requires that the maximum possible life is used.

Effect: - Reduce the remaining life at retirement maximise the
usage.

Figure 3 Replacement of fracture critical parts The relatively low cost of the HPT (single stage disc) does not

A compromise is to be found between the probability of an require that the maximum possible life is used.

event causing an engine disassembly and the cost and logistic Effect: - Increase the remaining life at retirement.

implications of removing and retiring serviceable parts before
their lives are expired. Removal/Replacement Cost

The value of the "wasted" life of a fracture critical part and the The LPC module is easily and quickly removed and replaced

cost for engine removal and repair have to be balanced. The no disturbance of other modules. Therefore the costs involved

possible effects and implications resulting from a lifing are relatively low.

procedure where fracture critical parts with different periods Effect:'-Reduce the remaining life at retirement.

of remaining life are retired have been investigated. The To access the I-PT several modules require removal therefore,
the costs for removal and replacement of this module are
comparatively high.

6.2 Optimisation of the Remaining Life Effect: - Increase the remaining life at retirement.

In the early service phase engines are rejected more frequently Module Repair Cost
due to reliability problems. Usually, the remaining life at Mde relair costretirement is relatively low as the parts concerned become The relatively high cost for repair of the LPC suggest that the
availlet qitrelftiven. lnumber of removal/replacements should be minimised.
available quite often. Effect: - Reduce the remaining life at retirement.

At a later stage, the reliability increases due to introducedmodifications. The number of engine removals and The relatively low cost for repair of the H-PT implies that the
modifcn untly The oertt tof evgiew e remoaigli f and number of removal/replacements has little effect on costs.consequently the opportunity to review the remaining life of a Effect: - Increase the remaining life at retirement
fracture critical part in order to decide on its reuse on an
economical basis is reduced.

Hence, each time an engine is removed and disassembled and Look in Damage

the fracture critical part becomes available, a decision must be As the LPC can be removed without disturbing other

made whether to reuse the individual item or to retire it due to modules, the opportunity to discover look in damage is

its remaining life being too low. minimised.
Therefore, additional costs are low.

To illustrate the possible differences in module availability Effect: -Reduce the remaining life at retirement.

and the resulting effect on how an appropriate time for As several modules require removal to access the HPT, the
retirement is defined, three engine modules are exemplarily possibility of finding a large amount of look in damage during
considered: removal/replacement is high.

Low Pressure Compressor (LPC) - a module the removal The resulting repair cost should be avoided.
of which does not require removal of other modules Effect: - Increase the remaining life at retirement.

- High Pressure Compressor (HPC) - a module requiring
very extensive strip of the engine

- High Pressure Turbine (HPT) - a module of the "hot end"
requiring removal of several other "hot end" modules.
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The HPC is the most expensive component requiring a 600

complete strip of the engine, and is a very expensive spare part
due to the number of discs involved (6 stages). Furthermore
grouping of the discs lives is necessary since each of the discs
has been released for a different service life. 500

The various influences affecting the definition of a suitable
remaining life are shown in table 1. HPT

400

Remaining
Criteria Module Life (RL) Comments

0

6 300
HPC

Removal With no clear peak E
Distribution LPC " a lower RL can be z

(see figure 1) used 200,

HPC Clear peak
indicates higher RL E C

HPT Clear peak 100 /
indicates higher RL

Cost of LPC High cost require
Spare Parts lower RL 0
and Module o . . . . .
Repair H / High cost requires 0 ,0 O 0

lower RL Time Between Removals

HPT / Relatively low cost
allows higher RL Figure 4 Distribution ofLPC, HPC and HPT removals

Cost for LPC Low cost allows 100%
Removal/Re- lower RL
placement,
Look In HPC , High cost requires

Damage and higher RE
Additional Hr
Module HPT ,. High cost requires
Spares 1) higher RE

Table 1: Criteria affecting the definition of the most OPT

suitable remaining life.

a 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 EFH

Removal Distribution Reman,.ing lf.

Figure 4 below, shows the number of removals of the LPC, Figure 5 Frequency of planned removals versus Remaining
HPC and HPT versus the time between two consecutive Life
removals in engine flying hours [6].

Figure 5 above illustrates the reduction of planned removals
All unplanned removals from entry into service until end of (life-ex) with increasing remaining lives. The figure is based
1997 are included (GAF/GNY). on the removal distribution shown in figure 4.

Causes for Removal

The LPC is subject to a high rate of non-basic removals
caused by foreign object damage (FOD) which has no major
overall effect on the rest of the engine.

The HPC is subject to a fairly high rate of non-basic removals
caused by FOD similar to the LPC.

) Definition: Cost for module pool
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The primary causes for HPT removals are basic failures Removal Cost
related to design and material of the turbine blades.

Based on the distribution of look in damage an additional cost
A small percentage of removals are due to secondary damage. element for the repair of the associated modules has to be

added when estimating the total average cost for removal of
the LPC, HPC or HPT, respectively.

Maintenance Effects
Summing up all aspects which have an monetary effect on the

The LPC module is easily and quickly removed and replaced overall cost for the replacement of an engine module leads to
without disturbing other modules. the following correlation:

Unrelated modules hardly ever require removal, repair or Module Cost for Removal
replacement. Therefore, most of the LPC replacements do not
incur any additional cost. LPC 1.0

HPC 2.4
The HPC module requires the highest maintenance effort for

removing and replacing all the fracture critical parts. HPT 1.8

The cost for removal and replacement of the HPC is the Table 3: Correlation of total removal costs.
highest of all engine modules and requires almost a complete
engine disassembly.

Establishment of the Remaining Life
On these grounds any unnecessary removal and replacement
should be avoided. Considering the findings of the cost evaluation and the

situation concerning various influences like removal
Several modules require removal to access the HPT and distribution, extent of engine strip/repair and spare parts
therefore, a high amount of unrelated damage can be identified availability the following individual remaining lives have been
which requires repair (look in damage). allocated to the three different modules:

LPC = 200 EFH
The cost for removal, repair and replacement of this module is

comparatively high. HPC = 800 EFH

HPT = 700 EFH.

Look In Damage

Using a sample of LPC, HPC and HPT module removals, the 6.3 Concluding Remarks

following average percentage of other modules requiringrepair (look in damage) has been established (see table 2, Several factors must be taken into account when reviewing the
repair due to secondary damage is excluded), most cost effective remaining life at retirement of a fracturecritical part. A continuous update is required reflecting the

Matrix of Look In Damage actual in-service situation.

Module LPC (01) HPC (03) HPT (08) The most crucial factor is the actual time of and time between
01 100% 35% 45%02 210% 20% 45% removals currently evident in the fleet since this rate03 21% 100% 25% determines the period when parts to be replaced become
04 7% 25% 20% available at no extra cost.
05 0% 25% 20%
06 14% 30% 45% As seen from the three examples (LPC, HPC, HPT) above, an
07 14% 85% 95% allocation of a single remaining life for all modules does not
08 21% 75% 100% result in the most costeffective approach.
09 0% 60% 35%
10 7% 65% 25% A lifing policy of retiring fracture critical parts by
11 7% 40% 0% "sacrificing" remaining life, requires a compromise between
12 7% 35% 35% several contradictory features. However, a sensible assessment
13 0% 5% 0% will ultimately reduce the cost. Consequent application of this
14 0% 30% 5% policy, a thorough updating procedure in conjunction with a
15 14% 0% 35% reliable and flexible life management (e. g. spare part
16 7% 10% 10% provisioning) would widely exclude that an engine had to be

Table 2: Amount of damage to other modules (look in removed and disassembled just to replace a life-ex fracture
damage) identified during removal of the LPC critical part.
(module 01), the HPC (module 03) or the HPT
(module 08). Modules 02, 04 to 07 and 09 to 16 Nevertheless, in certain cases a selective use of a life potential
form the rest of the RB 199 engine, on the basis of concessions cleared through additional

calculations/testing should be allowed to avoid planned
removals (see para 7 below and figure 3).
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One might argue that this procedure cannot be used If not all fracture critical parts reach their released life, the
successfully in other projects due to differences in rejection accumulated failure risk of the population decreases. There are
rates. essentially two factors which contribute to this effect:

Agreeably, the rate of rejections may vary and the remaining - fracture critical parts are rejected due to wear or other

lives must be adjusted accordingly, but rejections caused by unacceptable damage - such parts are not repaired.

basic or non-basic failures (e. g. FOD) are, by nature of the - fracture critical parts are rejected due to lack of remaining
design and the operation of all weapon systems, unavoidable service life - in accordance with the life management
(see figure 6). detailed above.

S1.4 In retrospect, the portion of components, based on particular
parts, still in service can be transformed into a function of

1,service life defined as the "in service rate".

..- HPT, ball, Multiplication of this "in service rate" with the failure
0.8 non-basic probability density, i. e. the assumed log-normal population,

0.6 A__ýand integration of the resulting fuinction up to conventionally
released life, leads to an accumulated overall probability of

04HPC basic less than I in 750.

0.2 , _ The remaining "potential" can be used for an individual life
LPC, basic extension without exceeding the accepted limits of overall

a mw y ea• failure probability.

Figure 6 Distribution of rejections caused by basic and non- Assumptions
basic failures

- With regard to parts with a high replacement rate, it is
assumed that the points of retirement are equally

Based on statistics and experience those removals can be distributed. With regard to other parts, it was assumed that

predicted and hence reflected in a lifing procedure tailored to there is a 100 % survival rate up to the point "released life

any other engine programme. less remaining life".

- The population of parts within the period of the remaining
life is linearly reduced by 50 %.

7. PROPOSAL TO EXTEND THE INDIVIDUAL
LIFE OF FRACTURE CRITICAL PARTS - The removal rate remains unchanged beyond the initially

released service life until the "new" service life is reached.

The chapters above describe how useful it can be to extend the
remaining life of a fracture critical part i. e. scrapping of parts Results
considerably far away from their released lives just for overall Resultscosteffectiveness. By fully using the accepted accumulated risk of 1 in 750 and

based on the above assumptions, the maximum admissible

In some cases, however, just the opposite might be necessary lives shown in table 4 can be obtained [9].

when the expiration of the life of an individual fracture critical
part affects the operation of the weapon system unacceptably. Compo- Stmin 1) Scra RL 3) Smin + X 4) Gain s

nent (EFH) p/A (EFH) (max) (%)
When fracture critical parts are retired prior to the expiration (EFH)
of their released life, a portion of the accepted failure risk
remains "unused". It is the intention to use this portion, or HPC 3 1878 2 450 2010 7,0
reserve, for the extension of the released life of the remaining
individual parts. HPC 4 3223 1,5 450 3396 5,4

The assumption is currently held that 100 % of the parts IPC 6) 1520 1,75 400 1.596 5,0

entering service will reach their released service life. There is
a risk of failure, albeit very small, due to the scatter in material Table 4: Gain in life of fracture critical parts (examples) by
properties, and an accumulated failure risk of 1 in 750 is utilising the "failure risk potential" of prematurely
admissible. This is felt to be acceptable, taking into account retired parts.
the fact that, on the one hand unfavourable geometric and
material properties are assumed, and on the other hand a .• Smin: Initially released life
certain degree of statistical safety is implied when calculating 2) Scrap p/A: Number of retired components per year
released life figures from test results.

3) RL: Remaining Life; the figures are random, chosen for
calculation only

4) Si,, + X: Revised max. admissible life ("new" service life)

5) Gain is variable, depending on RL
6) IPC: Intermediate Pressure Compressor
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8. CONCLUSIONS All associated lifing issues of the different programme phases
must adequately be covered from the very beginning of a

The implemented life procedure for fracture critical parts in lifing concept. This concept is put forth and controlled by a
conjunction with the integrated on-board life usage monitoring comprehensive life management plan which is continuously
system has been successful, despite the high cost involved, updated in an iterative process.
with respect to the following:

It might be worth to consider an engine project where - from
- Very high confidence in flight safety the onset - fracture critical parts are designed only for a certain

- Optimal use of the life potential of a fracture critical part period of the overall life of the engine (e. g. 50 % or 10 to 12
years) but this design is based exclusively on proven

- Extension of the released life and flexibility to cope with technology. After that period those fracture critical parts could
changes in the requirement e. g. performance increase be replaced at no extra cost during a major engine upgrade
(temperatures) during the in-service phase. programme where advanced - state of the art - technology

Considerable reduction in life consumption in conjunction could be embodied for the remaining period of in-service life.
with an advanced digital engine control unit (e. g. This standard procedure is widely and successfully applied bywithan dvaced igial ngin cotro uni (e g. civil engine operators.
avoidance of overswing of temperatures and speeds).

But nevertheless, the user is faced with hardly affordable costs
caused by a high number of unplanned removals additionally ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
followed by planned removals due to life-ex fracture criticalparts. The authors wish to thank H. Eidenschink, A. Gallersd~rfer

and P. Blilml for their engineering support and significant

With the introduction of an individually tailored remaining life contribution towards the preparation of this paper.

policy reflecting the actual in-service situation the number of
planned removals as one of the cost drivers has significantly Additionally, many thanks to Mrs. M. Lang and Mr. K. Zanker

been reduced. But the optimum could not yet be achieved for the perfect layout.

because of its late application.
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phasing-out period of an engine system. 4. Harrison, F. G; DERA, UK; "Recommended Practices for

Monitoring Gas Turbine Engine Life Consumption"
The evaluation of the Tornado engine programme has
demonstrated considerable potential for improvement even 5. Henderson, M. B. and Harrison, F. G.; "Development and

after more than 15 years of in-service operation. Validation of Algorithms for Engine Usage Monitoring
Systems"

Future budget restraints dictate a more costeffective approach
(see para 4.2, 6.1, 6.2) for the next engine generation (e. g. 6. MTU-MKTR/DC/12-97; "RB 199 Minimum Issue Service

EJ200). Life"

Referring to the introduction of this paper it should be the 7. Broede, I.; "Engine Life Consumption Monitoring

common interest of all parties involved (contractor and Program for RB 199 Integrated in the On-Board Life

customer) to further improve the whole lifing concept. The Monitoring System"; Conference Proceedings No. 448
aim must be the achievement of the best costeffectiveness by (AGARD)
keeping the highest level of safety. 8. A. D. Boyd-Lee; "Statistical Analysis of Finite and Non-

This goal can only be reached when all associated lifing Finite Lognormally Distributed Fatigue Lives";

aspects are continuously born in mind from the writing of the DRA/SMC/CR 962231 13. Sept. 1996
specification, the first line on the drawing board, during the
complete development, production and in-service period. 9. Minutes of the 47th RB 199 Local Technical Committee,

Feb. 1998 (MOD GE, DASA/MTU private data)
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INTERNATIONAL ACCEPTANCE OF COMMERCIAL REPAIR APPROVALS

Wayne Thomas
Brent Junkin

STANDARD AERO LTD
33 Allen Dyne Road

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3H lAl

SUMMARY 2. THE TYPE CERTIFICATION PROCESS

As the military increasingly adopts commercial
standards for the maintenance of "dual use" aircraft, The Type Certification Process requires the
commercial repair approval and it's methodology is manufacturer of a new civilian aeronautical product, i.e.
becoming increasingly relevant in the military world. an aircraft, aircraft engine, or propeller, to demonstrate
Component repair development is not limited to the that their product meets these minimum standards of
MANUFACTURER. The repair marketplace is global airworthiness. For example, a partial list from FAR 33
with independent facilities operating around the world, for engines includes:

The authority to issue approvals for aeronautical product - Design Features
repair procedures lies with the National Aviation - Materials
Authority (NAA). Some NAA's have implemented a - Fire Prevention
system of delegation to enhance the efficiency and - Durability
effectiveness of the approval process. The privileges and - Engine Cooling
responsibilities of delegated authority may be granted to - Engine Mounting Attachments
operators, independent repair stations, qualified - Accessory Attachments
individuals, or the manufacturer. - Turbine Rotors

- Vibration Tests
This paper describes how the commercial system works - Surge Characteristics
to obtain approval for a new repair scheme, and - Fuel and Induction System
describes some delegation systems. - Ignition System

- Lubrication System
- Endurance Tests (block tests)

1.0 AVIATION REGULATIONS - Bird Ingestion Tests
- Rain and Hail Ingestion tests

National aviation regulations enable governments to - Engine Component Tests
establish procedures and standards to control all aspects
of the aviation industry. These regulations define the minimum standards and

form the "Type Approval Basis" for the product.
Most countries introduced legislation in the early days
of aviation, empowering the governments to set The NAA and manufacturer work closely together
"Minimum Standards of Airworthiness". NAA were during this phase. The manufacturer will generally
established to create and enforce these regulations. submit a compliance program to the NAA. This is a
Today, some examples of these are: document that addresses each airworthiness

requirement, and proposes how the product will be
"* United States Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) demonstrated to comply. The NAA interacts with the
"* Joint Aviation Authorities* - Joint Aviation manufacturer, and may require additional test

Regulations (JAR) procedures or alternative means of demonstrating
"* Canadian Aviation Regulations (CAR) compliance. The NAA may also require that their

representative be permitted to witness tests or
Footnote: *JAA member countries are working on thc procedures that they consider critical.
development and acceptance of the JARS. MAimber
countries still have some national regulations in itw. When compliance has been demonstrated with the
Other countries also have similar regulations. applicable standards of airworthiness the NAA issuesthe Type Certificate. The Type Certificate is the NAA's
The regulations also define the requirements for the certification that the aeronautical product has met the
approval of maintenance data and repair procedures. minimum standards for use in certificated aircraft. The
The authority for approval of all aeronautical product Type Certificate also provides key specifications, ratings
designs, and procedures for repairs and modifications and operating limits.
thereof originates from the applicable NAA.

The drawings and specifications that define the product
(called the Type Design) and the manuals that specify

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components,
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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the proper operation, maintenance and recondition In addition, advances in technology make new repair
thereof are submitted to the NAA at the time of initial procedures possible. Companies that effectively apply
certification. These data are an integral part of the Type these technologies to component repair extend the safe
Certification process. service life of components and reduce maintenance costs

by reducing new material costs.
3. MANUFACTURER'S MANUALS

5. DELEGATION OF REPAIR DATA
The manufacturer's maintenance and overhaul manuals APPROVAL
contain data that define the requirements to maintain the
aeronautical product in an airworthy condition. These Delegation is defined as "the art of achieving specific,
manuals are approved or specified as acceptable by the predefined results through the empowerment and
NAA. By law, maintenance must be performed in motivation of others".
accordance with the requirements of these manuals to
maintain the Certificate of Airworthiness of the aircraft. As previously noted, the NAA is the source of authority

for all approvals to aeronautical products. This includes
The manuals are written by the manufacturer at the time the approval of new repair procedures.
of initial certification. The manufacturers use their best
judgment and Type Certification test program The NAAs recognize that companies must supplement
experience to establish: the manufacturer's manuals with additional data to

maintain aeronautical products. The NAAs make
"* Tooling and Equipment Requirements provisions for this in the regulations. For example, JAR
"• Process Specifications, i.e. cleaning, non- 145.45 (b) states:

destructive inspection, welding, Brazing,
metallizing, plating etc. "Where the JAR-145 approved maintenance

"* Inspection Methods organization produces it's own airworthiness data

"* Serviceable Limits additional to that specified in paragraph (a) such

"* Component Repair Requirements additional airworthiness data must be produced in

"* Repair Procedures and Reparable Limits accordance with a procedure acceptable to the
Authority."

The manuals reflect the manufacturer's level of
knowledge at the time of initial Type Certification. The NAA's do not have the resources to directly review and

repairs are generally basic, and utilize common approve all of the modifications and repairs generated

processes and equipment that will be available in a by industry for previously Type Certificated

typical repair station or approved maintenance Aeronautical Products. To meet this need, some NAAs

organization. While service bulletins and manual have established systems to delegate authority.

revisions are issued from time to time the revision of
repair procedures, and addition of new repair procedures The delegation of authority enables the delegate to fulfill

tends to fall behind advancements in technology. The obligations charged to the NAA under the aviation

manufacturers may also leave the details of specialized regulations. Delegates act as an extension of the NAA,
repair processes out of the overhaul manuals for and apply the same rules as the NAA. Privileges may be

proprietary/competitive reasons, granted to qualified individuals, independent
maintenance or design organizations, and the

4. MAINTENANCE IN SERVICE manufacturer.

Once the product enters service the operator is Delegation systems enable the NAA to have a large

responsible for maintaining the product in accordance number of highly qualified technical people perform the

with the manufacturers maintenance and overhaul enormous amounts of examinations, testing, and

manuals. Operators seek the most cost effective inspections necessary to determine compliance with

approach to maintain their equipment. This may be by pertinent regulations.
performing the work in an in-house maintenance
facility, or by subcontracting the work to a NAA 6. DELEGATION SYSTEMS

authorized facility. Independent repair facilities and the
manufacturer compete for this business FAA - Designated Engineering Representative (DER)

As the product matures and service experience is The DER system is described in FAA Order 8110-37.

accumulated the components suffer service degradation There are two categories of DERs that approve data,
and wear in ways that the manufacturer could not Company DERs and Consultant DERs. In either case,
foresee. Since repair schemes for these conditions are the delegation is issued to the individual via a FAA

not provided in the manufacturers manuals, new 8110-25 Certificate of Authority.

approved repair procedures must be produced or the
parts will be deemed scrap. Additional repair procedures
must be added to economically maintain the product.
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The minimum DER qualifications are: perform work outside their region, including at foreign
FAA repair stations.

* 8 years of progressively responsible engineering
experience as appropriate to the designation sought FAA Special Federal Aviation Regulation (SFAR) 36

0 an engineering degree from a college of recognized
standing SFAR 36 permits certain Part 121 and 145 operators to

* 1 year direct working relationship working with the develop their own technical data for performing major
FAA where the applicant repairs on aircraft, engines, propellers, and appliances

• continuously and actively is engaged in processing when approved data does not exist.
engineering work for FAA

0 approval of the type in which the applicant is The operator produces and approves data in accordance
seeking appointment with a FAA approved SFAR 36 procedures manual. The

manual specifies the procedures for developing and
The DER delegation is given in the particular area of determining the adequacy of technical data for major
designation in which the applicant has expertise. For repairs. The manual also specifies the names and
example Engines, Structures, Propellers etc. responsibilities of each person whom:

The privileges differ slightly for each designation, but 0 Has authority to make changes in procedures that
generally consist of the authority to prepare and/or require a revision to the procedures manual
approve: a Prepares or determines the adequacy of technical
"• Engineering Reports data
"* Drawings
"* Other data related to durability, materials, and • Plans or conducts tests

processes employed in design, operation, and
maintenance provided these items comply with the 0 Approves the results of tests
pertinent regulations The FAA plans to eliminate SFAR 36, but this has been

A typical project sequence for a repair approval is as delayed several times. SFAR 36 is still in effect. Some
follows: consider the SFAR 36 system to be less rigorous that the

FAA DER system.
"* Data are submitted to the DER for review
"* DER assesses whether repair is major or minor.
"• If major, the DRE consults with their FAA advisor Transport Canada Design Approval Representative

and obtains permission to proceed with the project. (DAR)
* DER identifies the applicable airworthiness"requirementifies. a th ese a rle atrthiness The Transport Canada DAR system was structured to berequremnts.Norallythee ar at the the equivalent of the DER system used in the USA.

amendment level defined in the Type Certificate for
which the product was originally approved. Like FAA DERs, the DARs review engineering data to

"• DER evaluates data against applicable determine compliance with the applicable standards of
airworthiness requirements. Technical data for a airworthiness. The DAR system is still active for
major repair must show that the condition of the individuals, i.e. a consultant DER.
repaired product will be at least equal to it's
original or properly altered condition. To Transport Canada Design Approval Organization
accomplish this, the data must show compliance
with the applicable airworthiness standards. This is (DAO) and Approved Engineering Organization
commonly shown through engineering analysis and (AEO)

physical testing. Data must show the repaired The DAO/AEO systems were introduced after the DAR
product will fin ction reliably through its system. The DAO/AEO introduce the concept that the
established inspection interval, corporation is responsible for having adequate resources

"* DER makes a determination if data are adequate to and program management to support and maintain the
demonstrate compliance. If a finding of compliance delegation. Under the DAO/AEO the corporation
is made, the DER approves the data by issuing a receives the delegation, not the individuals. Transport
completed FAA 8110-3 form. Canada Airworthiness Manual Chapter 505 refers.

The FAA holds recurrent DER "Standardization The DAO and AEO systems are similar. A DAO is
Seminars" which help achieve consistency in the DER established in an Approved Maintenance Organization
system. However, as the DER program is managed by (equivalent of a repair station). An AEO is established in
the ACOs in the regions, there is some variation in the a Commercial Air Service. Persons in the DAO and
practices for appointment and oversight of DERs AEO have a similar role to the DAR as described above.
through the USA. With special permission DERs may
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The DAO/AEO is effectively an organization within the
Approved Maintenance Organization/Commercial Air The issue of acceptance of maintenance (performed in
Service. The DAO/AEO has it's own Transport Canada accordance with the manufacturer's overhaul and
approval separate from the parent organization. The maintenance manuals) is usually dealt with by a
DAO/AEO operates in accordance with an approved Bilateral Airworthiness Agreement. Memorandum of
procedure manual, which includes (in part): Understanding, or other agreement between the

countries.
"* A statement of DAO/AEO purpose
"* Management commitment to: JAA countries generally accept manufacturer's repairs,
"• provide adequate resources to perform the but there are no regulations yet for acceptance of other

delegated functions repairs approved by delegation. There are however JAA
"* grant adequate authority to perform the delegated General policies that apply. General JAA Policy-1

functions states: "Member states accept repairs approved within

"* ensure staff remain knowledgable in their technical the regulatory system of the Type Cerflicating

specialty with respect to Authority." General JAA Policy-2 states: "Involvement

"* airworthiness standards and procedures of the manufacturer with such repairs is desirable, but

"* DAO/AEO description and lines of responsibility not mandatory."

"* A description of the functions the DAO/AEO is Practical acceptance of repairs (from sources other than
authorized to perform the manufacturer) approved by delegation is by member

"* A description of the airworthiness control system states, but most JAA states are following General JAA
utilized for determining the Policy-1. The aircraft operator must also accept the

"* adequacy of technical data approved by the repair. The degree of acceptance varies between
DAO/AEO countries, airworthiness inspectors, and operators.

"* A description of the system used to audit the
performance of the DAO/AEO The concept of the NAA issuing approval (not the

"* A description of the record keeping system manufacturer) is not well understood. Likewise, the
"* The names and titles of persons appointed to concept of delegation to approve repairs is not well

perform airworthiness functions, and sample understood in many JAA states.
signatures

These considerations impact maintenance not only at the
The DAO/AEO systems offer advantages over the DAR time the maintenance is performed, but also when an
system. The procedures to generate, review and approve aircraft is moved from one country of registration to
data are specified in more detail, and more widely another. If the receiving state does not accept the repair
known through the organization. approvals embodied in the aircraft costly remedial work

may be required to satisfy the receiving state.Transport Canada exercises control through the

approved procedures manual, compliance programs, and
conditions specified by the Regional Office when 8. CONCLUSIONS
issuing approval numbers.

0 The NAA issues approvals for Civilian
JAA Design Organization Approval (DOA) Aeronautical Products

The JAA is moving toward implementation of an . The manufacturers maintenance and overhaul
organization delegation system called a DOA. The manuals must be supplemented with additional
regulations will be specified in JAR 21, subpart M. The repair data to economically maintain aeronautical
procedure is currently in draft form, with expected products
implementation June 1, 1999. Note that while the
individual countries will adopt the JAR, individual 0 Some NAA appoint delegates to act on their behalf
NAAs may choose to add requirements. Pending and issue approvals for repair procedures
acceptance of JAR 21, subpart M the individual member
countries of the JAA utilize their own NAA regulations 0 NAA delegates increase the capacity of the NAA to
that may be applicable. review and approve large volumes of data

7. INTERNATIONAL ACCEPTANCE OF 0 Military operators can gain similar benefits by
REPA. IS adopting a system of delegation with their

maintenance contractors.

The international acceptance of repairs involves two
issues, the acceptance of maintenance performed in the
other country, and the acceptance of repair data
approved by delegation.
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HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE LIFE MANAGEMENT
IN GAS TURBINE ENGINES

T. Nicholas
U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory

Materials and Manufacturing Technology Directorate
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-7817, USA

SUMMARY shortcomings, the U.S. Air Force initiated a
National High Cycle Fatigue Program to

HCF failures in materials used in rotating develop a technology base for implementation
components of gas turbine engines have often of damage tolerance procedures for HCF in gas
been found to be attributable to fatigue loading turbine engines. This paper focuses on the
on materials which have sustained damage from material capability aspects of the damage
other sources. Damage can be present in the tolerant approach for design and life
form of initial material or manufacturing management of components subjected to HCF.
defects, or can develop during service operation.
Three major sources of in-service damage have
been identified which can alter the HCF 2. DAMAGE TOLERANCE
resistance individually or in conjunction with The natural tendency in the implementation of a
one another: low cycle fatigue (LCF), foreign "damage tolerant" approach to fatigue would beobject damage (FOD), and fretting. "aaetlrn"apoc oftgewudb
Methodologies for treating such damage in to relate remaining life based on predictions ofestablishing material allowables are considered, crack propagation rate to inspectable flaw size.In LCF, this has been shown to work well, and
Some recent results on the effects of damage on such an approach was adapted by the U.S. Air
the Haigh (Goodman) diagram and a discussion Force in 1984 as part of the ENSIP
of the life management aspects of HCF are Specification [1]. For HCF, direct application
presented. of such an approach cannot work for "pure"

HCF because required inspection sizes are well

1. INTRODUCTION below the state-of-the-art in non-destructive
inspection (NDI) and the number of cycles in

The high incidence of HCF related failures over HCF is extremely large because of the high
the past several years in U.S. Air Force gas frequencies involved. The basic problem is
turbine engines, combined with the substantial illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 which shows
maintenance costs and potential detrimental that LCF involves early crack initiation and a
effects on operational readiness, have led the long propagation life as a fraction of total life.
Air Force to re-evaluate the design and life In addition, LCF cracks are typically of an
management procedures for HCF. In inspectable size early enough in total life so that
attempting to assess the root cause of HCF there is a considerable fraction of life remaining
failures and find methods for reducing the during which an inspection can be made. HCF,
incidence of such failures, the relatively on the other hand, requires a relatively large
empirical nature of the procedures now in place fraction of life for initiation to an inspectable
becomes abundantly clear. Further, the lack of size, or the creation of damage which can be
detailed information on vibratory loading and detected, to occur. This results in a very small
dynamic response of components as well as fraction of life remaining for propagation. It
material capability under HCF, particularly in must be pointed out that considerable research
the presence of initial or in-service damage, is being conducted at the present time to
makes anything but a highly empirical approach identify and detect HCF damage in the early
impractical at this time. To address these stages of total fatigue life.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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correspond to 109 cycles in non-ferrous metals,
a number which is hard to achieve in service and
even harder to reproduce in a laboratory setting.
Consider that a material subjected to a

cc frequency of 1 KHz requires nearly 300 hours--J

-Q to accumulate 109 cycles.
E5
o LCF

R=-1
Inspection limit

-- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- HCF Safety factor

% Fatigue Life lOO .1

Fig. 1 Schematic showing difference between ,' Average

HCF and LCF. R=O.5

E Max vibrato able Lower bound

While a damage tolerant approach may seem out <
of the question at present for HCF, the most
pressing problems in field failures are not
related to material capability under pure HCF. Mean Stress UTS
Rather, the problems fall into two categories.
First, and foremost, is the existence of vibratory Fig. 2 Constant life diagram.
stresses from unexpected drivers and structural
responses which exceed the material capability 3. CONSTANT LIFE DIAGRAMS
as determined from laboratory specimen and
sub-component tests. Design allowables are The diagram most used for design purposes is a
normally obtained on material which is constant life diagram as illustrated in Fig. 2,
representative of that used in service including where available data are plotted as alternating
all aspects of processing and surface treatment stress as a function of mean stress for a
and are often represented as points on a Haigh constant design life, usually 107 or higher. This
or "Modified Goodman diagram". (This point diagram, which can be correctly called a Haigh
is qualified in the following paragraph.) The diagram, is commonly and incorrectly referred
second category involves the introduction of to as a Goodman diagram or a Modified
damage into the material during production or Goodman diagram [2]. In the absence of data at
during service usage. The three most common a number of values of mean stress, it is often
forms of damage, either alone or in combination, constructed by connecting a straight line from
are LCF cracking, foreign object damage (FOD), the data point corresponding to fully reversed
and fretting fatigue. To account for this damage, loading, R=- 1, with the ultimate tensile strength
or to design for pure HCF, the concept of a (UTS) of the material. Data at R=- l can be
threshold below which HCF will not occur is obtained readily from a number of techniques
necessary because of the potentially large using shaker tables to vibrate specimens or
number of HCF cycles which can occur over components about a zero mean stress, while
short service intervals. This is due to the high data at other values of mean stress are often
frequency of many vibrational modes, often more difficult to obtain, particularly at high
extending into the KHz regime. In fact, current frequencies. Alternatives to the straight line
design for HCF through the use of a Haigh approximation in Fig. 2 involve various curves
diagram seeks to identify maximum allowable through the yield stress or UTS point on the x-
vibratory stresses so that HCF will not occur in axis, or through actual data if available, to
a component during its lifetime. The current represent the average behavior. Scatter in the
ENSIP specification requires this HCF limit to data can be handled by statistical analysis which
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establishes a lower bound for the data. On top
of this, a factor of safety for vibratory stress 1200 ...

can be included to account for the somewhat * 10a strew ML1000 Max stress ML

indeterminate nature of vibrations, particularly 7 I Al srs ASE
A Max stress ASEh

those of a transient type. Finally, design 7
practices or specifications may limit the @ WE

()allowable vibratory stress to be below some - 00 H cyclz

established maximum value, independent of the I a

magnitude of the mean stress. The safe life 200 '
region, considering all of these factors, is shown 0 S3 M

in Fig. 2. What the shaded region provides, -200 0 200 400 6 600 10o0

therefore, is an allowable threshold vibratory Mean Stress (MPa)

stress as a function of mean stress, the latter Fig. 4 Haigh diagram for Ti-6A1-4V plate.
being fairly well defined because it is closely
related to the rotational speed of the engine. If
the vibratory stress is maintained within the 1200 [ . . . . . .. . . . .

0l Max Stress (MPF),
allowable region on the Haigh diagram, there 1000 iStress (MP)

should be no failure due to HCF and, further, no ----- -------- 7 ----- ---- -- -
periodic inspection required for HCF. Provided C 0 o creep limit 0 0

20 0 0do 0

that the maximum number of vibratory cycles 1 600 1 Ti-6AI-4VBar

experienced in service does not exceed the U 70 Hz

number for which the Haigh diagram is 400 vV c
V 4w--.Cyclic creep limit

established, 109 for example, then such a design 200

procedure is one of "infinite" life requiring no
periodic inspection. 0 200 400 600 B00 1000 1200

Mean stress, MPa
1200

Aernaling Stress (MPa)I Fig. 5 Haigh diagram showing region of
1000xLSt2re PssLa - .. " transition in mechanism for high mean stress.

V YVy

S600 T-6. Ti-AI-4V yet an unusual feature of the data is the
t "70HVz relatively large amount of scatter which occurs

S400 *"-.. under R=- 1 (fully reversed, zero mean stress)
"0 , 0 R=O-.5

200 " . loading. This phenomenon has been observed in
410. I several other alloys and is under further

0.200 400 600 Boo 1000 1200 investigation. Note also that a straight line does
Mean stress, MPa not provide a good representation of the

Fig. 3 Haigh diagram for Ti-6A1-4V bar. alternating stress data. Note, further, that for
high values of mean stress, the maximum stress
is quite high, approaching the static ultimate

There are some pitfalls in the use of a Haigh stress of 1030 and 980 MPa for the bar and
diagram in design, particularly when basing it plate material, respectively. Recent research on
only on data at R=-1. For example, Figs. 3 and fatigue life at high mean stresses [3] has shown
4 show such diagrams for the same material, Ti- that at high mean stress, the fracture mode
6A1-4V, processed into two different product changes from one of fatigue to one of creep. A
forms, hot rolled bar, and forged plate, plot of maximum and minimum stress, Fig. 5,
respectively. In addition to the alternating shows the range of vibratory stresses (min to
stress, the peak or maximum stress is also max) at each mean stress tested. The stress
shown. The data in Fig. 4 are obtained from above which creep occurs is shown along with
two independent sources on the same material, the line which delineates the region of fatigue, at
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low mean stresses, from the region of creep, at 4.1 FOD and Notches
high mean stresses. Thus, in the creep regime, Foreign objects impacting leading edges of
consideration should be given to the amount of rotating blades or static structures can produce
time during which such vibrations occur, not damage in the form of notches or tears as shown
only to the number of cycles. Allowable schematically in Fig. 6. Attempts have been
vibratory stresses, while very low in this region, made to quantify such damage in the form of an
should also be supplemented with consideration equivalent Kt, but relating that to actual material
of maximum stresses. It is for these reasons behavior is difficult. First, it is difficult to
that designers shy away from the high mean establish the effective value of Kt, particularly
stress regime, often for reasons that cannot be when residual stresses are produced and when
quantified. small cracks are formed at the tip of the notch.

Second, there are an unlimited number of notch

4. DAMAGE CONSIDERATIONS geometries involving combinations of depth and
radius of notch which will produce the same

While methods appear to be available to value of Kt for a given loading condition. Third,
quantify the fatigue limit of a material, and to while some data exist on the reduction of fatigue
establish a threshold for a crack of an life at a given stress due to FOD, there are few
inspectable size, there are still issues remaining data available on the reduction of the fatigue
over how severe is the damage induced by FOD limit, particularly in the very high cycle regime.
and fretting fatigue. Other modes of service- These "regions of ignorance" are shown
induced damage, such as creep, thermo- schematically in Fig. 6 as dashed lines. Recent
mechanical fatigue, corrosion, erosion, and initial work has provided some quantitative results on
damage from manufacturing and machining, the fatigue notch factor, Kf (unnotched fatigue
must also be taken into account in establishing limit stress/notched fatigue limit stress) for
material capability and inspection intervals, machined notches in Ti-6A1-4V. Bellows et al.
The following sections provide a brief [4] report values of Kf = 1.8 and 2.1 for R= -1
description of the issues associated with FOD and R=O. 1 respectively using specimens with a
and fretting. notch having a Kt = 2.5. The fatigue limit is

established for 107 cycles at 60 Hz. Lanning et
al. [5] report values of Kf= 2.1, 1.8, and 1.3 for

Residual 1.u
Stress Stress Field
Concentration
Factor, Kt 0.9

0.8 .

Kt=3 % LSKt=l 11
S"..., ~ ~0.6.: - ...

2 FOD Bar Stock
"". . 0.5 30 Hz

•,, ! R=OIR=0.1

0.4d1 0 -530 415 60

Number of cycles 10 7 10 l Angle (0)

Fig. 7 Effect of incidence angle on fatigue limit
Fig. 6 Schematic of concerns in FOD. for FOD from 1 mm diam. particles.
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106 cycles for R=0.1, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively, fatigue occurs when there is relative motion in
for Kt=2.8 at 50 Hz. These type of data allow the contact region between two surfaces. In the
design limits for vibratory stress to be schematic of a dovetail, Fig. 8, it is seen that the
established for notches of a known Kt. But contact region involves normal and shear loads
how do these relate to the performance of a as well as bending moments across the interface.
material which has suffered FOD from a particle In addition to the loads shown, there are axial
impacting at high velocities? Results for values stresses in both the blade and disk parallel to
of the fatigue limit in Ti-6A1-4V have recently the contact plane. Superimposed on the loads
been obtained using tension specimens which from the steady centrifugal loading of the blade
have a leading edge geometry similar to a fan or are vibratory stresses which can result from
compressor blade. Tests on a leading edge (LE) blade vibrations. Because of the nature of the
specimen whose LE thickness is 0.75 mm stress fields in contact regions, there is always a
(radius = 0.38 mm) have been conducted by region of relative slip near the edge of contact,
impacting the LE with 1 mm diam. glass spheres shown schematically in Fig. 9. The general
at a velocity of 300 m/s and at incident angles problem, therefore, involves normal contact
between 00 and 600 [6]. Results are shown in forces, N, tangential contact forces, T, axial

Fig. 7 which shows the 107 cycle fatigue limit loading of the material, P, regions of stick and

for the various conditions normalized with slip, and a relative displacement in the slip

respect to the undamaged material at 2 values of region. Depending on the magnitude of this

R. It can be seen that normal incidence, 0', is relative motion and the stress fields produced
the least damaging for these impacts. The worst by the steady and vibratory stresses, fretting
condition is when the impact angle is around fatigue can occur near the edges of the contact
300 although a large amount of scatter is seen in region. Whether fretting fatigue is due entirely
the data. It is clear that experimental and to the relative motion, or whether the complex
analytical methods for assessing the extent of stress field contributes significantly to the
FOD damage must consider angle of incidence process, is still debated. Nonetheless,
as an important parameter. laboratory experiments and field usage

demonstrate that fretting fatigue can reduce the
HCF material capability significantly.

.. SLIP _ STICK ýQSLIP
N N 4

IBlade P.0- PBl~ade M

T FRETTING /
REGION

Disk Fig. 9 Schematic of loads in contact region
under fretting fatigue conditions.

Results for the fatigue limit stress
corresponding to 107 cycles for specimens held

Fig. 8 Schematic of loads in dovetail region. in a fretting pad fixture [7] are presented in Fig.
10. The data shown represent the maximum
stress, denoted by "Goodman stress", for tests

4.2 Fretting conducted at two stress ratios using fretting
Fretting fatigue in dovetail joints is one of the pads with two different radii at the edge of
most difficult and one of the costliest problems contact. The data are plotted against the
in the U.S. Air Force related to HCF. Fretting average normal (clamping) stress of the pad on
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empirically for one specific condition. Note
400 . that the values in Table 1 for KF range from 2.6

ca 350 to 4.2 for the limited range of conditions
300 studied.

0 250
0) 0 0C5 200 0 0 afret radius Stress %ef
, 0 (MPa) (mm) Ratio (MPa) KFE - - - -

S100 orad=32m, R=0.11 144 3.2 0.1 600 4.2
5 0 ie rad =3,2m m R=015

[3 rad = 0.4 ram, R=0.1

[ so0 ad = 3,2 mm,R=0.51 214 0.4 0.1 600 2.8ra,, = 0.4 m, R=-528 320.582 3.
0 -100 -200 -300 -400 -500 6000.5 825

Normal Stress (MPa) 323 0.4 0.5 825 2.6
Table 1. KF values for fretting fatigue.

Fig. 10 Fatigue limit stresses under fretting.

5. HCF DAMAGE TOLERANCE
the specimen. For comparison purposes,

typical Goodman stress values for the Ti-6A1- The ultimate goal is to be able to design for
4V used as the specimen and pad material are HCF in the presence of any type of damage or
600 and 825 MPa for R=0.1 and R=0.5, service usage which degrades the properties of
respectively. It can be seen from the figure that materials under HCF loading. The concept is
the values under fretting conditions are illustrated in Fig. 11 which shows,
significantly lower than for the unfretted schematically, some type of damage which
material. To quantify the reduction in fretting might affect material capability. Such damage
capability, an average knockdown factor (KF) is state, denoted by D, will have a design life
calculated as the unfretted fatigue limit stress which is some fraction of the actual life under
divided by the fretting fatigue limit stress. This those conditions. The damage may be a
definition is similar to the one used for notches, continually increasing function, such as LCF, or
Kf. The results are presented in Table 1 and may be a step function such as FOD. In either
show that the larger contact radius produces the case, the material would be removed from
larger value of KF for both values of R=0.1 and service for cause (inspection) or because the
0.5. Second, tests at R=0. 1 produce a higher design life is reached. Just prior to removal, the
value of KF than those conducted at R=0.5. material has its least resistance to HCF. A
While these trends and corresponding values of damage tolerant design should address the HCF
KF are significant and should be taken account capability under the most severe and probable
of in design, there appears to be no systematic damage state, shown schematically in Fig. 11 as
change in Goodman stress with value of the critical damage state. Various approaches to
clamping stress over the range of clamping implementing such an approach are discussed in
stresses which cover roughly a factor of six in the following sub-sections.
this investigation as seen in Fig. 10. The
authors conclude tentatively that the normal
stress may not have much affect on the relative
slip length in the contact region, but clearly
more work has to be done to quantify all such D
effects. These results show, however, that use ActualCritical ]Design I life
of a single factor of safety on the allowable damage life

alternating stress in a Haigh diagram, a state R v

procedure that has been used in design more .rvic or

than once, is not a rational approach and may be , ne

non-conservative for some contact stress N

conditions if the factor of safety is obtained Fig. 11 Schematic of damage accumulation.
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5.1 Crack growth thresholds 10 - growth - no growth

For damage in the form of cracks, from FOD, K

fretting, or LCF, the use of a fracture mechanics
threshold to determine the allowable vibratory
stress seems to be a promising approach for
HCF, and follows the concept now being used Jump A Jump B

successfully for LCF. Provided that an Fig. 12 Schematic ofjump loading history
inspection can be made, and crack lengths
measured, knowledge of the threshold for crack
propagation can be used to assess the 4

susceptibility of the material to HCF crack
: - Jump Apropagation. If the stresses are maintained --- -JumpBbelow this limit, and the limit corresponds to a E,

sufficiently low growth rate, perhaps 10-10
m/cycle or lower, then safe HCF life is assured. -

The potential growth of such cracks under LCF,
and the time interval where such growth * -

produces a crack where HCF might occur, must
also be considered. This would establish the 2.
required inspection interval. One key issue in 0 5 1 1 2 25 300 5 10 15a. m20 25 3

this proposed scenario is the determination of a Kmax, MPaqm
suitable threshold for the types of cracks which Fig. 13 Threshold data for jump tests.
may occur in service, some of which could be
quite small. Various types of loading conditions
can be used to determine a threshold, most of 5.2 Surface treatments
which are for long cracks. Lenets and Nicholas In addition to the implementation of damage
[8] used two methods, shown schematically in tolerance to improve the reliability of HCF
Fig. 12, where thresholds were obtained from derance to i m age may ocur,
increasing and decreasing AK experiments after design when other damage may occur,
growing the crack under large amplitude loading, procedures are being developed to decrease the
Fig. 13 shows the results which show that the materials susceptibility to in-service damage. In
decreasing AK threshold (Jump A) is smaller addition to shot peening, which improves the
than the increasing hK threshold (Jump B), fatigue resistance of materials when initiation
althangh the inc horeasing e thrteshold r (Jutakes place near the surface, a laser shock
although the authors feel that the lower
threshold is not realistic because service peening (LSP) process has been introduced into
teoditions n pote lservice to improve the material resistance to

condtios uualy poduc lodins blowFOD. A schematic of the process is shown in
threshold until a severe event occurs in which Fig. 1 where a pusdl se i s on th

HCF becomes critical, as in Jump B. Boyce et Fig. 14 where a pulsed laser impinges on the

al. [9] conducted tests at 1 KHz frequency and surface of a material. In actual practice, two

found that a lower bound threshold for small pulses impinge simultaneously on both sides of

crack propagation could be established from the leading edge of a blade. The rapid ablation

gcrack threshold tests at high R under of the surface coating generates intense, short
longscakthres sig R unde r duration shock pulses which interfere with each
constant-Kmat/increasing Kmo conditions. For other within the blade and produce a high
Ti-6A1-4V, at R=0.92, this lower bound was compressive residual stress at the surface down
found to be AK=2.2 MPafrm whereas small to depths of the order of nearly 1 mm. Water
crack growth behavior from naturally initiated on the surface acts as a impedance mismatch
and FOD induced small cracks was not and serves to constrain the shock pulse within
observed below a AK of 2.9 MPa•/m. the blade. The compressive residual stresses,

which are more intense and much deeper than
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SAMPLE VAPORPRESSURE 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

WATERCURTAIN Damage tolerant approaches for HCF are still in

(confining medium) the development stage. Whatever their final
/form, it seems clear that they will involve the

4 - I G use of a threshold concept, a criterion for a
-.4HIGHENERGY smooth or damaged material below which HCF

4 S Bwill not occur. The criterion could be in the
form of a stress or a stress intensity. From a
maintenance and life extension point of view, it

AINT is important to be able to quantify the level of
SHOCK AVE (ablative medium) damage that may be present from other than

HCF, such as from LCF, FOD, or fretting. This
Fig. 14 Schematic of LSP process. may be accomplished by inspection, analysis,

probabilistics, or some combination of these. In
addition, methods need to be established to

3.5 - LSP, R=0.1} fa,,ul predict the growth or extension of any such
"far damage so that material capability limits are not

exceeded before the next inspection or the
3.0 - component is removed from service.

07 MPa

(mm) 8mpa

2.5 545MPa 7. REFERENCES
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Cost benefit analysis for the use of better turbine materials and technology including predicted life
improvements.

T J Williams BEng (Hons) CEng MIMechE

Turbine Systems - Engineering
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PO Box 3
Filton

Bristol BS34 7QE

ABSTRACT
Life Cycle Costs

The new materials and technologies being identified
to give an improved engine product have a number of
interacting effects. For example, a more advanced
turbine blade cooling system may offer improved Definition

performance and/or life but may also increase the "the total cost of acquisition and ownership of a system
over its useful life. It includes the cost of development,

cost of each blade. acquisition, support and where applicable disposal."

Life cycle cost methods are used in the aero engine
in d u s tr y to e s ta b lis h th e o v e r a ll o p e r a tin g c o s t f o r a t. - . a.a.m.. . ... .. . s/. . .p e to, m G77 ,o os •o,.ht.1

particular engine / airframe combination. As the
name implies the total cost of operation of the engine • Rolls-Royce
over its scheduled service life can be established.
"This paper will demonstrate how the use of life cycle .

costing techniques at the early stage of life extension Figure 1. Definition of Life Cycle Costs
proposals can influence the design and lead to a more
economic design solution. In the study the effect of it hn recogie atros be trulyinitial costs (material and manufacture) were traded .competitive in the global aerospace market it is
aginitialcosts pomaner and l ufe provemwen to d essential to provide cost effective products. To meetagaist erfomane ad lie iprovmen tothis aim the company has sought to develop LCC
optimise the most cost effective design. The results mth hec to develo LCC
of the study have been used to identify what methodologies to enable the following;
manufacturing cost reduction must be achieved tobenefit fully from performance and life 1) To respond to customer demands for information

thnefitfllyfrom erfovermaln life oon costs associated with the purchase and most
improvements during teconomic use of our products, either as a complete

INTRODUCTION engine acquisition programme or a limited module /
component improvement package.

Life Cycle Cost (LCC) can be defined as the total
cost of acquisition and ownership of a system over its 2) To identify areas of technology development and
useful life. It includes the cost of development, engine design to give the optimum retum in terms of
acquisition, support and where applicable disposal. increased marketability and reduced cost of
Figure 1. ownership. Additionally the methodology used

should help in the identification of design solutions
bRolls-Royce to maximise Rolls-Royce profit potential.

As has been mentioned previously the LCC
in life cycle cost analysis has been developed over
many years and is the product of a great deal of effort methodology used must have sufficient range of
aimed at achieving customer performance and applicability to be used across a wide range of study
operational requirements, at minimum cost, in both scenarios, from the sale of an existingcivil and military engine applications. The LCC engine/airframe combination to an existing customer,

civi an miltar enine pplcatons.TheLCCthe assessment of cost of ownership issues of a
models used within Rolls-Royce are based upon thmsesent oficotiof ownerh issues oindustry standards as recommended in SAE ARP component modification / enhancement through to
4294. the LCC analysis at the initial design stage of a newengine. In each case the content of the LCC study

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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and data available is different, maximum benefit is proved additional data on component lifing, flying
offered by the use of LCC techniques at the initial hours removal and overhaul time, etc. The models
design stage. generate data on total labour and spares costs, engine

removal rates and a forecast of the number of spare
In adopting a process of design to minimum LCC for engine/modules investment requirements. The
a new engine project, the contributions of operational process of LCC simulation is improved by continual
and support costs to overall LCC are evaluated. A feedback of service experience data from the
trade off of component design parameters, life, customer.
performance, cost etc. is performed to establish the
means of identifying the optimum balance between Within Rolls-Royce, experience has shown that the
all contributing LCC elements for the achievement of typical breakdown of military engines LCC is as
design to minimum LCC. For example, a shown in Figure 2 and is broadly similar to that for
component's life improvement through the use of a the industry as a whole, Figure 3.
more expensive material can be assessed against an
increase in acquisition and higher replacement costs.
In the same way the potential for improved engine Whole Engine LCC Breakdown
performance and reduced fuel bum can be weighed
against the cost increase associated with a design
change and the effect of increased cycle temperature %
on component usage.

33%

The highly complex interactions and variability of Ownrhlp

the large number of parameters that influence overall
LCC makes the trade off comparison a difficult
calculation. The major factors considered in the
assessment are;

1) Cost of new and repaired parts fitted • Rolls-Royce

2) Cost of labour associated with engine strip, Figure 2. Breakdown of engine LCC.

overhaul and repair

3) Cost of fuel and other consumables used during Elements Of LCC
operational service

To analyse maintenance material costs (MMC) and Typical Breakdown of System

maintenance man hours (MMH) Rolls-Royce has RR
Research and Development 10% 7%

developed a wide range of deterministic and Investment (production, spares etc) 30% 33%

probabilistic simulation models to assess the impact Ownership (operation, fuel, labour) 60% 60%

of, for example, component life, inspection rates
overhaul periods and unit cost on the overall LCC.
Examples of use include the successful development
of maintenance policies to reduce the operating cost
and to improve reliability and military and civil • Rolls-Royce
engines and the identification of the optimum design
solutions for modifications to in-service products. Figure 3. RR Vs Industry LCC breakdown

The intention behind the generation of these LCC The data in Figures 2& 3 indicates that if one were to
models is based upon the development of a logical undertake a study to optimise LCC then the best
process linking design principals and overhaul / improvement should be achieved by addressing
maintenance policy through to the generation of a design features which have the highest influence on
cost breakdown and an understanding of the principal the cost of ownership. Exploring the data further it
cost drivers of the design solution. The modelling is can be shown that within the category of ownership,
based upon an assumed mission usage profile, fuel, oil and lubrication accounts for some 3 1% of
operating environment aircraft type etc., for the most the total LCC and replenishment spares 18%, Figure
accurate simulation this data has to be agreed with 4 & 5.
and clearly defined by the customer and is used to
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Cost Breakdown

0 Acquisition Costs
"* Research Development Test & Evaluation

- Conceptual studies 1.2%
- Full scale development 5.8% . .- ,- .

" -Investment
- Production Investment 49
- Engine Investment 23% ' •,,,N
- Spares/ Support 6% Z• -J

I Rolls-Royce

L Rolls-Royce Figure 6. Typical HP Turbine Blade

Figure 4. Breakdown of acquisition costs The objective of the study was to explore the
influence of various design options, e.g. component
efficiency, material, cooling system and

Cost Breakdown manufacturing process on the overall life cycle cost
of the engine. It was anticipated that the results from
the study would give a clear indication of the design

* Ownership Costs style that should be incorporated in the full design,
* Operating and Support

- Fuel, Oil and Lubrication 31% additionally the study could offer pointers to indicate
- Maintainance -Labour 4% future technologies and cost reduction strategies that
- Maintainance -Material 18% should be explored to further reduce the engine LCC.
- Sustained Engine Support 5% The study was completed using a cross discipline
- Component Improvement 2% approach incorporating engineers from the turbine,

performance and commercial departments.

SRolls-Royce The initial design proposal considered was that for
the growth engine a reduction in blade numbers
should be incorporated to reduce unit cost. However,
what needs to be understood from this strategy is,

Based upon the data contained in Figures 4 & 5, the 'Ifwe reduce the number ofrotor blades, thus
following design issues can be interpreted as design affecting cost, efficiency and cooling air -
guides to produce a cost effective turbine design. do we win on LCCs ?'

1) Low fuel burn In addition to offering an understanding of the
2) Increased life, minimises number of spares technology requirements to minimise LCC, any

required and reduced labour costs design solutions must also meet the Rolls-Royce
3) Low component cost commercial strategic objectives, which can be

summarised as follows;
USE OF LCC AT INITIAL DESIGN STAGE

1 Rolls-Royce strives to be the industry leader
During the concept definition stage of a new Turbine in low cost of ownership. Reducing the
blade design for an engine upgrade, an assessment of number ofblades per set will reduce the set
the cost benefit analysis, using LCC techniques has cost and hence LCC.
been completed. A typical HP turbine blade is shown
in Figure 6. 2 Rolls-Royce wishes to reduce its product

costs.

3 The objective of growing market share should
be achieved based upon the argument that a
lower LCC engine should attract more
customers.
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turbine efficiency and hence an increase in fuel bum
4 A reduction in blade numbers should translate rate. In this instance it is anticipated that this could be

into lower strip and rebuild times and less recovered by the use of technological improvements
man-hours to repair and overhaul. This should
contribute to the reduction in LCC as reduced e.g. high lift aerodynamics to recover aerodynamic
Maintenance labour Costs performance.

5 The order book, although potentially larger During the design study an initial design objective
due to increased demand for a LCC optimised was to increase the blade life by 25%, at the same
engine, may suffer due to lower spares orders time as designing a blade capable of operating at an
as a result. However, the other objectives tend SOT approximately 1500 hotter that today's baseline
to override this. engine. The requirement to increase blade life is

based upon the fact that operating costs for the
The scenario investigated was based upon an existing engine account for 60% of the overall LCC, of this
simplified LCC model developed for a modem 31% is attributed to fuel and lubrication and 22% to
military airframe/engine combination. The maintenance (spares and labour). From these figures,
investigation is based upon an assumed fleet of 250 it is clear to see that a 25% increase in blade life will
aircraft flying approx. 355 hours per year over a 25- reduce the number of spare turbine components used
year period. The component life data used in the during the engines operational life and as a result the
LCC model is based upon the lives that are broadly in labour costs will also reduce. However, the LCC
line with those that modem military engines can analysis indicated that solely increasing the HP
achieve. For the turbine module, the current turbine blade life actually increased the overall
expectations would be approx. 1500 engine flying operating cost of the engine. An investigation into
hours (EFH) for the blades (and other hot gas path this indicated that this would actually require more
components) and the remainder of the module around engine strips, as the overhaul period for the turbine
3000 EFH. blades would be out of sync with other components.

This demonstrates that a component life increase is
To begin the process of design to LCC optimisation, really only of benefit when combined with at least a
the initial analysis completed in the study was aimed whole module life increase, or a degree of
at gathering an understanding of the 'influence harmonisation of inspection periods. However, in the
factors' for the main turbine design changes that overall interests of reducing engine LCC it is worth
were under consideration The LCC model used was a pursuing a strategy to generally increase the life of
simplified version of an existing whole engine LCC the engine. The effect of the influence factors on the
model, in that only the influence of turbine module overall engine LCC are as follows;
components was included. For the sake of simplicity
the model was based upon the cost of the turbine Change Effect on Turbine
module, the maintenance cost of the module and the Operating Costs
influence on total fuel bum of performance changes +1 % Turbine Efficiency -0.86 %
to the HP turbine blade. -1% Turbine cooling air usage -0.5%

-10 % blade set cost -0.4 %
These factors that were evaluated are as follows;

From the figures quoted above, it can be seen that
1) The effect of a 1% efficiency improvement from the "influences" studied, the most beneficial

2) *A 1% reduction in turbine blade cooling air influence on the overall operating cost of the turbine
module would be an increase in turbine efficiency.

usage However there is in reality, very little to distinguish
between the three options. We have already

3) 10 % reduction in turbine blade set cost btentetreotos ehv led
highlighted that we would like to reduce number of

turbine blades, hence set cost decreases but the
potential loss in turbine efficiency may offset this

Many of these proposed design changes may have an benefit. Another point worthy of note, is that the
influence in direct opposition to each other, for simplified nature of the model used does not take
example the proposed 10% reduction in turbine bladesipfedntrofhem eluddesotak
sexampstcoule the proposed 10 a reduction in t eblade account the effect of turbine blade changes on other
set cost could be achieved by a reduction in blade components e.g. a reduction in blade numbers should
numbers, however this could lead to a decrease in also reduce the cost of the disc, since fewer blades
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will require fewer slots to be broached on the discs iii) Utilising the improved life capability of the more
and cost should drop accordingly. advanced blade alloy, CMSX-4.

DESIGN FOR 25% INCREASE IN BLADE LIFE iv) The application of a thermal barrier coating
(TBC) to the blade to insulate the parent metal from

The study continued with an evaluation of the effect the hot gas flow.
on LCC of the available technologies that may be
incorporated in the growth engine design to achieve The relevant data for each of these changes was
the required life increase of the HP turbine blade. In entered into the Rolls-Royce LCC programme to
order to increase the design life of the blade, there are evaluate the overall effect.The matrix of design
several design changes that can be incorporated, options that has been evaluated using the LCC
typically these would involve a reduction in metal program is as shown in Figure 7.
temperature, a change to an altemative material with
better temperature capability or both. Unfortunately Matrix of Design Options Assessed
many of these changes are in direct opposition to the
objective of cost reduction. In order to investigate the Efficionoy Cooling Cost Approx. Fuel Burn

Flow SOT LtUhrlengine

specific influence of design changes on LCC a study Current design at 88% 6.4% Datum 2055K Datum

evaluating the influence of potential design solutions Increosed ratings

- 25% lift, 15% less 87.3% 5.1% 85% 2039K 99.5%
was undertaken. blades

c Advanced 87.3% 4.1% 123% 2012K g9.1%
cooling

COST REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY - * CMSX4 87.3% 3.8% 160% 2006K 95.0%

REDUCTION IN BLADE NUMBERS + TBC 07.3% 2.5% 295% 1986K 97.6%

A prime objective of the growth engine study was to
reduce both unit cost and parts count, in the turbine • Rolls-Royce
module this has been achieved by a reduction in
blade numbers. To maintain low weight the axial
width of the blade and disc rim cannot increase, Figure 7
hence each blade must generate a higher lift force. It
was felt that a 15% reduction in blade numbers
would be achievable, based upon recent rig test The LCC simulation was analysed for each of the
results and an improved understanding of de op tion quot ed for e ae h of the
aerodynamic performance through the use of design options quoted above; the results of the
computational fluid dynamic analysis of the turbine analysis are summarised in Figures 8 & 9.
stage. The proposed reduction in blade numbers will
also have an effect on the overall turbine blade
cooling air utilisation since fewer blades will require
less cooling air. The downside of a reduction in blade
numbers is a potential decrease in turbine efficiency, g 90%80%W

although the use of high lift aerodynamics was 70%

proposed to recover component efficiency. In the 5 60%

study, the decrease in turbine efficiency has been /30Fueoi, etc
20%/*10%11- Labourincluded along with a corresponding increase in 0% Hardware

SOT. E_

TECHNOLOGIES TO INCREASE LIFE Design Option

There are several technologies that can be employed • Rolls-Royce
to increase the life of the blade, the following options
were evaluated in the study; Figure 8

i) A reduction in metal temperature achieved by an Evaluating the results it can be seen that the most
increase in cooling flow. beneficial solution in terms of LCC is the design

incorporating a 15% reduction in blade numbers.
ii) The introduction of an advanced internal blade Even with an assumed reduction in component
cooling system. efficiency, a lower overall LCC is achieved by virtue
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of the lower initial blade set cost and a reduction in saving of some £M24,9 could be achieved over the
cooling air used, due to the reduced number of blades overall life of the fleet.
that need cooling. Target costs for these new technologies can be set in

order to achieve an overall saving in LCC. This
clearly feeds into the technology acquisition

LCC Study - Results Summary programme to set the standards for affordability as
well as performance. This approach has proved to be
very successful, particularly with thermal barrier

Datum Option Option Option Option coatings, the cost of which has been driven down

Hardware 7.5% 6.8% 8.4% 9.9% 16.6% over the last few years since the study was

Fuel, Oil etc 91.0% 90.5% 90.2% 90.1% 88.8% undertaken, to make their application a far more

Labour 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% commercially viable option.

CONCLUSIONS

Total 100% 98.9% 100.1% 101.5% 106.9%

For the growth engine being evaluated in the study, a

SRolls-Royce reduction in turbine operating cost is achieved by
increasing the life capability of the blade. However,
the increase in life cannot be achieved without the

Figure 9 utilisation of a combination of several advanced
technologies, many of which have contradicting

However, the choice of an optimum solution is not influenes on or a bade oftadginl

clear cut and cannot be based solely on the basis of mostuenef on LCC is achived by
LCC igues aone Theprie ojectve f th enine most beneficial effect on LCC is achieved by

LCC figures alone. The prime objective of the engine technologies that directly reduce the engine fuel burn
being designed must be the capability to fulfil itstehogishadrclyeueteenneflbm
bperationg lrequirements.A designed mustlbi cap t t ly irate, remember fuel and oil costs directly account for
operational requirements. A design solution can only some 30% of the total LCC. If this can be achieve at

be truly optimised on a LCC basis if range and sm 0 ftettlLC fti a eaheea
b a treulyoptirmisedno ar L alsonsiderged. Bearng a reduced cost, spares etc. are 18%, then a significantpayload requirements are also considered. Bearing reduction in LCC is possible.

this in mind though, the results do indicate that the

optimum design solution does indeed offer an In the study completed, the design solution giving the
improvement over the current datum design and as best LCC reduction is that with a reduced blade count
such would contribute towards improved overall and a corresponding reduction in blade cooling air.
weapons system performance. The results of the The solution identified incorporating an advanced
other options studied, whilst not actually cooling system and the application of a thermal
demonstrating a reduced LCC, do give a pointer to barrier coating, offers the best reduction in fuel bum,
cost reductions that should be pursued to further but is unattractive from a LCC viewpoint because of
reduce LCC. The study indicates that options the high cost of manufacture and repair of the blade.
incorporating an advanced cooling system and the LCC has been used to generate cost targets for these
application of a TBC coating offers the best overall technologies to ensure that their affordability and
fuel bum rate, but the costs are too high. If it were performance will yield a benefit to the customer. The
possible to reduce the cost of this option 4 closer to figures quoted in this study are based upon 1995 cost
that of the other options, then we would make estimates. Since the study was completed, the cost of
significant contribution towards the reduction in TBC application has dropped significantly such that
overall LCC. The figures indicate that a potential today the use of TBC looks to be a far more attractive

proposition.
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Low friction diamond-like carbon coatings for engine applications

Mr. J. Smeets
VITO

Boeretang 200
B-2400 MOL, Belgium

NATO RTA-AVT WORKSHOP ON QUALIFICATION OF LIFE
EXTENSION SCHEMES FOR ENGINE COMPONENTS Coating types

"* Pure diamond-like carbon (DLC); a-C:H

"* Doped diamond-Like carbon: a-C:H:SI, a-C:H:F, a-C:H/a.Si:O (Dylyn.)

Low Friction Diamond-like Carbon Coatings for * Gradient and multilayer coatings

Engine Applications

J. Smeets

Materials Technology

Deposition methods Plasma-assisted CVD (PACVD)

Vapour-based deposition technology: * starting from hydrocarbon precursor (gases, liquids)

* vacuum technology * plasma generation by r.f. or pulsed d.c. discharge

* Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD): starting from solids 0 conducting or insulating substrates
* deposition temperature < 250OC

* Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD): starting from gases n deposition tempier p otg si

fluxof rdicls ad ios t thesubsrat no line-of-sight deposition: complex part coating possible
* flux of radicals and ions to the substrate*pasaecngbfrcotg

P pasma etching before coating

* ion fluxnion energy determines film properties * typical thickness 2.3 pm

* deposition rate 1-3 pmlhr
VITO plasma-assisted CVD (PACVD) * high deposition rates using ICP-piasma

Coating properties Coating properties

Diamond-like carbon (DLC, a-C:H) a-SI:C:H, a-C:H/a-Sh:O(Dylyn-)

"* high hardness (20-25 GPa) & reduction of internal stress - adhesion improvement
"* high elasticity (Young's modulus 150-200 GPa) 0 working temperature up to 400*C
"* low coefficient of friction (0.05 A 0.15) * lower coefficient of friction (0.05-0.1)
"* high wear resistance 0 coefficient of friction independent of air humidity

I< 10-7 mm3iNm in ball-on-disk test) * hardness 12-17 GPa
"* wear resistance of counterbody * wear factor 2-40 x 10-g mm3/Nm
"* amorphous and conformal coating 6 surface energy 20-30 mNIm

"* chemical Inertness contact angle of water g-.g5*
"* max. working temperature 300 °C * higher transparency for visible light

"* low surface energy (40-50 mrNIm)
contact angle of water 60-70g

"* highly IR transparent, UV opaque
"* low deposition temperature ý adhesion (use of tnterlayers)

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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Possible applications q Applications

Optical applications: scratch resistant coatings

"* protective coatings on optical components * laser bar code scannere

0 sun glasses

"* protective coatings on magnetic and electronic components * polycarbonate substrates
(e.g. opthalmic lenses)

"* tribological parts (wear resistance, low friction) 0 IR components

"* protective coatings In aggressive chemical environments
Non-sticking applications: wear resistant release coatings

"* biomedical applications e plastic Injection moulds

0 At forming tools

"* electronic apnlications 
0 compressing tools

(e.g. pharmaceuticals)

6 food and medical tooling

Applications q Applications

Tribological applications: dry running, self-lubricant coatings Cold forming (dry) of ferro and non-ferro metals

for wear protection of machine components * reduction of cold welding combined with low friction (even dry)

"* shafts, bearings, ... * moulds for production of cans

"C moving mould parts 0 moulds for dry forming of At-parts

Abrasion resistance Medical applications :

0 textile machinery components 0 non-sticking coatings on surgical tools and knives

0 biocompatible coatings on Implants

Corrosion resistance
Electronic applications

"* wear resistant coatings for data storage media

Barrier coatings * high dielectric strength coatings

"C electromechanical contacts with tunable resistivity

Powertrain Components Powertrain Components

12AI-It~n Si Aloy; Hardne--52 HO; Contact Stn- - 0.7 GP.

~ 40Cf (8.11

S30
S-3. e=.3O) ,*

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

FIG.7 Si Interlayer Thickness, /ym
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Powertrain Components Carbonaceous deposit-resistant coating

Fr.c.io cod Wear o. S-l 8all SlIdINr Aalrst AdO on Al-Si Alloy with SI Interlaye,

Wear of Sail Friction ConflMicnt
0.0 0.51

6,0E.06 0.3 3

0 Wear (trro
3
ht) 1 3

4,0E-06 0.2 -2 Fr6cdon Coerticieot 20

2 .0E ,08 0.1

0.0 0 .• •o .0o~ FIG.8
0 0.31 1.0 2.0.0

Si Interlersr Thickness

SCarbonaceous deposit-resistant coating q Conclusions

Diamond-like carbon coatings display:

38 0 high hardness
36 4 high wear resistance

0 high elasticity

* low friction

Surface energy (wettability) can be tuned

Engine applications:

* power train components

4 gearboxes, transmission systems

4 preventing carbonaceuos.deposits

Limited working temperature
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Life Extension of IN706 Type Disc Materials by Surface Modification with Boron

J. Risler
S. Muller

Technische Universitdt Braunschweig
Institut fUr Werkstoffe

D-38106 Braunschweig, Langer Kamp 8, Germany

SUMMARY crack growth resistance is of concern at the rim surface where
high temperatures and the environment are present

A novel process is described which is capable of protecting simultaneously, the basic idea is to increase the content of
Ni-base superalloys against stress accelerated grain boundary grain boundary strengthening elements locally by a deposition
oxidation by chemical modification of a surface zone with and heat treatment process after manufacturing of the turbine
boron. The potential of the proposed technique in extending disc /11/. As a result, chemically exposed grain boundaries
the lifetime of wrought Ni-base alloys is discussed can be chemically modified for improved resistance against
performing creep crack growth, constant strain rate and LCF SAGBO. In this paper the details of this novel process are
experiments at 600'C and 700'C. Significant life extension described and its effect on elevated temperature performance
under static loading conditions is demonstrated. Under cyclic is discussed.
loading, care has to be taken to avoid brittle boride layers on
the component surface to make full use of the protective
effect against SAGBO. 2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

1. INTRODUCTION 2.1 Test Material and Metallography
INCONEL 706 has been selected as base material for this

In order to fulfill future thrust and efficiency requirements, study. It is a typical representative of wrought Ni-base
aeroengine components are subjected to ever increasing superalloys and similar to INCONEL 718 which is more
temperatures. In addition to design improvements, advanced widely used in aeroengine applications. The chemical
material solutions are therefore needed for critical engine composition is given in Table 1.
parts. Discs are one example. Today, typical service
temperatures are around 6501C with increasing demand for Table 1: Chemical Composition of IN 706 (in wt.-%).
temperatures beyond 7000C. One challenge is to meet the
conflicting requirements between rim and bore. While yield- Element Ni Cr Nb Al Ti
and LCF strength at moderate temperatures are key wt.-% 41.5 16.0 1 2.9 0.2 1.8
requirements for the bore, creep strength and crack growth Element Si C B Fe
resistance at high temperatures are needed at the rim. Because wt.-% 0.05 0.01 0.003 bal.
Ni-base disc materials show the so-called SAGBO (= stress
accelerated grain boundary oxidation) phenomenon, Test material was supplied by Inco Alloys International Inc.
insufficient resistance against crack propagation at elevated and ABB Power Generation. A standard heat treatment
temperatures is one of the main hurdles to overcome. involving 1000'C/2 h/AC solutioning and two-step 720'C/8 h

An intriguing effect of SAGBO is the acceleration of the crack (cooling rate: 1 K/min), 620'C/8 h/AC precipitation heatAn itriuin efectof SGBOis he cceeraton f te cack treatment was used. An ASTM 3 grain size was obtained after
propagation rate by up to two orders of magnitude in air heat treatment.

relative to vacuum environment /1-3/. It is associated with the

embrittlement of grain boundaries by oxygen in the presence For metalographice
of tensile stresses /4,5/. A number of approaches have been mechanically and etched with a mixture of i00 ml HC1, 10 po l

proposed to alleviate the environmental effect. The most HNO3, 0.3 ml Sparbeize (tradename of Wirtz-Buehler GmbH
important are enlargement of the grain size /1,6/ and Duisseldorf, Germany) and 100 ml H20 at a temperature of

overaging of the microstructure /2, 7/. However, it is clear that 40°C. The boron concentration profile was measured

these measures adversely affect other important properties quantitatively by glow discharge optical spectroscopy

such as ambient temperature yield and fatigue strength. One qGantitSrfae lyersof aro pticknessoer

potential solution is the fabrication of so-called dual alloy (GDOS). Surface layers of approx. 20 pm thickness were

discs comprised of two individual parts /8/. Due to the removed by grinding after each measurement to gain adequate

complicated manufacturing process, this procedure is however depth resolution.

expensive which, in todays world, is an important factor to be
considered. 2.2 Surface modification

As boron is probably the most powerful grain boundary
One cause for the sensitivity of wrought Ni-base alloys to stron is a fa st powelemntin boundas

SAGBO is that highly segregating elements such as boron or strengthener and a fast diffusing element in nickel, it was
zirconim thave beenl sreducedtig verylowlevents fu oro ipovd decided to chemically modify the surface zone in this studyzirconium have been reduced to very low levels for improved with boron. Amongst the large number of potential boron

forgeability and weldability /9/. It is well known, on the other diti boronizing nu aboron ontaining

hand, that these elements act as grain boundary strengtheners deposition processes, boronizing in a boron containing

and are capable of improving the elevated temperature crack powder pack was selected. This method is widely used for

growth resistance /10/. Based on this knowledge, a new producing wear resistant coatings on steels b13/ Recently a

approach is presented here which reconciles the requirements powder was developed for boronizing nickel based

onsuperalloys /14 which was used in this study. Finished tensile
test specimens were packed in a box and completely covered

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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with powder. The pack was heat treated at 850'C/3 h in argon 3. MICROSTRUCTURE
atmosphere. The basic reaction sequence is as follows:

The microstructure of the modified surface zone after boron
8BF3 + B4C - 12 BF2 + C deposition and diffusion heat treatment is shown in Fig. 1.

12 BF 2 + 12 Ni- 4 Ni3 B + 8 BF3  Clearly visible are the boride layer (thickness - 35 Vim), a
matrix zone containing boride precipitates and the

After boron deposition, the test specimens were removed from metallographically unmodified matrix. The boride layer itself
the powder pack and diffusion heat treated at 1000'C for 0.5 contains different boride types. According to /15/ the
h. Because of the solutioning effect of this heat treatment, the outermost layer is a Fe-rich boride in which Ni-rich borides
standard precipitation heat treatment was repeated afterwards, are embedded. It is followed by a Ni-rich boride layer in

which Cr-rich and Fe-rich borides are embedded.
2.3 Mechanical testing
Three types of tests and test specimen were used. 1" CT It is important to note, that the outer boride layer is a by-
specimen according to ASTM 1457 with 2.5 mm deep side product which is not essential here. In fact, as shown below,
grooves were taken to determine the creep crack growth the boride layer should be mechanically removed or avoided
resistance at T=600°C and 700'C. The specimen were by further process optimization as it can impede the fatigue
machined from a forged pancake such that the crack performance due to its brittleness. Of key importance here is
propagates in the tangential plane in radial direction (LR the boron enriched matrix. The boron concentration profile
orientation). A fatigue pre-crack was introduced at room after diffusion heat treatment has been measured by glow
temperature. Crack propagation was monitored by a DC discharge optical spectroscopy in /15/ and is reproduced in
potential drop technique. Johnson's formula according to Fig. 2. Considering the initial IN706 concentration of 30 ppm

ASTM 1457 was used to convert the monitored potential into boron, the boron modified surface zone is approx. 150 pm

crack length. All tests were performed under load control in an deep. It by far exceeds the depth of the Ni-matrix containing

electromechanical testing machine (Walter und Bai AG, boride precipitates (compare with Fig. 1).

Switzerland) using resistance heating. The temperature was
controlled to ±IC by thermocouples which were directly
mounted at the specimen. 4. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR

For constant strain rate (CSR) testing, smooth tensile test In Fig. 3, the results of the creep crack growth measurements

samples of diameter d = 8 mm and 25 mm gage length have are summarized. They illustrate two important points.

been machined from IN706 sheets with the specimen axis Comparing the 600'C and 700'C data, a strong temperature
oriented perpendicular to the rolling direction. Testing was dependence of the crack growth resistance is apparent. If the

performed under strain rate control in a MTS servohydraulic rim temperature of a gas turbine discs were to be increased by

testing machine at 600'C using induction heating. A strain rate 100°C, an acceleration of the crack growth rate by more than
one order of magnitude would result. It is also evident that

of d/dt=5-10 -- h-h was selected for all tests. The crack propagation is very fast at moderate stress intensities.
temperature was controlled to an accuracy of ±2'C within the For K=20 MPam"' the crack advance is about 5 mm per hour
gage section. at 700'C. In other words, a hold time of 12 minutes would be

sufficient to propagate the crack by one millimeter. No
Identical test specimen as for CSR testing were used for incubation time for crack growth was observed. Also included
investigation of the LCF behaviour. All tests were performed in Fig. 3 is a data point from /12/ which is in good agreement
under strain control with Ac =1%, R=0, T=600*C and 0.05 Hz. with the measurements presented here. Both observations
As shown in Table 2, two specimen each were tested for the clearly demonstrate the need for improved material
following material conditions: unmodified IN706 (group A), performance especially if component temperatures are to be
boronized IN706 with hard boride layer (group B) and further increased.
boronized IN706 with chemically removed boride layer (group
C). All specimen were ground with 400 mesh grinding paper In addition, CSR tests were performed. It is known that this
to obtain identical surface roughness of approx. 1.5 pm. type of test is a sensitive means to establish the resistance of

Ni-base superalloys against SAGBO /12/, because two
important conditions are met for the SAGBO mechanism to

Table 2: Overview of material conditions for LCF testing. take place: (i) compared to long time creep tests, a relatively
high tensile stress is built up which promotes stress assisted

Condition Remarks grain boundary oxidation; (ii) compared to common tensile
Group A unmodified tests, the test duration is long enough for oxygen diffusion to

unmodified occur. A further advantage of CSR testing is that it is easy to

Group B boronized with compare virgin with surface modified material.
hard boride layer
boronized with In Fig. 4, the test results are summarized for unmodified and
hard boride layer boronized samples. The environmental attack is reflected in

Group C boronized without Boride layer and parts of poor ductility values of the unmodified specimen below 1%
boride layer diffusion zone removed (see also Table 3) compared to a room temperature ductility of

boronized without Boride layer removed approx. 20%. Prior to fracture, the tensile stress drops sharply

boride layer within one hour (total test duration: 20 h) from approx. 800
MPa to less than 300 MPa indicating a continuous reduction
of the load carrying cross section by creep crack growth.
Hence, about 95% of the lifetime is consumed by crack
initiation.
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Table 3: Yield strength R,, 2, time to fracture t, and related to the matrix volume having only a slight boron
plastic fracture elongation 6, obtained after CSR testing enrichment. Also visible in Fig. 7 is the outer boride layer of

at T = 6000C and d f/dt = 5.1 04 h1. approx. 35 Vim thickness which fractures brittle due to its
hardness.

Specimen Treatment Rpo.2 tf [h] e [%] A typical fracture surface after LCF testing is shown in Fig. 8.
No. [MPa] Compared with Figs. 6,7, a mixed fracture mode is noted. In

1 unboronized 820 22.2 0.55 the areas exhibiting transcrystalline fracture, striations are
2 unboronized 790 20.5 0.42 visible. These differences are a consequence of the cyclic
3 boronized 780 76.6 3.3 loading and the shorter test duration compared to the CSR-
4 boronized 790 1 78.8 _L 3.6 tests. However, the presence of areas with intercrystalline

fracture demonstrates that SAGBO still plays a role under
LCF loading. Hence, it is logical that an improved cyclic

Also plotted in Fig. 4 are results for the boronized samples lifetime was observed for group C test specimen compared to
exhibiting drastically improved ductility values. The life group A specimen.
extension by about a factor four clearly stems from the surface
modified zone which is capable of protecting the base material
from environmental attack. Interestingly, a similar stress drop 6.. CONCLUSION
within the last hour of the tests is noted as with the unmodified
material. At this point, the surface zone must have been The results of the mechanical tests and the metallographic
damaged to such an extent that environmentally assisted crack investigations reveal two important points. First, it is
growth of the unprotected base metal could take place as confirmed that boron effectively protects grain boundaries
discussed above. against SAGBO. Small quantities of about 100 ppm appear to

be sufficient to cause this effect. Secondly, it shows that
Under LCF loading (Fig. 5) the situation is less clear. While modification of the grain boundary chemistry in a relatively
the boronized samples containing a hard boride layer (group narrow surface layer is a viable means to extend the lifetime
B) are inferior to the unmodified material (group A), a of Ni-base disc alloys at elevated temperatures. Under
significant life extension is noted for the boronized samples uniaxial loading, relatively large plastic strains of several
with removed boride layer (group C). This demonstrates on percent are needed before the boron enriched matrix zone is
the one hand the detrimental effect of the boride layer as site damaged to such an extent that oxygen can penetrate the
for early crack initiation. The fact that the cyclic life of group unmodified material. At that point, however, oxygen
C is significantly longer than that of group A shows, on the accelerated creep crack propagation commences as in the
other hand, that SABGO is playing a role even under LCF unmodified material leading to rapid failure of the specimen.
loading conditions and that significant life extension can be Because the outer boride layer fails in a brittle fashion upon
gained through the proposed surface modification provided the loading, it does not protect against the environment and is,
outer boride layer is avoided or removed, therefore, not responsible for the beneficial effect observed

here.

5. FRACTOGRAPHY Also under fatigue loading significant life extension can be
expected, especially when extended hold times are, involved.

In Fig. 6 the fracture surfaces after CSR-testing of unmodified However, under these loading conditions special care must be
material are shown. The intergranular fracture mode clearly taken to avoid the outer boride layer, for example by chemical
shows that grain boundaries are the weakest link in the or mechanical removal. A probably more practical solution is
microstructure under the test conditions selected here, which is the selection of processing parameters such that the boride
in line with the view that SAGBO is the cause for accelerated layer is avoided or dissolved during diffusion heat treatment.
crack propagation. Fracture surfaces of the creep crack growth Options are to lower the boronizing time and temperature,
specimen show exactly the same brittle, intergranular fracture reduce the boron activity of the powder pack or increase
morphology independent of the applied stress intensity factor. temperature and time of the diffusion cycle. These

possibilities are currently under further investigation.
In contrast, a markedly different fracture morphology is
observed for the boronized samples (Fig. 7). Within a surface
zone of approx. 150 pm, a ductile, transgranular fracture mode ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
is apparent which is followed by intergranular fracture as
discussed above. According to Fig. 2, the depth of the ductile The authors would like to thank Daniel H. Yates of INCO
fracture zone corresponds well with the depth of the boron Alloys International Inc. (USA) and ABB Power Generation
enriched zone. The results show that boron is effective in Ltd. for providing IN706 test material and Dr. H.-J. Hunger
preventing grain boundary embrittlement at elevated from Elektroschmelzwerk Kempten, Werk Grefrath
temperatures and that concentrations of approx. 100 ppm are (Germany) for boronizing the samples.
sufficient to cause this effect. It may be speculated that
occupation of interstitial grain boundary sites by boron hinders
oxygen diffusion along grain boundaries thus grain boundary
weakening is prevented.

In the transgranular fracture zone two different surface
structures are distinguishable. Directly behind the boride layer
the fracture appearance is featureless. Shear lips are not
visible. According to Fig. 2, this area is correlated to relatively
high boron concentrations in excess of about 500 ppm. In the
following area, shear lips and a honeycomb-like structure
appear indicating a more ductile fracture mode. This zone is
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Fig. 2: Boron diffusion profiles behind the boride layer after diffusion heat treatment
as measured by GDOS.
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Fig. 4: Stress-strain diagram of the constant strain rate tests (grey curves: unmodified
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Fig. 5: Maximum stress measured vs. number of cycles for the different material conditions
as shown in Table 2).

Fig. 6: Intergranular fracture surface after constant strain rate testing (SEM).
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Fig. 7: Fracture surface of a boronized specimen after constant strain rate testing (SEM).

Fig 8: Fracture surface after LCF testing. A mixed fracture mode and striations are visible
(SEM).
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TBC AND OTHER SURFACE COATINGS; BENEFITS AND LIFING PROCEDURES

D L Shaw
Rolls Royce plc

P.O. Box 3, Filton
Bristol BS34 7QE, UK

SUMMARY Initially a 'scatter gun' approach was used as
For the past two decades, thermal barrier coatings manufacturers sought to cash in the advantages that
have offered the promise of increased turbine were so tantalisingly on offer.
capability in terms of increased temperature or
reduced cooling flows. They have also held out the Not only has there been a wide variety of
promise of life extension to existing hot end combinations and proportions of constituent
components by offering simple solutions to localised elements for bond and barrier coatings, but the
cooling problems. These goals have remained means of application and the process parameters
tantalisingly unattainable. That their potential is now employed have been manifold.
within reach, is largely a result of the development of
successful lifing methodologies. These lifing This 'haphazard' approach to TBC process has
methodologies have identified the significant design compounded the difficulty in establishing a coherent
parameters and enabled the development of process approach to development and usage with any degree
parameters that have ensured the survival of the of certainty of a significant result.
coating for acceptable life attainment on both new
and refurbished components. Very often the reason for failure or lack of success,
The lifing methodologies have highlighted the either during the coating process or in engine
significance of the bond coat in ensuring coating operation, has not been understood. Attempts to
integrity in terms of cracking, spallation and cyclic remedy defects have often resulted in other failure
behaviour.. modes being activated. The result was that success

in one application was not transferable to other
INTRODUCTION applications with any degree of certainty.
This paper describes the methodologies developed
for TBC lifing at Rolls Royce plc, and their validation This has meant that to qualify a particular TBC
against engine demonstrator programmes which system on a particular component in a particular
have been the basis of qualification for service operating environment has require an extensive
usage. Prediction of cracking made before engine programme of coating determination. This has to be
running have proved to be 95% accurate on HP followed by laboratory testing and finally engine
turbine rotor blades. service trials.
Thermal barrier coatings, (TBCs) have been around
for many years, waiting to be used to provide an These programmes have offered no prior guarantee
initial design capability, or an extension of existing of success, and, the more successful the coating
operational capability, system proved to be, the longer the testing required

to fully demonstrate it. It would take even longer to
On occasions, they have worked very successfully be able to claim across the board the life
and a significant improvement in hot end life has improvements demonstrated by a single test.
been achieved. On other occasions they have not
worked nearly as well, and only minor, if any, The key to understanding, and therefore being able
improvement has been seen. to predict, both process and operational capabilities

has come about with the understanding of the failure
In some instances, the coating has failed through modes and mechanisms associated with a TBC
some unforeseen phenomenon. Indeed, it has not system. This understanding will need to encompass
been unusual for the coating to crack or spall during the way that it is produced and the constituents that it
the application process or when the components are may have.
in stores awaiting fitment.

TBC DEVELOPMENT
The introduction of TBCs as a recognised and Before understanding the failure modes and
reliable design capability has not been helped by the mechanisms of TBC systems, it is necessary to
multiplicity of coating systems, including bond coats realise what it is that constitutes a TBC system, and
and ceramic layer coatings that have abounded.

Paper presented at the RTO A VT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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the process and compositional options that are
generally available.

PLASMA SPRAYED

A thermal barrier coating system basically consists of
one or more coating layers whose main purpose is to
protect the substrate material from the main gas
stream temperature. This it does by acting as a low
thermal conductivity layer, reducing the substrate
temperature during steady state operation. In order PHYSICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION (P VD)

for this to be effective, there must be a temperature _____________________________
gradient set up between the hotter gas washed BOND COAT

surface and the inner cooler substrate surface. This suBsTRATE
is usually brought about by the use of cooling air
directed across the inner substrate surface during
steady state operation as shown in figure 1. During
transient operation the thermal inertia of the thermal
barrier coating system itself can significantly improve Figure 2. TBC coating morphology
the life of an uncooled component by reducing the
thermal gradients that would otherwise be there. The air plasma spray systems are produced by

splattering 'blobs' of plasma from the spray gun onto
the surface in a succession of passes, building up
the thickness to achieve the required thermal
gradient. The morphology of the physical vapour

Hotgas Tg deposition coating is significantly different from the
APS system resulting in a columnar structure,

CERAMIC OE growing up from the bond coat surface. Since the
RnoMDC oAT I columns have little lateral adhesion, it is more easy
sUBsRA TE / for the gas to penetrate to the surface and cause

oxidation at the interface. Additionally, these
pathways result in a higher conductive material, and

Cooling air Tc therefore lower temperature gradients for a given
thickness. Conversely, the structure provides better
adhesion to the substrate, having a chemical bond,
rather than the physical bond of the sprayed
systems. Each system then has its advantages and
disadvantages, both technical and economic, the

Figure 1. Temperature distribution details of which are again beyond the scope of this
paper.

Whichever effect is required, the insulating outer
layer is invariably a ceramic oxide. Many such oxides What both types of coating do have in common, is
have been used in the past, but Industry has largely that they are to a greater or lesser extent porous,
standardised on an eight per cent Yttria partially and would allow hot gasses to permeate to the
stabilised Zirconia. There are two main production surface of the substrate surface. Another
process routes, air plasma spray and physical vapour characteristic that they have in common is that
deposition. Air plasma spray coatings can be applied neither coating provides adequate adhesion when
in a variety of ways, directly in air (APS), surrounded applied directly to the substrate. In order to improve
by an Argon shroud (ASPS) or in a low pressure adhesion, and at the same time to counteract the
vacuum chamber (LPPS). It is not the purpose of this oxidation from the permeated gasses, a bond coat
paper to compare or promote the virtues of particular layer is invariably applied between the substrate and
systems, nor is it the intention to give an exhaustive the ceramic layer.
review of every coating system. Rather, it is intended
to give some indication of the diversity that exists and The use of bond coats introduces yet more variables
general problems that the main coating systems into the system. This, in part, emphasises the
bring, difficulties in attaining a position of understanding

that enables prediction of the behaviour of thermal
Physical vapour deposition and air plasma spray barrier systems and allows assessment of its
coating systems produce substantially different suitability to perform a given duty.
morphologies, both of which are shown in a stylised
form in figure 2. Bond coat application is normally through the air

plasma spray route, although physical vapour
deposition does offer an alternative, but at a price.
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Bond coat composition however is infinitely more what the life of a hot end component will be when
varied than that of the ceramic top coats, and it is fair subjected to a particular environment through a
to say that this is the area in which most particular mission profile.
development work is currently directed.

It is also essential that any engine testing that is
Generally, the options commercially available, (and intended to be used to demonstrate a life or life
again this is by no means intended to be an extension through acceleration of the failure
exhaustive list), fall into the general categories of mechanisms does so in a controlled and predictable
overlays, diffusion coatings, and more recently, thin manner. It is important that is does so without
metallic layers. introducing additional failure mechanisms or

disproportionately exercising other failure
MCrAIX overlays offer a wide range of material mechanisms that would give a false indication of the
composition each of which contain Chromium (Cr) coating capability.
and Aluminium (AI). 'M' denotes one or more metallic
element, commonly Cobalt (Co), Nickel (Ni) or Iron For example, a bench engine test was set up in the
(Fe), and 'X' represents one or more of the rare earth past to reproduce cracking seen on a hot gas path
elements such as Yttrium (Y) or Thorium (Th). The component in service. The test cycle was
overlays can also be enhanced with additives such accelerated by raising the operating temperature, a
as Platinum (Pt), Tantalum (Ta) or oxide dispersion technique that had often been used with success on
strengthening (ODS) elements. previous occasions. In this case however, strain

range was the driving criterion, not the temperature
The simplest form of diffusion coating is pack per se. Increasing the operating temperature of the
aluminising, although this is rarely used on its own as test had the effect of reducing the driving strain
a bond coat, and for environmental reasons is being range of the element by increasing the compressive
rapidly superseded by the vapour aluminising route. thermal fraction. Understanding of the failure
The most common of the diffusion coatings is mechanism and the lifing methodology demonstrated
Platinum aluminising, in which the pack aluminising that the cracking could be reproduced by increasing
process is preceded by an electrolytic Platinum the temperature overshoot in the cycle. The cracking
deposition which acts as a diffusion barrier, was engendered during the transient phase in the

cycle, not at the maximum condition.
Of the single metallic deposited coatings Platinum is
again the most common element in general use and Any hot gas path component will suffer from certain
development, although both Chromium and failure or damage mechanisms, one or more of which
Palladium have not been overlooked, will be life limiting. It is the intention of the Designer

to exploit these failure mechanisms to the full. He
Whichever thermal barrier coating system is finally has to ensure that their life limits fall outside the
chosen or specified, the component behaviour will service life requirements, at least with a certain
have been significantly changed from that of a bare degree of probability, in order to optimise cooling flow
or environmentally protective coated material, and engine efficiency requirements.
Several additional and different potential failure
modes and mechanisms will have been introduced, The most common failure modes seen in uncoated
whilst some of the traditional failure modes will have components are creep, thermo mechanical fatigue,
had their failure mechanisms modified. oxidation, hot corrosion and erosion. These can

occur either separately or in combination. High cycle
FAILURE OF THERMAL BARRIER SYSTEMS fatigue is designed out of the engine running range in
It is the identification of the failure modes and all the dominant modes.
understanding the behaviour of the failure
mechanisms with time that has allowed thermal The addition of a single environmental protection
barrier coating systems to be qualified for life coating will extend the component life if the
extension on engine components, without the need predominant failure mode is oxidation or hot
to fully demonstrate each component and application corrosion. However, it does not reduce the number of
in an engine test. Indeed, with the life extension that potential failure modes. It does instead introduce an
is potentially possible with thermal barrier coatings, it additional component to the thermo mechanical
would not always be practicable to fully demonstrate failure mode in that it affects the structural integrity
their capabilities in a single engine test. Furthermore, during cycling. This can have an effect of promoting
accelerated engine testing can produce erroneous thermo mechanical fatigue, for instance on single
results. crystal materials by exploiting slip band interfaces.

These failure mechanisms will also be present in a
It has therefore become imperative to understand bond coat of a thermal barrier system in the same
these failure modes and their effect on component way.
lives, in order to be able to predict with confidence
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Addition of the ceramic oxide top coat to the bond
coat will further modify the behaviour of the ceramic
and bond coat failure mechanisms. In addition, it will
introduce new criteria of failure such as spalling of STRAIN Fracture strain
the thermal barrier coating. It can modify existing
mechanisms leading to premature thermo
mechanical failure of the component. Alpha

mismatch Relaxed strain

It is not the intention of this paper to explore the " -... -- TEERATURE
substrate failure modes, since they have been the
subject of several conferences on their own. Suffice CCoating
to say that an understanding of the bare component Subsatestra
behaviour is essential in order to understand and strain

extend the life of a component under the failure
mechanisms within the thermal barrier system. This
understanding will be assumed when considering the _
thermal barrier coating failure modes and
mechanisms. Figure 4. Bond coat coating strains

Coating integrity cracking The bond coat will take on and transfer the
During the coating process, and after the bond coat component substrate strains to the ceramic. It will
has been applied, a high temperature heat treatment generate within itself thermal mismatch strains
is performed so as to promote diffusion and caused by its intimate contact with the component.
adhesion. In cooling down from these temperatures, These are due to the difference in expansion, or
a residual strain is imposed in the coating. This is a contraction rates of the bond coat and the substrate
result of the bond coat exhibiting an apparent materials.
increase in ductility above the brittle/ductile transition
temperature that is brought about by creep. At The thermal expansion mismatch strains and the
temperatures higher than the ductile/brittle transition substrate strains transferred to the bond coat will be
temperature, figure 3, the bond coat is unable to additive in the bond coat. The thermal mismatch
carry any appreciable load, or transmit strains strain will reduce to zero at the ductile/brittle
through from the substrate to the ceramic coating transition temperature of the bond coat.
layer.

Over a short period of time during cycling through the
ductile/brittle transition temperature, the bond coat
strains will creep relax. The contribution due to the

FRACTURE substrate loading will also drop to zero. There will be
STR AIN no strain or load transmitted to the bond coat at

temperatures at or above the ductile/brittle transition
temperature. This creep relaxation at the
ductile/brittle transition temperature will mean that
the combined component substrate and thermal
strains below the brittle/ductile transition temperature

__ _will also relax. In the example shown in figure 3, this
Brittle/Ductile Ductile/Brittle will result in a large relaxed strain range in the bond
Transition Transition coat at room temperature.
Temperature Temperature

Integrity cracking will occur at any point at which the
strain induced in the bond coat exceeds its fracture
strain at the relevant temperature. This fracture

Figure 3. Transition temperatures strain is roughly constant up to the brittle/ductile
transition temperature, increases sharply between

When the bond coat temperature is reduced below the two transition temperatures until it reaches a very
the ductile/brittle transition temperature (and certainly high but essentially constant value above the
below the brittle/ductile transition temperature), it is ductile/brittle transition temperature.
able to carry a load again. It then is able to take on
and transmit strains from the substrate to the Any cracking that occurs will therefore take place at a
ceramic. temperature close to room temperature and,

certainly, below the brittle/ductile transition
The strain/temperature cycle in the bond coat will temperature of the bond coat.
then be similar to that shown in figure 4.
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The direction of the substrate strain/temperature loop transition temperature during cycling, there would not
as it varies with time during an engine cycle will have have been any stress relaxation. This would then
an important bearing on the residual strain in the have yielded higher residual strains in the ceramic at
bond coat at room temperature. This will affect its those lower temperatures. A designer needs to
propensity to crack. In general, clockwise loops will consider the merits of applying thermal barrier
be more likely to crack than anticlockwise loops, coatings where it will reduce the bond coat

temperatures below its transition temperature. An
The mechanism described above explains why alternative may be to reduce cooling flow locally to
diffusion coatings can survive and be in some increase these temperatures.
circumstances be less liable to crack than overlay
coatings. Whilst overlay coatings generally have Cracking generated only within the bond coat could
higher fracture strains than diffusion coatings, they result in crack propagation into the substrate or into
also have residual thermal expansion mismatch the ceramic layer or into both. The likelihood that
strains that are predominately tensile. Diffusion this will occur will depend upon the stress/strain field
coatings have mostly compressive residual strains. It surrounding the crack at the substrate or ceramic
is here that the direction of the strain temperature interfaces with the bond coat. If the field is
loop is of great significance and can easily alter the compressive, then the crack will generally not
ranking of the two types of coating. propagate, whereas if it is tensile, then it will. If the

crack propagates into the substrate, then it can
The strains that are taken on by the bond coat will be significantly reduce the thermo mechanical life of the
transferred to the ceramic coat at temperatures component. If it propagates into the ceramic layer,
below the bond coat ductile/brittle transition then it can ease gas penetration and increase the
temperature. Ceramic layer brittle/ductile and rate of oxidation.
ductile/brittle transition temperatures are
considerably. higher than those of the bond coat. Similarly, integrity cracking originating in the ceramic
Future developments may produce ceramic layers layer can propagate through the bond coat, and
with values that fall below values of the bond coat. If ultimately into the substrate. This will again reduce
so, a similar creep relaxation would have to be the component thermo mechanical fatigue life.
applied to the ceramic layer to determine the strain
level in the ceramic layer. A third scenario shows the crack originating in either

the bond coat or the ceramic layer and propagating
Figure 5 demonstrates how the ceramic layer will along either of the interfaces, parallel to the
take on the bond coat strains and will also add a component surface, as shown in figure 6.
mismatch strain due to the difference in expansion
rates between the ceramic and the bond coat. This A simple model prediction can be made of the
mismatch strain is invariably compressive, resulting propensity to cracking and the likelihood of
in predominately compressive relaxed strains in the
ceramic layer.

Bond coat
SY4N ""relaxed strain FrcuesrijCRMCLYERLSCERAMIC LAYEJ

Zý' BOND COAT
Ceramic ' TEAWPERATURE

"SUBSTRATE

n/ ismatch
/ strain

Figure 6. Interface crack propagation

Figure 5. Ceramic layer coating strains propagation. This can be done at the design phase
when selecting the coating for the component.

Any propensity to exceed the fracture strain of the
ceramic layer will then generally occur at or around Thermo mechanical cracking
the brittle/ductile transition temperature. If the bond During normal service operation, a number of
coat temperature had not exceeded its brittle/ductile thermal cycles will be performed. In a rotor blade, for
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instance, this will mean that mechanical and thermal coating buckling. This is itself a function of the
strains will be cycled at the same time as the curvature of the component.
temperature is cycled. This combined cycling will
eventually cause fatigue failure to occur, and this Convex surface curvature produces tensile stresses
phenomenon is what is referred to as thermo perpendicular to the surface interface. This effect is
mechanical fatigue. enhanced by the surface roughness at the interfaces,

which determines the local stresses across the
Each element of a bare component will be cycled interface.
through its own unique thermo mechanical fatigue
cycle. The nature of the strain/temperature loop will In PVD coatings, the ceramic to metal interfaces are
depend on the local temperature and strain variation smooth compared to an APS system, which depends
throughout the engine cycle. There is theoretically an for its adhesion on the mechanical key at the
infinity of loops through which an individual element surfaces. Thus the contribution of surface roughness
of a component can be cycled, and each will have its to residual stress normal to the surface is small in
own effect on life. It is by predicting these loops, their PVD coatings compared to APS systems.
shapes and directions that the life of an uncoated
component can be predicted. IN APS systems, Cristinacce has shown that tensile

elastic deformation in the ceramic layer close to the

When the component has been coated, then the bond coat at high temperature, together with
thermo mechanical behaviour of the coating layers subsequent stress relaxation, can increase the

themselves will effect the time to failure of the residual in plane compressive stress that contributes
component. to spallation due to buckling.

In the previous section on integrity cracking, an Oxidation of the bond coat
explanation was given of the strain/temperature The permeability of the ceramic layer will allow
loops generated within the coating layers themselves oxidising agents to penetrate through to the bond
due to a combination of thermal mismatch strains coat interface. The rate of penetration is determined
and transferred substrate strains. These loops form by partial pressure, so the rate of oxidation is
the cycle through which the particular coating will considerably less than it would be if the ceramic layer
cycle whilst the substrate is performing its own local were not there.
strain/temperature loop.

However, it has been shown both in burner rigs and
When considering integrity cracking, we were in engine testing that the level of oxide growth
concerned with exceeding of the fracture strain of required to cause delamination of the ceramic layer
each layer causing cracking. In thermo mechanical is very low.
fatigue cracking, we are concerned with the value of
the strain range in each layer element, even though Generally, spalling is not seen at high temperature,
the maximum strain may not have been high enough and it is only during the cycling down through the
to cause fracture. ductile/brittle transition temperature that it occurs.

Depending on whether we are considering the bond Spallation of the ceramic coating is induced by
coat or ceramic layer, the stain/temperature loop can thermal mismatch strains during cycling. At areas
be determined. In each case the temperature range where oxidation has occurred, the ceramic layer is
of interest will be that between zero and the free to expand and contract as the temperature
ductile/brittle transition temperature. The strain range cycles. Surrounding areas that have not oxidised are
will be the relaxed strain range in the layer element. constrained in their movement by the behaviour of
As the substrate cycles through one strain range, the the bond coat. Thus a lateral strain is set up in the
coating element adjacent to it will cycle through a ceramic layer between the attached and oxidised
significantly different strain/temperature cycle. The areas during cycling. This is sufficient to cause
life at which failure of the coating will occur can be cracking in the ceramic layer at the interface between
determined from specimen generated strain the oxidised and non-oxidised areas. This then
temperature failure data. completes the cracking around the oxidised layer

which will spall.
SPALLING OF THE CERAMIC LAYER
Design considerations In PVD coatings the cracking in the ceramic layer is
Predominately, .as we saw from the coating integrity perpendicular to the surface and the resulting 'crater'
cracking analysis, the ceramic coating layer is in has steep sided walls perpendicular to the surface.
considerable in-plane compressive strain at room However, the APS system has some through
temperature. In regions remote from the edges and thickness strength parallel to the surface. The
corners, crack growth is mainly associated with cracking in this case will not be directly perpendicular
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to the surface but will result in an angled fracture In one instance, in the XG40 life assessment
front as shown in figure 7. programme, the hot gas component had been coated

with a thermal barrier after the design had been
completed. In other words, the thermal barrier
coating was intended as a life extension

APS demonstration, rather than a demonstration of the life
S• of a component that had been designed to run with

BOND COAT thermal barrier coating.
TSUBSTRATE

In this demonstrator programme, coating integrity
P D cracking was predicted to occur in the bond coat in

ten separate positions around the airfoil. Subsequent
BOND COAT to the test, cracking was seen in nine of those
SUBSTRATE positions, and also in one position where cracking

had not been predicted.

Similarly cracking was predicted to occur in twenty
positions where cracking was subsequently seen,

Figure 7. Fracture surfaces and eight positions that failed to show cracking after

engine running. In addition, cracking was seen at
The effect of sintering four positions where no cracking had been predicted.
The natural state of ceramics is to be fully sintered, Of the eight predicted cracks that failed to occur,
and much work has been done in the ceramic seven were explained after a temperature
industry in reducing temperatures at which a ceramic reassessment. This showed that the region of the
becomes fully sintered. To be effective as a thermally component in which these cracks had been predicted
resistant layer, however a ceramic needs to be in a had attained higher temperatures than predicted.
state that induces maximum thermal resistance with These higher temperatures had taken the bond coat
maximum strain compliance. In ceramics, the beyond its brittle/ductile transition temperature, and
unsintered state most closely optimises those the subsequent stress relaxation had prevented
requirements, and this is the state in which ceramic cracks from occurring in the ceramic coating.
layers of a thermal barrier system are produced.
However, with time at temperature, and under a Of the predictions, and subsequent engine running
stress field, the gas washed surface of the ceramic cracks, seven of the cracks occurred in both bond
layer will attain its sintered state. In this state, the coat and ceramic layer. Only three were restricted to
rate of heat conduction increases, resulting in higher the bond coat, whilst thirteen cracks occurred in the
ceramic/bond coat interface temperatures and ceramic layer only.
increased rates of oxidation. At the same time the Of the four cracks that were predicted during the
sintered outer layer of the ceramic will have a intensity crack analysis, two were identified as having
reduced fracture strain, and modified thermal a thermo mechanical fatigue initiation. The other two
expansion properties. This change in state will were associated with micro cracking that had been
therefore increase the propensity to crack, as well as induced during a laser drilling process.
increasing the rate of bond coat oxidation. Either
effect will considerably reduce the life of the thermal A second high temperature demonstration unit
barrier coating. designated HTDU4X was used to investigate spalling

of the ceramic layer of the thermal barrier coating
To this end, in designing a thermal barrier coating for that had occurred after oxidation of the bond coat. In
life extension, it is essential to limit the gas washed this case, the component was designed to carry a
surface temperature. If the intent is to extend the life thermal barrier coating, and the oxidation and
of a component and reduce the substrate surface spalling had not been predicted or expected in
temperature by the use of a thermal barrier coating, advance. The spalling was the result of higher than
that extended life will itself be limited by the surface predicted temperatures brought about by an
temperature of the ceramic layer. Thus it may be inadequate design feature that restricted the cooling
necessary to also modify the local cooling system. flow. The degree of oxidation was subsequently

calculated from more accurate assessment of the
DEMONSTRATION OF CAPABILITY design feature effects, and shown to be in agreement
In order to demonstrate the capability and underlying with design algorithms.
methodology for thermal barrier life and behaviour, a
number of engine demonstrator programmes have
been undertaken in collaboration with MOD. Among RECOMMENDATIONS
the aims of these demonstrator programmes was the Life extension brought about by the addition of
prediction of the behaviour of thermal barrier thermal barrier coatings is difficult to demonstrate
coatings in aggressive endurance running conditions.
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through material approval testing, or engine testing modes and mechanisms and has indicated that they
designed to accelerate the damage mechanisms. can be accurately predicted, if the material data is
There is a very real danger of not exploiting the available.
correct failure mechanisms, and thereby deriving a
misleading result, particularly when rainbow sets of With this capability, it is possible to predict what will
coatings are to be evaluated, happen to a component during life extension as well

as during any accelerated engine test.
The preferential route is that of understanding the
failure mechanisms associated with the use of ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
thermal barrier coating. The next step is to The author would like to acknowledge the support of
understand, before the coating system is applied, the the Turbine Systems life team at Rolls-Royce plc,
effect that thermal barrier coatings can have on the and in particular acknowledge the finite element
existing failure modes of components. analyses of TBC systems, carried out by N S A

Cristinacce.
This paper has set out to describe these failure

The views and ideas presented in this paper are attnbutable to the author, and do not necessarily represent Roll-
Royce procedure
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SUMMARY By contrast, the turbine section, with its high temperatures, intricate

The evolution in materials and turbine design has resulted in the cooling schemes, advanced superalloys and coatings, presents unique
metallurgical challenges and requires the most advanced technology

parallel development of advanced equipment and processes capable to refurbish the components. The airfoils, which are manufactured
of manufacturing and repairing the critical engine components. using conventional equiaxed or advanced directional or single crystal
Modem, vision based automated welding systems are now essential usncovtialeixdordacddrcinlorigecytl
for precise, low heat welding ofcrack sensitive alloys, while unique casting technologies, are often coated internally and externally with

powder metallurgy processes such as LPMTM allow repairs to be complex oxidation resistant and thermal barrier coatings that make

engineered for higher localized strength or better wear properties their repair difficult and expensive.

such as abrasive tips. Significant changes have also occurred in the The life of the hot section components is typically limited by the
stripping and coating processes with the introduction of aging reactions that occur in the microstructure of the alloy (Figure
sophisticated vapour based technologies that are beyond the reach 1)[7], as well as the depletion and loss of coating protection on the
of smaller repair facilities. The availability and costs associated surface of the airfoil and in cooling passages (Figures 2 and 3).
with these enabling technologies, along with the difficulty in Increased seal clearance is also a common problem due to the
obtaining approvals, will serve to further consolidate the industry oxidation, erosion and rubbing of seal surfaces such as blade tips
and restrict the sources for advanced component repairs. (Figure 4). These phenomena must be effectively addressed and
INTRODUCTION reversed as part of a successful refurbishment scheme. Following is

a brief description of some of the processes used to repair and re-
The successful implementation of any turbine component repair or manufacture critical components.
life extension program requires a multi-disciplinary understanding
ofthe materials, design and processing technologies that are critical
to the proper function of the component. This is especially
important for more advanced jet engines that operate at higher
temperatures and rely on sophisticated cooling, aerodynamics,
materials and coatings for optimum performance and life. These
engines often operate with reduced sealing clearances and design
margins compared to the older generation of engines and therefore
require more modem technologies for the repair of critical
components.

In addition to knowledge of the original design and manufacture of
the components, a detailed understanding of the metallurgical and
physical changes that occur during operation and re-manufacturing
processes such as chemical stripping, brazing, welding, machining,
heat treatment and coating is required to develop technologies for
advanced component repair. In the balance of this paper, the
importance and use of these enabling technologies are described
with reference to both compressor and hot section turbine
components.

METALLURGICAL AND DESIGN EXPERIENCE

A basic understanding of the operation, temperatures, stresses and
materials encountered in a jet engine design is an essential pre-
requisite for anyone involved in the development and
implementation ofrepair schemes. Several references [1] [2] [3]and
specialty seminars [4] provide a broad appreciation of problems
encountered with components from various parts of the engine.

The compressor section, for example, operates at comparatively low
temperatures, but the airfoils are prone to physical damage due to
impact, erosion, corrosion and tip rubs [5] which result in Figure 1 -A comparison of the microstructure in the hotter airfoil
significant losses in performance and increases in specific fuel (top) and cooler root (bottom) of an HP blade manufactured from
consumption. Compressor airfoils and seals are routinely restored MarMO02 nickel-based superalloy. The high metal temperatures
by welding, using both manual and automated processes. Corrosion in hot regions of turbine blades lead to growth and agglomeration
and erosion resistant coatings are also applied to protect the of the originally cubic y'particles and associated degradation in
surfaces and extend their life [6]. mechanical properties in nickel based superalloys.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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Figure 2 - Cross section through a region of a turbine blade in
which the protective NiCoCrAlY coating has suffered depletion
of the dark band of aluminum-rich fl phase through oxidation
and interdiffusion with the alloy. The depletion has rendered the
coating ineffective at preventing base metal oxidation in areas
where the f6 is fully depleted (arrow), resulting in the formation
of a region of internally oxidized base metal.

" "' • Figure 4 - High pressure turbine blades commonly lose material
.. ,,:'.. . ,,at the blade tip through oxidation and thermal mechanical fatigue

* ,- ,.t'P cracking.

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

Chemical Stripping

For most coated airfoils, it is essential that the coating be removed
prior to any solution heat treatment in order to prevent excessive
diffusion and rumpling of the surface. The acid solutions used to
dissolve the aluminum rich phases in the coating are very aggressive.

Figure 3 - Photomicrograph showing oxidation on a blade To prevent intergranular attack of the base material or dissolution of
cooling passage (arrow)which had not been protected with an Ni3A1 (y') eutectic islands in some of the newer high strength
oxidation resistant coating. superalloys (Figure 5), the solutions must be buffered and carefully

controlled.

Flow

Acid solutio opnn
pumped through
cooling passages

Figure 5 -Photomicrograph of pits formed through dissolution Pump
of y 'eutectic colonies at the surface of a directionally solidified Figure 6 - Schematic of a stripping process for removing coating
superalloy (arrows). from external surfaces and internal passages in turbine blades.
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A modem chemical stripping process (Figure 6) must be able to
flow the hot solution in a controlled manner through the internal
cooling passages, in order to remove any internal coatings while
simultaneously stripping the thicker external coatings. Special care
must be taken to prevent chemical attack on the critical blade root
surfaces and inside internal cavities. An experienced technical staff
is required to safely operate and maintain such advanced stripping
facilities.

Automated Welding

The manufacture of components with higher strength superalloys,
combined with the need for stronger, more oxidation resistant filler
alloys have significantly increased the difficulty of performing weld
repairs. This has resulted in the development of advanced Laser and
Plasma systems capable of welding most compressor and turbine
components. Automated Welding Systems consistently apply weld
metal using extremely low heat input to minimize the effect on the
base alloy.

Figure 8 - Weld repair of a shrouded blade with nickel alloy
filler on non-contact faces for oxidation resistance and a
cobalt hard-facing material on the contact faces using an
automated PA Wsystem.

Fully automated welding systems are now used to restore the tips on
high pressure turbine blades, as shown in Figure 7, and for hard

S-facing the contact surfaces on new and worn shrouded blades (Figure
e, 8). Compressor blades and vanes (Figure 9) are routinely restored

using this advanced technology, taking advantage of the improved
productivity and quality that can be achieved compared to manual

0 welding. Larger components, such as disk labyrinth seals, are welded
using the automatic DabberTM process shown in Figure 10, in ordergI

Figure 7 - Tip repair of an HPT blade manufactured from a DS
superalloy by vision-assisted automatedplasma arc welding with Figure 9 - An automated plasma arc welding system is used to
an oxidation resistant nickel-based filler alloy. (Top: As - restore a rubbed tip on a compressor blade with matching filler
welded, Bottom: After machining and heat treatment) material..
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Figure 11 - Current cycle produced by a variable polarity
power supply. The use of current pulses in the straight
(DCEN) direction helps control weld pool shape, while pulses
in the reverse direction provide a cleaning action. The power
supplies also allow current to be sloped up and down in a

Figure 10 - Precision seal repair welds (arrows) made using controlled manner
the automatic DabberTM welding system.

Advanced Brazing
to achieve the high quality and accurate stacking of the weld beads Traditional diffusion braze processes, such as Activated Diffusion
on such thin edges. The improved quality resulting from the Healing' (ADH) by General Electric and TurboFixrl by Pratt &
automation of the welding process has not only provided better Whitney, have been widely used in the aero industry to repair cracks
reliability, but has also extended the range of components that can in vanes. These processes rely on Fluoride or Hydrogen cleaning to
be economically repaired. remove oxides from crack surfaces so that the braze can wet and

Advances in the technology related to the power supplies have infiltrate the crack surfaces by capillary forces. Adequate cleaning
expanded the options beyond the traditional Gas Tungsten Arc cannot be always achieved in production parts and, as a result, the
Welding (GTAW) process to include Laser and Plasma Arc quality and performance of the repairs tend to be inconsistent [12].
Welding (PAW) processes. The higher power density provided by The Liburdi Powder Metallurgy (LPW) process [131 was designed
the Laser is ideal for cutting, drilling and autogenous fusion of thin
sheet metal components such as the cooling can inserts used inside as a hybrid, wide gap process that allows the defects to be

vane cavities. The softer, bell-shaped arc produced by the latest mechanicallyremovedinamannersimilartowelding(Figure 12) and
Micro-Plasma units [ 10] can be precisely controlled down to 0.1 then repaired using a powder metallurgy putty of matching or custom
Amp for minimum heat input to provide a more cost effective composition, to achieve the desired mechanical and metallurgical
solution for most blade and vane welding applications. Theplasma properties [14][15][16]. The resultant metallurgical bond, shown in
welding process can also be modified, as illustrated in Figure 11, Figure 13 exhibits excellent fusion to the base metal, as well as no
to provide pulsing of the arc currentlevel and cyclic reverse polarity evidence of prior powder particles and microstructure. The LPMTm
to cathodically clean the surface ant eld ypool. In practice, the process has been successfully used in industrial blade and vane
wave form is fully customized for specific applications. This repairs since 1987 and FAA approved since 1995 for several Allison
Variable Polarity feature, which is widely used in Aerospace T56 and 250 components as a superiorreplacement to previous braze
welding of aluminum pressure vesselw s widl usbeen successfully and weld repairs. Recently, the process has been qualified by OEM's

used since 1992 to weld the most difficult superalloys and to for closing core pin holes on new blade castings, as well as for

improve the tolerance of the wld pool to surface contaminants such forming abrasive tips on single crystal blade tips (Figure 14).

as residual coatings on turbine airfoils.

1) Component crack and 2) Damaged areas removed 3) LPMTm applied to part 4) Repaired areas after heat
erosion damage before by grinding treatment, ready for final
repair machining.

Figure 12 - Schematic illustration of the steps involved in the LPMTM repair process.
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Figure 15 - Comparison of heat treatments incorporating a
full solution cycle where the y'particles are completely
dissolved and a partial solution cycle in which not all of the y"

A [Iparticles go into solution.

Rejuvenation Heat Treatments

Vacuum heat treatments are traditionally used during the repair
process to restore the microstructure, improve weldability, apply
brazes and diffuse coatings. Significant metallurgical knowledge and

1K i, experience are required to tailor the heat treatment steps, graphically
illustrated in Figure 15, to the superalloy being processed. This
ensures that the creep, fatigue and aging damage incurred during
service are reversed as much as possible, and that the correct

"4! microstructure and mechanical properties are produced after all
r- welding and coating steps have been completed.

t Aero-engine component repairs will often specify a lower
temperature for the solution treatment which does not fully restore the
y' in the microstructure and results in a part life repair [7]. Where
possible, blades and vanes should be exposed to a full high

Figure 13 - Micrographs showing the microstructure of an temperature heat treatment with the addition of a Hot Isostatic

LPMrM joint in SMP 1.4 single crystal alloy. The interface Pressure (HIP) cycle to fully dissolve and recondition the

(bottom, A-A) is well-bonded and the microstructure in the joint microstructure and heal any creep and fatigue damage accumulated

(top) consists of y 'in an austenite matrix with dispersed borides during service. Heat treatment cycles also result in a thermal etching
(arrow). effect, which serves to expose any tight cracks and strain agecracking in welds (Figure 16). This improves the quality of the

inspection and thus increases the reliability of the component in
service.

Figure 14 - Cross section through an abrasive blade tip Figure 16 Micro-cracks formed during post-weld heat
manufactured by depositing LPMTmmaterial containing ceramic treatment on the tip of a HP blade manufactured from DS Rene
particles. 142 alloy.
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Coating Protection The existing repair procedure for a component, will define the limits
The hot section blades and vanes in advanced engines rely on of the repair, the materials and practices to be used, and the quality
Thae hoatiction baesande vaes oindvatonc rengisances rhely oe and testing requirements. When substituting a new process such as
surface coatings to enhance the oxidation resistance of the base automated welding to replace an older manual operation, the
alloy and to provide a thermal barrier to insulate the cooled core substitution can be approved by demonstrating that the new process

against the high gas path temperatures. At the end of the repair scbleotetin ored ing the nd quality

process, these coatings must be re-applied using technology and is capable of meeting or exceeding the metallurgical and quality

equipment similar to that used in the original manufacture of the requirements for the repair. This procedure is similar to qualifying
a new welder or operator and can be done quickly without the needcomponents. for expensive rig and engine testing. As illustrated in Figure 18, the

Evaporator Condensor quality and consistency of automated welds is significantly better
than that of conventional manual welds which results in higher yields

To in the repair and improved reliability in service.
Scrubbers

Coating substitutions will often require greater scrutiny and
laboratory or rig testing to ensure that the correct structure and

f IT service behaviour is obtained. For example, a CVD aluminide
Flow D- ocoating can be fairly readily qualified to replace an older packController DistributionTManifold cementation coating of equivalent chemistry and microstructure;

Recycled however, a plasma sprayed TBC coating may not be used to replace
Liquid __ Prcuror an EBPVD coating with the same chemistry but differing
Precursor microstructure.

Figure 17- Schematic illustration era low temperature CVD
coating process that can apply aluminide coatings uniformly CONCLUSION

to the surfaces of turbine blade cooling passages and airfoils. The ever increasing complexity of components in advanced

turbine designs has stimulated a corresponding evaluation of new
technologies and processes capable ofproviding higher strength and

The traditional pack aluminide processes and coatings such as more reliable repairs. The manual welding operation has been
Codep'(GE) are being replaced by significantly more expensive replaced by sophisticated Vision based automated welding systems,
enhanced aluminides, MCrA1Y and TBC coatings applied by while older pack coating processes have given way to advanced
Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) (Figure 17), Low Pressure chemical and physical vapour coating technologies capable of
Plasma Spray (LPPS), High Velocity Oxy Fuel Spray (HVOF) and infiltrating serpentine cooling passages or producing unique
Electron Beam Physical Vapour Deposition (EBPVD) technologies, microstructural features. The cost and availability of these.enabling
which are beyond the reach of most repair facilities. The technologies is beyond the reach of smaller repair facilities and will
availability of these coating facilities and technology licenses will likely lead to a consolidation of the industry and greater control by
restrict the number of vendors capable of performing hot section the engine manufacturers.
repairs on the more advanced engines. REFERENCES
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DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALIFICATION METHODOLOGY FOR ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ENGINE
REPAIRS/REWORKS

P.C. Patnaik
R. Thamburaj

Advanced Materials and Energy Systems(AMES)
Orenda Aerospace Corporation

Suite 608
Gloucester, Ontario, K1J 9L8 Canada

Summary been established. The test specifications include the following
In this paper, the engine and component qualification test tests:
requirements with specific application to component
repairs/reworks of Civilian and US military specifications and 1. Hardness Testing
standards for turboshaft, turboprop, turbofan and turbojet engines 2. Ballistic Impact Testing
have been reviewed and a methodology developed. 3. Rub Testing of Shrouds and Blades

4. Water Flow Testing
Having identified that repairs were feasible and cost beneficial, a 5. Natural Frequency Impact Testing
review of civil and military airworthiness guidance was 6. Natural Frequency Vibration Testing
conducted in order to identify a process that would ensure that a 7. Erosion Testing
high state of airworthiness was maintained and which would 8. Corrosion Testing
easily translate to civil requirements. 9. Dynamic Resonance and High Cycle Fatigue Testing

10. )Ahirligig Testing
Failure mode, effects and criticality analysis, as a reliability 11. Spin Pit Testing
analysis tool, for Gas Turbines has been developed for component 12. Air Flow Testing
repairs/reworks. As part of the development of a FMECA
engineering tool, a specific procedure has been developed for The objective of AMET is the elimination of engine operating
performing FMECA on various type of gas turbines, including conditions which do not contribute, in a significant way, to the
turbojet, turbofan, turboshaft and turboprop engines, damage accumulation on critical components, notably compressor

and turbine discs and blades, as well as combustors.
According to the specification established by Orenda and
GasTOPS (the sub-contractor ), the developed software contains It is important to tailor an AMET to the intended aircraft mission
the following important features: and to the component(s) under test, in order to address all stresses

that are likely to be encountered in the field. Components that are
(i) System definition with iconic display, sensitive to total engine operating time, such as bearings and
(ii) Complete FMEA capable to use either hardware or functional accessory parts, may have to be tested separately in laboratory
approach or a combination of both, bearing, bushing or dwell test rigsl It may be stated that no single
(iii) Complete CA capability with either qualitative or AMET will fully evaluate an entire engine.
quantitative method and,
(iv) FMECA report format to help the users to generate a Judging from the literature, most AMET testing is carried out
complete FMECA report. with new engine models during the development stage, rather

than on upgraded engines or refurbished components. No
The software is a generic FMECA tool for the applications to references were found regarding AMET testing for repaired
various types of aircraft engine systems, including turbojet, engine components.
turbofan, turboshaft turboprop and etc. The test of the software
has been carried out by both GasTOPS and Orenda using a set of A generalised procedure for the development of an AMET cycle
F404 data. was developed for the CF-18 engine to qualify component

repairs/reworks.
In terms of a Qualification Methodology Development, coupon,
component and full scale engine testing are required by all
standards to show compliance with the structural integrity and 1 INTRODUCTION
durability requirements (e.g. low cycle fatigue, high cycle Modem gas turbine engines for military aircraft applications cost
fatigue, creep, vibration, containment) for gas path structural several millions of dollars with annual expenditures on new spare
components under different environmental operating conditions. parts in excess of $50,000 per engine. The majority of this cost is

attributed to the replacement of expensive turbine hot section
An Engine Repair Structural Integrity Program (ERSIP) Standard components. In addition, the repair and overhaul costs can alone
was proposed which is an integral part of the Qualification exceed $100,000 per engine excluding the spare parts costs.
Methodology for engine component repairs. The ERSIP Standard
incorporates the damage tolerance concept as required in MIL- It is well established that approximately 30% of the Life Cycle
STD-1783 (USAF-Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP)). Cost (LCC) of an aircraft can be attributed to the engines that
The ERSIP Standard establishes the repair development and power the aircraft and that overhaul by repair/rework rather than
repair qualification tests to ensure structural integrity and replacement of component would contribute a significant cost
performance throughout the repair life cycle, benefit. However, repaired/reworked components must be must

be qualified for airworthiness prior to their use in service. This is
The generic component test specifications relating to the types of because the repairs/reworks may alter dimensions, change
repairs and reworks carried out on the F404-GE-400 engine have vibration characteristics and affect component mechanical

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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properties. The purpose of establishing a repair/rework consequently affect its mechanical properties. Various types of
qualification methodology is therefore to ascertain that a processing changes, which could alter microstructure in a
redesigned/repaired/reworked piece of hardware meets the beneficial way, are given in Table 4.
airworthiness requirement before it is implemented in service.

Other types of design changes that may require qualification are
The modem gas turbine engine is a highly sophisticated device as follows.
involving many components and materials. It is virtually
impossible to predict the exact conditions which these parts will (iv) Specialty Material Changes
be subjected to in the operational environment starting from a (v) Coating/Surface Modification
wide range of atmospheric temperature and pressure conditions, (vi) Heat treatment
flight speeds, load settings, sand, dust, corrosive environments (vii) Simultaneous Application of Heat and Pressure
and transient acceleration and deceleration rates with a variety of (viii) Weld Repair
fuels. Internal engine conditions change as a function of these (ix) Changes in Machining Process
variables, and the designer is faced with hundreds of (x) Changes in Component Design
combinations of possible operating conditions and a variety of (xi) Braze Repair
failure modes (Fig. I and Table 1). The repair/rework designer (xii) Life Extension
must make the best decision using past experience, design and (xiii) Manufacturing Defects
analytical methods, computer simulations and extensive coupon, (xiv) Unique Environments
rig and engine testing. A Qualification Methodology is as (xv) Engine Specific Repairs
important to the case of component repair/rework/design change
as it is to the task of the original design, since every type of It is also important to note that more than one of the design
repair/rework/design change while healing the type of changes listed in the above may be applied to a component. For
degradation has the potential of introducing a new type of fault or example, a component could be braze repaired, Hot Isostatic
defect. Pressed (HIP'ed) and subsequently coated and each one of these

changes can produce effects that interact with another and
The qualification of flight critical, high cost rotating components produce a complex combination of requirements for qualification.
has not been undertaken outside of the Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) domain in the past. Design proprietary This large complex database makes it necessary to have a
information, full scale test facility development and operational computer based system that can assess the criticality of the failure
costs, and the costs of qualifying these repairs have precluded modes arising from the design changes to be attempted on the
operator instigated repair process development. Previous DND component which is addressed in the next section.
(Department of National Defence Canada) technology base
collaborative investments with Orenda and the National Research
Council (NRC) have established the knowledge and resource base 3 DESIGN CHANGE/REPAIR/REWORK
for Canada to now pursue this technologically challenging QUALIFICATION METHODOLOGIES FOR GAS
venture. This paper will begin by briefly describing the cases TURBINE ENGINES
where qualification is necessary and then lead to the development The development of a methodology for the airworthiness
of a methodology. The qualification tests for design changes may verification of gas turbine component repairs or reworks has been
vary depending on the failure modes and acceptable technical risk prepared in the following manner:
from very simple tests to complex ones. 3.1 Preliminary Technology and Economic Feasibility

Studies
2 TYPES OF DESIGN CHANGES / REWORKS Prior to initiation of the qualification of repair/rework in a gas
The types of design changes/reworks addressed here are turbine engine as a target of opportunity, component failure and
associated with material changes, process changes, weld repair, rejection rates at all levels of maintenance, repair and overhaul
braze repair and application of advanced protective coatings. were analysed. Components that offered potential for significant
Some specific examples are given below for illustration purpose., cost savings were identified along with the technology needs for

repair.
(i) Material Property Upgrades
Material property upgrades are required in cases where higher 3.2 Regulatory Agency Review
strength or higher fracture toughness, lower weight, higher Having identified that repairs were feasible and cost beneficial, a
corrosion resistance or resistance to fire is required as illustrated review of civil and military airworthiness guidance was
in Table 2. conducted in order to identify a process that would ensure that a

high state of airworthiness was maintained and which would
(ii) Compositional Changes easily translate to civil requirements.
Changes in alloy material or composition may be encountered
with heat to heat variation in material (change of supplier,
variations in processing conditions), change of welding filler rod 3.3 Qualification Methodology
composition for improved weldability and modified base material The process and personnel required to certify a repair to a gas
composition for improved fabricability and mechanical properties turbine engine component must be specified and a process audit
as shown in Table 3. trail defined. The rationale and approach developed for the

Qualification Methodology for DND Gas Turbine repairs is
(iii) Processing Changes Which Alter Microstructure described below.

Changes in processes such as heat treatment cycles can have a
significant impact on the microstructure of a component and
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3.4 Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis 4.1 Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA) (FMECA)

This element of the Qualification Methodology is of value to fleet Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) is a
repair analysis as well as for repair redesign purposes and will method of reliability analysis intended to examine the potential
serve as a stand-alone tool for Gas Turbine Engine's Life failure modes within a system and its equipment and to determine
Cycle Materiel managers (LCMM). The FMECA is a the effects on equipment and system performance in order to
computerised aid that leads design authorities for aerospace establish priorities for remedial action. The FMECA consists of
equipment through the types of failures that can occur on each two separate analyses, The Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
component, identifies the probability of those failures, and (FMEA) and the Criticality Analysis (CA). FMEA is usually a
suggests the possible consequences of failure. qualitative analysis of the failure modes of hardware; however, it

does not exclude factors of human or software error. The
Criticality Analysis combines the concepts of severity of

4 QUALIFICATION METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION consequences of failure and the rate or probability of occurrence
The qualification methodology describes how to design and of a failure within a specified time period. The CA can either be
certify a repair as being airworthy following a systematic and conducted in a qualitative or quantitative manner dependant on
responsible procedure. To do so, the methodology must address the quality and availability of failure data. The FMECA will
such issues as repair design, life analysis, verification testing, and attempt to:
personnel qualification requirements. The qualification
methodology is applicable to aero-gas turbines, and must be valid a. Determine the effects of each failure mode on system
for flight critical and non-critical components. The Qualification performance;
Methodology for Gas Turbine Repair/Rework is comprised of the
following components: b. Provide data for developing Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and

reliability block diagram models;
a. Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA)

Methodology c. Provide a basis for identifying root failure causes and
developing corrective action;

b. Coupon Level Testing Methodology
d. Facilitate the development of design alternatives for

c. Component Rig Testing Methodology improved reliability repairs;

d. Engine Testing; e. Aid in developing test methods and troubleshooting
techniques; and

e. Design Change Approval.
f. Provide a foundation for qualitative reliability,

Depending upon the criticality of the component and maintainability, safety and logistics analysis.
repair/rework, (c) and (d) can be eliminated.

The input to the FMECA is a series of component failure rate data
To manage the development and qualification of repairs, an obtained from various sources such as R&O contractor, field,
Engine Repair Structural Integrity Program (ERSIP) is proposed OEM tests, CIP data, user data from USN, USAF and DND and
as part of the qualification methodology. ERSIP modifies and data from the regulatory agencies such as FAA, Transport Canada
extends the limits of MIL-STD-1783 (USAF) Engine Structural Aviation, BAA and JAA.
Integrity Program using a damage tolerance based life cycle
management philosophy. This approach has been taken as repairs It should be noted that a FMECA can be used at the initial design
will correct damage incurred during service due to conditions stage, as well as during the life cycle of a component. Its purposes
which will continue to impact on the repaired component when are to: highlight single point failures which require immediate
returned to service. In practice, after the original design, action, rank failures according to severity classification of the
verification and type approval process, engine components are failure effect on mission success and personal/equipment safety,
introduced to service with an appropriate life cycle management provide estimates of critical failure rates, and to identify
philosophy - scheduled, which can be either hourly or cyclic reliability/safety critical components requiring special
based, or on-condition maintenance. Additional considerations for management approaches.
damage tolerant operations can be applied to either life
management approach. When damage to an engine component is To complete the FMECA required for the gas turbine component
observed, the FMECA will be used to establish the criticality of repair/rework qualification program, hardware test requirements
the event by identifying the failure mode and its effects on engine should be identified for the repairs on the engine components.
and aircraft operation. Further, a Reparability and Cost Benefit An example of introducing a new protective coating to an
Analysis (RCBA) will determine whether the component should uncoated HPT nozzle in a gas turbine is given below.
be repaired or replaced. If a repair decision is made, ERSIP will
be applied to establish repair development and verification
requirements to assure structural integrity for the repaired
component. Through the DND approval procedure, the repaired
component will be returned to service with an appropriate life
cycle management procedure in place. Clearly, this generic
program will be applicable to every engine in the Canadian
Forces (CF) inventory.
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machine the coupon test specimens from repaired parts. If not,

a) Potential Failure Modes: then the coupon test specimens should be machined from the
same materials as those used to manufacture the fan and

* Thermal fatigue cracking compressor blades or vanes that are to be repaired. The

* Coating deterioration and spalling requirements for composition, form, mechanical properties and

* Oxidation, corrosion and erosion heat treatments of coupon test materials should be as per

* Over heat Aerospace Material Specifications (AMS) and/or engine
manufacturer's material specifications (EMMS).

b) Possible Failure Causes: 4.3.2 Coating Processes

* High thermal stress levels mainly due to engine start up and Specifications for conventional coating processes, such as

shutdown plasma spraying, physical vapour deposition, plating or chemical
bthe hot gas treatments have been published by SAE, AWS and other

Oxidation, corrosion and erosion produced byctheihotygas societies. The specifications for special coating processes may be

* Failure or improper functioning of the cooling system obtained from the engine manufacturer or coating vendors. A

detailed list of specifications relevant to different coatingc)Tyical Tests. Inspections and Examinations:
C T c T s processes (including plating and chemical treatments) has been

* Dimensional inspection complied elsewhere.

* Metallurgical examination 4.3.3 Coupon Level Testing of Coated Components

* Cooling path tests: air flow, pressure or water flow Coupon testing should be conducted to verify the effectiveness of

* Burner rig test the protective coating. The coating properties and the effects of

* Engine test the coating process on substrate properties must also be
examined. Coupon testing for cold and hot section coatings will

4.2 Coupon & Rig Level Testing Methodology be described separately because the test requirements for the two

The Qualification Methodology Development program involves are different.
the identification of coupon test requirements for qualification of
engine component life extension schemes prior to engine testing. 4.3.4 Typical Tests for Evaluating General Coating
The coupon test requirements were generic in nature, identifying Properties
where possible an alternative means for initial screening of repair
or rework schemes. An example of fretting fatigue coupon (1) Coating Adhesion Strength Test
testing is given in Figure 2 and a burner rig component testing in (2) Coating Microhardness Test
Figure 3. (3) Coating Ductility Test

(4) Ductile to brittle transition temperature (DBTT) Test
The repair/rework included, but not be limited to the following:

"* Protective coatings applied to hot or cold section rotating 4.3.5 Typical Tests for Evaluating the Effects of Coating on

and non-rotating components. Substrate Properties

"* Weld repairs of fan and compressor blades and vane
segments. (1) Tensile or Low Cycle Fatigue Test

"* Weld or braze repair of turbine nozzle segments or turbine (2) Fracture Toughness Test

blades. (3) High Cycle Fatigue Test

"* Rejuvenation of components by various means including (4) Thermal-Mechanical Fatigue Test

Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIPing). (5) Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Test

"* Life extension of rotating and non-rotating, flight and non- (6) Creep Test

flight critical, components.

4.3.6 Testing of Cold Section Coatings
A review of Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), Aerospace Coatings are applied to cold section components to improve their

Information Reports by SAE (AIR), Aerospace Material durability, such as erosion resistance and fretting resistance. For
Specifications by SAE (AMS), Aerospace Recommended all cold section coatings, coupon tests are required for evaluating
Practices by SAE (ARP). Aerospace Standards by SAE (AS), the coating quality and the effects of the coating processes on the
American Society for Non-Destructive Testing (ASNT), mechanical properties of the substrate. In addition, coupon level
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), American tests are required for verifying the protection provided by the
Welding Society (AWS), British Standards (BS) and European coating.
Standards (EN) specifications on materials, processing,
inspections and testing that are relevant to the repairs/reworks has 4.3.61 Erosion Resistant Coatings
been conducted. Some examples are provided. These types of coatings are developed to improve the erosion

oProtective resistance of the components without sacrificing their corrosion
4.3 Requirements for Coupon Level Testing of tativ resistance. To verify the coating's effectiveness against erosion,

Coatings Applied to Hot and Cold Section Rotating coupon level erosion tests and corrosion tests must be conducted
and Non-Rotating Components as described below:

4.3.1 Coupon Test Materials
Wherever possible, and if the component dimensions permit the (i) Erosion Test

machining of suitable coupons, every attempt should be made to (ii) Corrosion Test
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4.3.6.2 Fretting Fatigue Resistant Coatings are many fold, the AMET may become rather complex. The
These types of coatings are developed to improve the fretting layout of an AMT must be carefully designed to simulate real-life
fatigue resistance of engine components. To verify the coating's operating conditions, for example: (a) the complete cooling down
effectiveness, coupon level fretting fatigue, Figure 2, and of disk bores, representative of an overnight shutdown, (b) the
corrosion tests must be conducted. hold times at idle, which establish the bore-to-rim thermal

gradients that affect the low cycle fatigue (LCF) life of the hot
(i) Fretting Fatigue Test disks and (c) the throttle acceleration rates which should match
(ii) Corrosion Test those in the aircraft. The purpose of the AMET is to subject the

complete engine to all failure modes relevant to the test
4.3.7 Testing of Hot Section Coatings requirements.
Coatings are applied to hot section components to increase their
temperature tolerance (such as thermal barrier coatings), or to In general, the following categorisation can be made: high cycle
improve their oxidation and/or hot corrosion resistance in fatigue (resonance) and thermal distress can be accelerated by
aggressive operating environments. For all hot section coatings, sustained high power running, while low cycle fatigue (LCF),
coupon tests must be conducted for evaluating the coating quality mechanical wear, and thermal distress can also be accelerated by
and the effects of the coating processes on the mechanical increased start-stop, cycle operation. Thermal fatigue is
properties of the substrate. In addition, coupon tests are required accelerated by increased throttle cycles during each test run. High
for verifying the level of protection provided by the coating. cycle fatigue (HCF) is accelerated by operating the engine at

specific speeds to excite the required vibratory modes.
4.3.7.1 Oxidation and Hot Corrosion Resistant Coatings
These types of coatings are developed to improve the oxidation Low cycle fatigue is such an important distress mode that
and/or hot corrosion resistance of the hot section components. To sophisticated means have been designed and built to subject
verify the coating's effectiveness against oxidation and hot components specifically to this failure mode. Generally, AMTs
corrosion, coupon level oxidation and hot corrosion tests must be are concentrated on hot end components because of the higher
conducted as described below: temperatures and stresses to which they are exposed and because

their times between overhaul (TBOs) are shorter than those of the
(i) Oxidation Test less-stressed cold end parts. The exceptions are compressor
(ii) Hot Corrosion Test components affected by LCF due to centrifugal stress and

pressure cycling. Hot parts, on the other hand, are subject to
4.3.7.2 Thermal Barrier Coatings thermal stress cycling, creep, and stress rupture, in combination
These types of coatings are developed to improve the temperature with mechanical stresses.
tolerance of the hot section components. To verify the coating's
effectiveness in improving temperature tolerance, coupon level In designing an AMT, the inlet air temperature, as a function of
thermal conductivity, oxidation, hot corrosion and thermal fatigue the season, may have to be taken into account, as it may affect the
burner-rig tests are required. turbine inlet temperature (TIT). This cautionary note only applies

for engines not controlled by a fixed maximum TIT.
(i) Thermal Conductivity Test
(ii) Oxidation Test 4.4.3 Mission Data Gathering
(iii) Hot Corrosion Test The major missions typically flown by military combat aircraft
(iv) Thermal Fatigue are: air combat, intercept, air to surface attack, functional check,

ground test, navigational, anti-submarine warfare, training,
search-and-rescue (SAR). Each of these missions subjects the

4.4 Development of Accelerated Mission Testing engine(s) to a particular usage profile, each of which will
Methodology consume engine life at varying rates. For modem state-of-the-art

aircraft, the mission flown is automatically recorded by the on-
4.4.1 General Definition board mission computer and stored on a cassette tape. This
Any form of Accelerated (Simulated) Mission Endurance Tests information is downloaded after each flight, to provide a
(AMET or ASMET) serves two functions: it is reduces the test permanent record of all events during the flight.
time and increases safety considerations when compared to on
wing testing. In essence, AMETs eliminate or reduce the engine This information includes engine data such as rotor speed(s),
operation phases which contribute very little to the stressing of a exhaust gas temperature (EGT), power lever angle (PLA), etc. In
part investigated. Conversely, an Accelerated Mission Test addition, some mission computers calculate cycle counts or life
(AMT) must contain all the damaging elements in service that usage indices (LUI). For older generation aircraft, in-flight data is
result in particular failure modes. not recorded, and thus the only information available is the log

entries from the pilot. This information has very little detail other
Accelerated mission endurance testing has been accepted, in than the type of mission flown (generic), and the number of flying
general, by every major engine manufacturer as an important tool hours.
for testing whole engines, Figure 4, and/or their components, in a
cost and time effective manner. Mission data is generally gathered by the squadron analysis

group, and reports are forwarded to a central data registry.
In some cases the information is catalogued or managed by

4.4.2 Elements ofAccelerated Mission Endurance Testing private contractors on behalf of the Department of Defence.
It is absolutely essential that the AMET be tailored to (a) the
component(s) under investigation and (b) the mission(s) of the
engine. If several parts are involved, and if the projected missions
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4.4.4 Mission Mix Assessment Where flight conditions would affect the engine or component
The mission mix is obtained by studying the mission profiles for durability, testing in an altitude facility, or in flight, may be
a particular type of aircraft in the fleet to determine the necessary.
percentage of time over which each mission type has been flown.
A survey of multiple aircraft from different squadrons is used to While it has been acknowledged that AMET testing yields
determine the fleet average mission mix. To determine the significant saving in engine test time, a test program may still
mission mix, a mission analysis is required to evaluate the type of comprise many cycles and several hundred running hours.
mission, the percentage of use for each mission, and the severity
of each mission. Once the mission mix is known, a composite
mission profile can be developed by applying the percentage of 4.4.8 Procedures for the Development of an AMET Cycle
each mission applicable to a combined mission. The procedures outlined below are for the development of an

AMT to test the durability of repaired parts in a fully qualified
4.4.5 Determination of the Engine Duty Cycle production engine that has a known service history.
The engine duty cycle replicates the field engine operation for
engine parameters such as speeds, temperatures and pressures for a) Determine the potential failure modes for the parts that are
various altitudes and Mach numbers with activation of the anti- being tested. This information comes from the service
ice valves, bleed air, and horsepower extraction. For the history of the parts.
development of an AMT cycle, the engine duty cycle is obtained
from the mission profile data. If exact engine data are available b) Determine the mission mix for the engine under test, and
from the on-board computer, then a realistic profile of engine acquire the mission profile(s) or preferably the engine duty
parameters is plotted to illustrate the actual duty cycle as shown cycle(s).
in Figure 5. If pilot observations are the only data available, then
a generic engine duty cycle will be used for each mission. c) Remove non-damaging segments of the engine duty cycle(s)

to form the design duty cycle(s). For example, if the primary
failure mode is creep damage, remove all throttle cycles and

4.4.6 Design Duty Cycle Development increase dwell time at high power settings. If thermal fatigue
In essence, AMET's eliminate, or reduce, the engine operation is the concern, increase idle-max throttle movements and
phases which contribute very little to the stressing of a part remove partial throttle settings. Warm-up, cool-down and
investigated. Conversely, an AMET must contain all the idle dwell times should be of a sufficient duration to
damaging elements in service that drive the particular failure simulate thermal relaxation behaviour within the
modes. components.

The design duty cycle is developed from the missions mix and the d) Combine the design duty cycle(s) together in proportion to
engine duty cycle to determine the thermal and strain response of the mission mix to arrive at the composite profile. The final
the engine components. To develop the cycle, the sequence of step is to determine the shutdown time between cycles.
events, the range, dwell time, quantity of cycles, and inlet Typically 20-30 minutes is chosen to allow the core
conditions must be known. The AMT cycle is usually obtained by temperature to drop down below 200 F. This constitutes the
removing or shortening the dwell time at part-power settings or final AMT cycle.
removing the partial throttle movements from the engine duty
cycle, as shown in Figure 5. 4.5 Methodology for Design Change Approvals

A schematic of the methodology is presented in Figure 6 with
4.4.7 Generalised AMETRequirements each step detailed in the following sections.
The basic requirement of any AMET is to ensure that the design
duty cycle contains all the damaging events that drive the 4.5.1 Application
particular failure modes of interest. Secondly, it must adequately The initial application must be made in writing by the DND
simulate the mission mix, and finally, it should eliminate the non- Design Approval Organization (DAO) in a manner approved by
damaging events to provide the test time compression factor. DND. This application should include a brief description of the
To reduce the test time, increased turbine inlet temperatures are repair or modification. If at all possible, the application for
sometimes used. approval should be accompanied by the preliminary data package.

It is generally accepted that no single accelerated endurance test 4.5.2 Initial Data Review
schedule will completely evaluate an entire engine. All damaging In order to expedite the approval process, the initial application to
conditions are not fully simulated during AMET testing, such as DND for repair or modification design approval should be
parts like bearings and accessory components that are sensitive to accompanied by data describing the nature of the repair or
total engine run time, flight manoeuvre loads, and installation modification, the proposed certification standard(s), the criticality
effects, such as external pressure and vibratory-induced loads, of the component(s) affected, and any proposed testing
Particularly bearing distress, which is very much a function of requirements.
manoeuvre loads encountered in flight, cannot easily be simulated
through ground tests. 4.5.3 Identify Certification Standard(s)

All aeronautical products are designed to a certain standard of
There are risks in interpreting AMET test data: Deterioration may airworthiness. Military equipment may be designed to a standard
be achieved in one engine part but not in others, or it may be written specifically for a given mission, while equipment
exaggerated in one vis-A-vis others. This situation may lead to originally certified for civilian use would have been certified to
confusing and misleading results. the applicable civilian airworthiness standards.
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In order to maintain the same level of performance, reliability,
and safety, it is essential that any modifications and repairs be 4.5.5.2 Accelerated Engine Test or Block Test Requirements

carried out to the standard the original product was certified to. Where Accelerated Engine Test or Block Testing has been
identified as required by the FMECA, the test parameters, test

The applicable standard of airworthiness must therefore be mission cycles, and test plan as proposed by the applicant should

chosen as the first step in any modification or repair approval, be reviewed for its validity and appropriateness for the engine
type in question. The final test requirements should be agreed

4.5.3.1 Applicable Military Standards upon between the DND-DAO and the DND technical office prior

Military standards for engine certification may include, but not be to proceeding with the test program. This is to avoid unnecessary

limited to the following: testing and having to repeat tests.

MIL-STD-8593
MIL-E-005007 4.5.6 Test Witnessing

MIL-STD-1529. All testing as identified above are to be witnessed by either a
Delegated Engineer from the DAO, or by a DND technical

Other military standards may be applicable depending on the type representative.

of engine. 4.5.7 Final Data Review and Design Compliance Program

4.5.3.2 Applicable Civilian Airworthiness Standards Upon completion of all necessary engineering substantiation the

Many engines in Canadian Forces can also be found in the final Design Compliance Program should be signed off by all

civilian market. Common ones include the General Electric CF- Designated Engineers (DE's) involved. All compliance items

34 and Avco Lycoming ALF-502 turbofans on the Canadair should be signed off as approved by the DAO (where authority

Challenger aircraft, the PT-6 family of turboprops, the JT-3C has been delegated to the DAO), or recommended for final DND

turbofans on the Boeing CC-137 aircraft, etc. approval where the item is not delegated to the DAO. The
applicable military standards and/or civilian airworthiness

Applicable civilian airworthiness standards for engine design standards should be referenced in the compliance document.

include the following: All related test and analysis reports, and any other related

CAR-13 (obsolete, superseded by FAR-33, but still applicable to documents for the modification or repair, should be referenced

old engines) from the compliance program.
FAR-33JAR-E (European standards) 4.5.8 Final Reports

All reports associated with the modification & repair in question

The basis to which an engine was approved is called the should be submitted for DND review and records prior to the

Certification Basis or Approval Basis, and can be found in the issuance of the final approval. The following is a list of reports

applicable Engine Type Approval (Transport Canada document), that could be required with a modification or repair program:

or Type Certificate Data Sheets (U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) document). (a) Analysis Reports

4.5.4 Design Compliance Program (i) FMECA

Once the applicable airworthiness standard(s) has been identified, (ii) Stress, Vibration, Thermal, etc.

the affected paragraphs should be presented by the DND-DAO as
items requiring a demonstration of compliance for the particular (b) Test Reports

modification or repair in question. The compliance program, or
compliance checklist, should be reviewed for completeness with (i) Coupon / Rig Test results

respect to the paragraphs and items affected. (ii) AET Results

Method of demonstrating compliance, whether analysis or test, or 4.5.9 Issuance of DND Approval on Modification or

design, etc., should be reviewed in conjunction with the FMECA Repair Design

Qualification and Test Qualification Methodologies below. Once all documentation has been reviewed, and compliance
program signed off with all items being approved, either by the
DND-DAO and/or by DND, an approval may be issued by DND

4.5.5 Failure Modes & Effects Criticality Analysis (FMECA) on the subject modification or repair through a "Certification
Management Plan".

For any proposed modification or repair to an engine or
component therein, a Failure Modes Effects Criticality Analysis
is required to assess and identify component criticality and to 5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

initially define subsequent hardware test requirements. The development of a methodology for repair/rework/design

4.5.5.1 Coupon/Rig Test Requirement change of gas turbine engines and the required airworthiness

Evaluation by the FMECA should have identified the detailed certification has been completed.

coupon and rig test requirements necessary for the proposed
engine modification or repair. Any coupon and rig testing should This methodology has addressed an organized engineeringnormally be completed prior to any engine block or Accelerated approach for engine structural repairs or material
Engine Testing (AET), unless such testing is deemed protection/rejuvenation through analysis and qualification, and
EngineTessa, ufor life cycle management of repaired gas turbine engines through
unnecessary.an ERSIP.
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Energy Systems group who were involved in all aspects of this

The goal of ERSIP is to ensure structural safety, durability, work.
reduced life cycle cost and increase service readiness of a
repaired engine.
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TABLE 1 FAILURE MODES IN GAS TURBINE COMPONENTS

COMPONENT FAILURE MODE

Primary Secondary

Fan Blades Low Cycle Fatigue; High Cycle Fatigue (resonant Erosion Corrosion
vibration); Bird Strike; Foreign Object Damage

Discs Burst; Low Cycle Fatigue High Cycle Fatigue

Compressor Blades High Frequency Fatigue (resonant vibration); Erosion Corrosion
Foreign Object Damage; Engine Object Damage

Discs Burst; Low Cycle Fatigue High Cycle Fatigue

Combustors Liner Thermal Fatigue; Overheating
Turbines Blades Thermal Fatigue; High Cycle Frequency Fatigue Engine Object Damage

Discs (resonant vibration); Tip rub/wear; Creep rupture
Low Cycle Fatigue aggravated by thermal gradients; High Cycle Fatigue; Creep; Corrosion
Burst

Nozzle Hot Corrosion; Thermal Fatigue; Coating Distress; Distortion
Vanes Overheating; Creep Deflection Engine Object Damage

Low Pressure Shafts Low Cycle Fatigue; Whirling Creep (Hot End)

High Pressure Shafts Creep (Hot End); Whirling; Low Cycle Fatigue
Engine Casings Corrosion Blade Containment
Flanges Low Cycle Fatigue
Bearing Supports Low Cycle Fatigue; Creep
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FIGURE 1 TYPICAL FAILURE MODES FOR A TURBOFAN ENGINE
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FIGURE 5 AMT CYCLE DEVELOPMENT
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1. SUMMARY nor a sufficiently reproducible contour can be met. This
The paper deals with the re-contouring of the leading edges results in product quality deterioration and, consequently, in
contours of compressor airfoils by application of a new airfoil performance loss. In order to obtain satisfactory
developed method for the profile definition. Lufthansa compressor performance, the chord length limit often is
Technik AG and the Institute of Jet Propulsion and restricted. This in turn means an increase in the yearly costs
Turbomachinery, Aachen University of Technology have for spare parts material procurement.
developed the "Advanced Recontouring Process" (ARP)
which is an automated inspection and grinding process to In order to obtain an optimal air flow a precise working on
produce defined and airflow optimised leading edge profiles the blade leading edge became necessary. The development
with high reproducibility, of an appropriate process, the "Advanced Recontouring

Process", was the answer.

2. INTRODUCTION
The core engine of modern jet propulsion systems has an 3. REASONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
essential influence on the total engine performance. An ARP
important core engine module is the high pressure 3.1 AERODYNAMIC ASPECTS
compressor. Due to the erosion in the leading edge region the cord length

of the profiles becomes reduced. This causes two problems.
First the leading edge angle is decreased so that an

increasing incidence angle (Aca) and a shift of the stagnation
point will occur (Fig. 2).

(V

Fig. 2: Aerodynamic effects due to chord length reduction

efactors here are the tip-clearance Secondly, the aerodynamic load of the reduced profile has to
Substantial performance aitoil quality. D ip-cleghtnce be elevated in order to meet the original flow conditions of
andmthesaerodami airfoils qres u alectty Dang fito the the blading. Both effects increase the risk of flow separation
compressor airfoils are subject to wear and tear on the with high aerodynamic losses. Therefore, the problem of

leading edge and blade tips mainly through erosion. This dignig aenadin edge to e red oa
causs ashotenng f te badelenth s wll s te cord designing a new leading edge cannot only be reduced to a

causes a shortening of the blade length as well as the chord remake of the original one at a new position. It has to take.
length, thus causing a deformation of the leading edge into account the changed geometry and aerodynamic
profile. This results in a deterioration of the engine conditions in order to improve the performance of the
efficiency performance level and reduced stall margin. redesigned blades.

During overhaul, airfoils should be restored to a quality as 3.2 HARDWARE ASPECTS
near as possible to the original condition. Appropriate As already mentioned in the introduction, the' L/E profile
repairs are made on the compressor blades and vanes of GE will change due to erosion during operation and also in the
and CFMI engines (i.e. CF6 and CFM56 family). Leading framework of engine overhaul by manual smoothing. To get
edge blending is part of an essential working step. This an idea of the difference in comparison to a new part profile,
occurs today by smoothing out on a wheel grinding station. the L/E profiles of statistical lots of worn blades were
However, in using this procedure, neither a desired contour measured and evaluated as well as those of conventional

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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manually smoothed. The following pictures show typical OEM designed one. The airflow quality deterioration could
L/E contours of rotor blades (Fig. 3a & 3b). be proved by numerical simulation.

Fo, A Fo" F,,3.3 ECONOMICAL ASPECTS
To guarantee a sufficient overall compressor performance,
even when using recycled blades, today's standard

Iý procedure is to offset chord length scrap limit against profile
,,nd • , ,performance loss. Therefore, a scrap limit is applied which

.. ... is above the shop manual (SM) limit and results in an
Fo, 8 0 0 unnecessary high scrap rate.

By using airfoil hardware which almost meets the originally
_J designed flow conditions, several savings can be achieved:

F,ý C . - Improvement of overall compressor-/engine-
performance leads to fuel savings (i.e. -. 6.50 DMIEFH
for CF6-50).

- SM limit of chord length can be applied as scrap limit.
Full material exploitation provides at least one

Fo 0.Fom I additional run.
- As a result of the improved airflow behaviour, erosion is

reduced and consequently also the speed of L/E profile
deformation. The mean time between overhauls will
increase.

Form 8

F.M E4. TOOLS FOR THE DEVELPMENT OF THE ARP
PROCESS

The quality of the working result is an important basis for
the aerodynamic behaviour in the blade row. Therefore,
geometric measurements of several manually recontoured
blades were taken. A great variation in leading edge

Fig. 3a: Different leading edge contours of worn blades contours could be found. For a better understanding of the
influence on the flow field around these blades, flow
calculations were performed. . The necessary boundary
conditions were taken from the design flow data at the rotor
inlet and outlet provided by the jet engine manufacturer. The
calculation results demonstrated that a great number of worn
blades produced quite poor flow conditions. However, since
the whole variety of recontoured blade geometries is
combined in one blading, a reliable overall performance can
be provided. This investigation shows that a suitable
monitoring scheme is necessary as a basis for high quality
recontouring results.

This problem is even more important for the ARP. A
precondition for the automatic production of recontoured
blades is the exact definition of the target geometry for the
grinding machine. Based on these data the manufacturing
process produces leading edge contours with a high level of
similarity. By this the performance of the whole blade row is
already fixed with the definition of the target contour. In the

Fig. 3b: Different leading edge contours of manually worst case a wrong profile design could lead to extremely
smoothed blades bad flow conditions in the bladings so that the performance

of the whole compressor would be influenced. Therefore, a
The L/E profile of a new part serves for comparison (Fig. 4). suitable method has to be applied to acquire reliable results

of the flow behaviour of the recontoured blades.

Experimental investigations in a wind tunnel could provide
detailed information about the flow field around one blade
or the whole blading. In the case of a new part profile or a
worn blade this would be a suitable way. However, the
definition of the new leading edge contours for the worn
blades is an iterative process with a great number of

Fig. 4: Leading edge contour of a new part blade parameter variations. The time taken for the experimental
effort involved would become unacceptable. Therefore, a

The deformation of L/E profiles leads to a variation of suitable calculation method had to be applied in order to
airflow conditions which deviate significantly from the check the influence of the newly designed leading edge

contours on the blade flow field.
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station with a smooth grinding wheel handled by an
In particular, the flow conditions in the front section of the appropriately programmed robot. Airfoil profiles with
blades are of great interest for a comparison of the similarly worn contours show nearly identical shapes after
recontouring results. The velocity and pressure distribution having passed through this procedure. Therefore it was
profiles as well as occurring flow separation should be possible to categorise the large number of differently worn
visualised. contours into 2 - 3 clusters per compressor stage. In the

framework of airfoil overhaul they get inspected by a
Since the numerical investigations for the recontouring are specially designed, computer-controlled inspection system,
performed in a parameter variation, the time effort had to be which measures the airfoil geometry according to defined
minimised. The erosion of the blades occurs mainly in the criteria and selects them amongst other things into those
upper third of the span. In order to provide a representative clusters. The following machining of the L/E is then
target contour for the manufacturing process, the achieved with a grinding machining program which is
calculations are performed for a radius at 10 % below the appropriate to the specific target contour of the compressor
tip. A comparison of the results from a 3D and a 2D Navier stage.
Stokes calculation showed a reasonable agreement.
Therefore, a 2D-Navier Stokes code has been chosen for the
calculations. 6. DEVELOPMENT OF SUITABLE TARGET

CONTOURS
The main interest in the analysis of the results is the The aim of the ARP-profile developing process is the
comparison of the changes of the flow conditions due to definition of redesigned profiles with a high performance in
variations of the leading edge contour. Therefore, a detailed combination with low profile losses. In order to meet this
resolution of the flow field especially in this region is very aim a reference base had to be established. The criteria are
important. The quality of the results is directly based on the the flow parameters based on the design data of the
quality of the calculation grid. In this case an O-grid has manufacturer of the engine and the new parts themselves.
been chosen for an optimal fitting of the grid elements to the The flow conditions around the ARP profiles should be in
leading edge profiles. Figure 5 shows the shape of the grid good agreement with those parameters.
and the distribution of the calculation knots. The size is
201 x 33 knots. For a judgement of the quality of the newly defined leading

edge profiles several parameters had to be taken into
account. One main problem is the behaviour of the ARP
profiled bladings in the frame of the neighbouring bladings
of the multistage compressor. Therefore, the flow
parameters have to be kept in a defined range in comparison
with the design values. First of all, the pressure rise as well
as the turning angle of the ARP designed blading must be in
"agreement with the design. This causes comparable velocity
and pressure distributions around the profiles. In addition the
profile lift is calculated for a comparison with the original
data of the new part profiles.

In a first step the contour of the remaining profile has to be
checked. The criteria for the design of the new contour are
the chord length, the profile thickness in the working area
and the leading edge angle. By these parameters the
maximum dimensions and the direction of the newly

Fig. 5: Except of an 0-grid fitted to the L/E contour designed leading edges are fixed. In a second step different
target contours are designed considering the above
mentioned parameters. Possible geometric shapes are

5. REALIZATION OF THE ARP circles, ellipses, parabola or hyperbolas. The new L/E
From the theoretical point of view each worn blade ought to contours have to be checked concerning the transition to the
be treated individually. That means that for each blade an remaining profile. At this position both contours must
individual target contour and an appropriate machining provide the same surface angle.
program for the grinding robot ought to be developed just in
time during the overhaul process. This process is not The profile data in the front part of the profiles are replaced
realisable, however, for two main reasons: by the geometric data of the suitable contours. Now the

calculation grid can be fitted to each of the redesigned
- A closed algorithm for the determination of the target profiles and the flow calculation performed. The results are

contours is not available, compared to those of the new part calculation. The aim of
- An automatic dynamic programming of a precision this procedure is the definition of a redesigned contour

grinding machine for working the individual airfoil which provides a flow behaviour close to that of the new
profiles may be realisable from the technical side, but parts. By changing the construction parameters the shape of
from the economic point of view an invest in such an the new contours can be altered and the flow field optimised.
expensive and complex equipment is not sensible.

This led to the search for an easy and tolerant machining 7. RESULTS OF CONTOUR DEFINITION
process (90%-solution). A procedure similar to that which The first investigations were performed by calculating the
has already been applied in new part production meets the flow behaviour of blades with L/E contours of different
requirements. The airfoils are machined on a grinding geometric shapes. The chosen geometric shapes were

circles, ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas. Figure 6 shows
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the arrangement of the new leading edge contours inside the For the further investigations the machining area was limited
remaining profiles, to 10 - 15 % of the chord length. With this limitation the

parabola and the hyperbola were no longer suitable as new
contours. It was impossible to find a parameter set which
covers the above defined conditions. The activities were
concentrated on optimisation of the elliptical leading edge
contour. By redefining the construction method, the
performance of the newly generated blade contour could be
further improved. The method has been approved for a large

Fig. 6: ARP LIE contour fitted into the remaining profile number of worn blades of the 5th and 7th stage rotors. The

The hyperbola type has the largest number of variation good results of the flow calculations provide the basis for

parameters. A redesign for the leading edges has been the application of this method to the whole compressor.

carried out based on several worn rotor blades of the 5th Figures 8a and 8b show the pressure distributions of a new

compressor stage. The calculated flow data of each part blade in comparison with a redesigned blade of the 1 1th

constructed profile were compared with the design data of stage.

the engine manufacturer. The hyperbola construction
showed very good results. Figures 7a and 7b show the 1
calculated pressure distribution around the profile in ,

comparison with a new part profile.
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Fig. 7b: Pressure distribution around the ARP target 8. LEADING EDGE MACI-]ZNING PROCESS -
profile (hyperbola construction) RESULTS

Howeerfora god ittng o th ne gemetic orm The machining process described in chapter 6 is used to

inside the remaining profile, a ,vide area of machining, up to relspeii taret profiles.krt the conrltiour chreritisen t hret n

1/3 of the chord length, has to be accepted (see fig. 6). This recontoured profiles is not 100% exact but it is a very good

involves a higher degree of abrasion, consequently the roxton. Statistic chec t seri have

manufacturing process becomes ineffective. Furthermore, approximation. Statistical checks applied on test series have

not sufficient material remains to allow application of more shown that approx. 95% of all blades treated with the ARP
than two or three overhaul/recontouring procedures. are nearly identical to the specific target contour. The

Considering this, a minimised abrasion has to be aspired as quality of the remaining 5% was similar to the

an additional condition for the definition of the new leading conventionaly smoothed blades or better.

edge contours.
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The following both pictures illustrate the airflow 9. CONCLUSIONS
performance of a worn blade (HPC rotor CF6-50, Stg. 5) A new method for the re-machining of the leading edges of
and of the same blade after passing through the ARP compressor airfoils has been developed. This method
machining process. The improvement is clearly visible when provides an improved airfoil aerodynamic compared to
comparing the corresponding relative pressure distribution conventionally overhauled profiles. The resulting overall
diagrams (Fig. 9a & 9b). It is obvious that the flow performance of the compressor could be increased to
separation on the pressure side (pressure collapse) has been approach as closely as possible to the original design
nearly eliminated after application of the ARP. performance of the engine manufacturer.

The economical consequences for the operator are fuel
savings due to an increased compressor efficiency, reduced

D technical operating costs due to extended on-wing times, and
So.• 1reduced spare part costs due to a better use of the airfoil

- 0 -- material.

0
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Fig. 9a: Calculated pressure distribution for a worn blade
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Fig. 9a: Calculated pressure distribution for the same

blade after the ARP machining process
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Repair developments to fit customer needs

Daniel Burlon
CFM56 Product Support,

Manager, Turbomachinery
Snecma-Services Melun-Montereau

77019 Melun Cedex

modes. Then corrective actions are identified and
Introduction developped. If no corrective action is suitable to avoid

part deterioration, a repair is identified and developped
This presentation describes the repair development.
process from identification of repair needs to repaired Later in-service experience will be used. Obviously,
parts installed on an engine. The key factors in this factory tests do not reflect exactly field experience. So,
process will be identified and economical inputs will be in-service experience is carefully collected to identify
highlighted. The presentation will show how and why deterioration causes and develop fixes and/or repair.
Snecma-Services involves his customers in identification This experience is collected by several ways, shop
of repair need and in evaluation process. This process is finding reports, which are provided by on-site
called: Top Repair Program. representatives, customer questions and Top Repair

Programs, which will be presented later in this
presentation. All these inputs are analyzed, and each

Repair development process time a repair need is identified, an evaluation is
performed and a solution is defined. The solution can be

After reminding the repair goals, identification of repair a repairor any other solution if it fits customer needs.
need, repair evaluation, repair substantiation and repair
development, which are the main steps of the repair Repair evaluation
development process, the development process will be
described. After the presentation shows when a repair When repair need is identified a evaluation must be
substantiation must be requested. The conclusion of the performed. This evaluation must find the adequate
first part outlines the economical inputs to be taken into technology and the process to perform the repair.
consideration by a repair source before offering a new Expected benefit life after repair must be evaluated. The
repair. repair substantiation program has to be defined, after

that development and substantiation costs will be
Some words about "Repair" evaluated. The customer cost of the repair must be

evaluated, versus expected benefit and the cost of a new
The goal of a repair is to restore initial part properties. part. Finally, the decision to develop the repair or to
Main properties are the functionality and the mechanical provide the customers with alternative solutions is taken.
resistance. So, before to develop a new repair, the root
causes for part deterioration have to be understand. The Repair substantiation
common deterioration causes are erosion, oxidation or
corrosion, fretting, wear, thermal deformation... The goal of the repair substantiation is to demonstrate
Fixes to correct part deterioration have to be identified that the repair will restore initial geometrical and
and evaluated. If they appear to be efficient, they must mechanical properties. Geometrical dimension are
be incorporated through modifications which are not affected by wear and deformation mainly. Mechanical
classified as a repair. properties are affected by heat treatment, welding,

plasma spray but also by diffusion between basic
Repair need identification material and coating.

Repair substantiation program will define and perform
Identification of repair need are done all along the the laboratory test to check that mechanical properties
engine life. It starts during design. In an engine are not too much affected by the repair process. The key
development program the design schemes include part process and inspections to be performed to insure the
reparability as a major item. Previous model experience repair quality have to be identified. If needed, an engine
is also used. All developped repairs on previous models factory test or an in service evaluation will be defined
are analyzed and the development decided when the and performed in order to validate the repair.
deterioration causes are expected to be similar on both
models. All common parts (Same part number) can be
repaired using a Rep (Repair page in the Engine Shop
Manual) from any engine model. If a Rep is available for Repair development
a part number fitted on a given engine model, the Rep
must be introduced into this engine shop manual. The repair development start with the design and the

realization of the tooling. The repair is performed on the
Experience from development is providing a lot of inputs first parts in using as much as possible "production
for identification of repair. Parts from factory test conditions". Then all tests and inspections required by
engines are inspected to demonstrate the engine and the the substantiation program are conducted. The results
part behavior in order to understand deterioration are evaluated and corrective actions decided, if needed,

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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Finally the Repair document is issued and introduced have access to the proprietary processes from the owner
into the shop manual. of the proprietary process. The owner of the proprietary

can be the original engine manufacturer or an
Proprietary process independent comp•any. The substantiation process start

with the definition of the substantiation plan, which
Some specific parts or repairs may request Proprietary must prove that the implemented repair process will
processes, which bring better properties or better provide requested quality level. Usually Snecma-
reliability than standard processes. Most common Services provides guidelines to define substantiation
proprietary processes are coating and brazing plan. The shop must perform the substantiation program

and Snecma-Services reviews the results before
Proprietary Process example pronouncing the substantiation.

Conclusion

Proprietary Process example Snecma- Services goal is to provide a repair source for

all repairs and if possible more sources. Repair shops
must take into consideration market size, investment
cost and expected benefits before implementing any
repair process.

Top repair program

The goal of the Top Repair Program is to identify
customer needs in a data driven approach. The top repair
program will help the customers and Snecma-Services to

P' .identify and prioritize repair needs. This program will
work only if customers provide inputs.

The process used to repair cracks in airfoil inner/outer
platform surfaces on LPT nozzles segment is Recharge Top Repair Program Overview
Brazure Diffusion. This process is a proprietary process
developped by Snecma. To be substantiated each shop The main steps of the top repair program are input data,
has to demonstrate it's capability to refill the cracks and Snecma-Services analysis, feedback to the customers and
that the diffusion fullfils Snecma requierments. data exchanges between Customers and Snecma-

Services.
Critical repair

Needed input data
In some cases repair quality is insured by the process
itself and cannot be checked only during final inspection. Basically inputs are the number of parts waiting for a
So for this repair Snecma-Services requests shops to repair on shelves. However, some other details will be
define precisely their own processes, to check the repair useful as part identification including Part Number,
quality through destructive inspections then shops must Serial Number, Time since new, cycles since new. An
follow exactly the approved processes. Fan blade accurate description of the defects helps to understand
patching or major case rebuilt are examples of critical the root cause of the deterioration and to define a fix or a
repairs. repair. Snecma-Services adds customer inputs to

prioritize the repairs. The cost of the part is a key
element to prioritize the repair. Parts expected to need a
repair in the coming months will be taken into

Critical Repair example consideration to prioritize the repair development
program.

Snecma-Services analysis

Every time the product support engineering receives new
data they are analyzed, the Top Repair Program data
base is updated by adding the new parts on shelves and
all requests are reevaluated. Afterwards the repair
programs are sorted..

The repair program are sorted versus of the total value of
S.. . .parts waiting on shelves in the different shops. So, even

if a customer has one part only, other customers might

Repair source substantiation have one or several, so when they reports their parts on
shelves to Snecma-Service, Snecma-Services adds all

Snecma-Services requests the shops to be substantiated requests. When the total value of part on shelves reach
when they wish to perform Proprietary or Critical repair the amount of $75.000 the repair program is launched in
on CFM56 engines. To be substantiated, a shop must priority A. If the amount does not reach $75.000 but if
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the fallout rate is expected to be high enough to reach
this value the repair program is launched in priority "B".
If the amount does not reach this value and it is not
expected to reach it, the repair need is recorded as
priority "C" and the program not launched.

Snecma-Services feedback to the customers

Snecma-Services provides the status on all repairs in
process, priority "A" & "B". The customer participating
to the Top Repair Program are periodical informed on
each request repair development program target date and
technical information when the request is answered by a
repair. Periodicity is agreed between Customer and
Snecma-Services. If the request is not answered by a
repair, alternate solutions are evaluated.

Conclusion

The Top Repair Program provides better visibility on
repair programs to customers and Snecma-Services. It
helps customers and Snecma-Services to better forecast
repair and spare part needs. The Top Repair Program
helps Snecma-Services to fit customer needs. Customer
inputs make the Top Repair Program a key process on
Snecma-Services repair programs.
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Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of Weld Repaired Seal Teeth
for Life Extension of Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine Components

P. A. Domas
GE Aircraft Engines

One Neumann Way, M/Z K105
Cincinnati, OH 45215-1988, USA

1. SUMMARY development program discussed here assessed Ti-
Typical aircraft gas turbine engine rotating air seals 17 base material welded with Ti-6A1-4V filler.
incorporate radial protruding, knife-like, Among the first steps in this effort was the
circumferential seal teeth at the outer diameter that generation of a cause and effect diagram as outlined
intrude into a surrounding abradable shroud, in Section 3. This and other "Six Sigma" tools"12

forming a seal to unwanted air passage. The thin proved useful in identifying potential risks to
teeth are susceptible to wear in operation and nicks meeting the desired goal of a viable repair
and dents during assembly and disassembly for compatible with component life extension
overhaul. It is economically desirable to be able to objectives.
repair such wom or damaged seals for return to
service. A potential repair process is to grind down One concern identified was potential inadequate
the tip of a damaged tooth, rebuild it with overlaid low cycle fatigue (LCF) life due to possible
layers of similar alloy weld metal and machine the imperfections in the weld repair material. To
built up material back to final shape. A assess this a fatigue test program was conducted
complication is that the welded material may (Section 4).
contain porosity or other microstructural features The testing identified porosity and other
that can act as surface or subsurface fatigue crack microstructural and manufacturing related
initiation sites and limit the cyclic life capability of imperfections as likely limitations to repair
a repaired tooth. applications with this alloy combination. A

This paper discusses an experimental fatigue test fracture mechanics analysis of the specimens
program and associated test specimen and (Section 4.2) proved useful in understanding the
component fracture mechanics analyses conducted test results and in guiding selection of lower risk
to assess the viability of a seal tooth weld repair applications (Section 5.0).
process. The role of simulated component fatigue This program offers experience of possible use in
testing, nondestructive evaluation, fatigue and developing life management and extension
residual life prediction, and design trade studies in methodologies as discussed in Section 6.
determination of life extension plans is discussed.
Complications and issues that arise and potential 3. CAUSE AND EFFECT ASSESSMENT
means of addressing these are emphasized. As part of the program planning a cause and effect

or fishbone diagram similar to that in Figure 2 was
2. INTRODUCTION generated by a cross functional Design, Repair,
Figure 1 depicts a typical gas turbine engine Materials and Life Management Engineering team.
circumferential air seal tooth configuration that The defect was defined as "failure to meet non-
could be considered for repair. Such seals are used repaired part usage capability" and potential causes
in components manufactured from various alloys that might contribute to that outcome were brain
(elg. Rene'r95, Ti-17, iN7a18). Several base material stormed. Among the key concerns was the
- weld filler material combinations are feasible and possibility of imperfections in the built up weld
have been evaluated. The phase of the material or at the weld metal - parent metal

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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interface, serving as initiation sites for LCF cracks. & Simulated seal tooth specimens, even without
A risk abatement identified for assessing this repair, had lower LCF life than standard round
potential was to conduct a laboratory LCF test bars
program on weld repaired seal teeth. The objective * There was large scatter in repaired sample lives
was to test samples simulative of typical component
geometry (and the associated challenges for the 0 Weld repair sample LCF life was lower than
weld repair procedure). The samples were non repaired samples
prepared using materials, tools, methods and
personnel as representative of planned production r Post weld heat treatments did not improve the
as could be obtained, repaired sample results.

4. LCF TEST PROGRAM Fractographic examination of the failed welded

Simulated seal tooth specimens, as shown in Figure samples, such as in the one example shown in

3 were cyclic fatigue tested in axial load control, Figure 5, revealed typical crack initiation occurring

R - 0.05, 20-30 cpm, 600F (31 6C) at several stress in the weld metal region from various imperfections

levels. The specimens were symmetric with three including porosity, large microstructural features

teeth per side. Tooth geometry and spacing were (e.g. grain facets) and laps left during the

typical of component seal configurations. machining.

Specimen blanks were excised from Ti-17 (beta) 4.2 Fracture Mechanics Analysis
forgings by wire electro-discharge machining and The metallographic evidence of failure from weld
the teeth milled into the blanks. Some specimens imperfections led to conducting a simplified
were tested without repair to establish a baseline, fracture mechanics (FM) analysis. The pore sizes
Some specimens had the tooth tips initially at the initiation site of four samples at several stress
machined off, were repair welded using Ti-6A1-4V levels were measured and modeled in an FM
filler material to rebuild the tooth height, and then analysis as a buried circular crack in a thin plate
were final machined to nominal configuration. The approximating the tooth geometry. The predicted
induction heated samples were cycled to failure residual life is compared to the test results in
(separation). [Initial attempts to detect crack Figure 6. In one case the life was very well
initiation using extensometers were abandoned predicted. However, in the other three cases the
because of lack of sensitivity in this complex prediction was approximately half of the observed
geometry sample.] Some tests failed due to causes cycles to failure. Weld metal crack growth rate
extraneous to the test and some tests were variability, FM model approximations, potential
purposely discontinued. nucleation cycles required to transition the

4.1 Test Results imperfection to a sharp crack, and stress

Figure 4 is a graph of alternating stress versus redistribution as the cracks propagate are some

cycles to failure showing the results of the seal potential causes for this typical under prediction.

tooth tests for four sets of conditions: These same model predictions are shown as the

* Baseline (non-repaired) solid line in Figure 4. Despite model shortcomings,
the FM model predictions tend to lower bound the

* Weld repaired and tested as welded weld repaired data and are consistent with a large

SRepaired, heat treated and tested, and life reduction potential under some conditions

* Repaired, alternative heat treated and tested. 4.3 Test Program Conclusions
It was concluded that the repaired specimens could

Also shown for reference are cylindrical (smooth) be life limited by cyclic crack growth from
bar, low stress ground and polished, load controlled included porosity and other metallurgical or
Ti- 17 specimen results. Points for tests stopped mechanical imperfections. The presence of these
before failure or failing from extraneous causes are imperfections introduces a probabilistic aspect to
flagged with an arrow. the expected component behavior. The LCF life

Some general observations from these data were: capability depends upon the presence and severity
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of these imperfections and can lead to significantly number of teeth, particularly in the nickel alloy,
increased scatter. The statistical aspects have a that have substantial predicted residual life
twofold importance: a) the allowable design stress capability from a 0.005" deep initial imperfection.
levels for repaired teeth should reflect potential These teeth are more likely candidates for repair
imperfection size (and behavior) variation; b) the than the others.
assessment of the applicability of the repair process Another potentially useful result from these
is influenced by the degree of variability. That is, analyses is shown in Figure 9. The FM model
the process may be good on average, but excessive predicted relative critical crack sizes for the various
variability could preclude general use. Implications predic ted relative ral crakoiest ariousincldefor xamle:teeth are plotted for several component alloys and
include, for example: compared to the planned depth (below the tip) of
" Necessity to include determination of an the weld repair. "Nickel alloy 2" teeth have

imperfection size distribution or at least a comparatively short critical sizes confined to the
determination of the largest possible repaired material zone. Any envisioned
imperfection size in assessing repair viability nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods would

"need to be capable of detecting cracks smaller than
* Inluson o FManayses(wih sartig cack these sizes and recognize the further challenges

sizes representative of the imperfection size teeszsadrcgietefrhrcalne
distrize reprsnatived of theimperfection size presented by the cast material structure of the weld
distribution) in repaired component LCF life material. "Nickel alloy 1" teeth have

comparatively large critical sizes in some
" The need to better characterize the amount of applications and would likely be better suited to

nucleation time associated with some inspection and perhaps more amenable to several
imperfections, or to default to an often alternate NDE methods.
pessimistic FM prediction based on It is clear that many other factors, such as: weld
imperfections size alone, material integrity (e.g. contrasts in nickel weld

5. APPLICATION SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS filler to titanium weld filler failure modes),
Recognizing the susceptibility to tooth damage and susceptibility to damage (e.g. exposure to foreign
the behavior of the Ti-64 repaired Ti- 17 specimen or domestic object damage (FOD/DOD)),
testing, an analytic sensitivity study was undertaken consequence of failure, accessibility, inspectibility
to assess the suitability of selected engine and component life cycle cost enter into candidate
component seal teeth to weld repair. A simple tooth selection. The FM analysis provided a
single edge notch, uniform stress, constant physical behavior motivated, quantitative measure
temperature, thin flat sheet, R=O, FM model was of repair potential that assisted in program planning
used. Design analysis operating loads and decisions.
temperatures for each specific tooth rack were input 6. OBSERVATIONS
to the model with an assumed initial crack depth of Some observations from this program are
0.005" (0.127 mm). Residual lives were calculated potentially useful in establishing best practices for
for titanium and nickel base alloy teeth from the fan developing life extension schemes.
through the turbine for various engines. Results are
summarized on graphs of relative mean stress It is clearly essential to validate proposed life
versus relative residual life in Figures 7 and 8 for extension methodologies through testing that
nickel and titanium teeth respectively. [The stress confirms ability to achieve the ultimate
scales are normalized by an arbitrary high end requirement, namely component life. While
mean stress value and the residual life scales by the theoretical and analytical arguments can be
specified minimum life requirement for the compelling, in general there are sufficient
component.] Obviously repair of more highly unknowns to warrant confirmation of assumptions
stressed teeth provides less margin to life and understandings through test. These unknowns
requirements than repair of teeth operating at lower can be identified through risk assessment, failure
stress (or temperature). There are a significant modes and effects, and root cause types of

exercises.
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Testing programs introduce their own capability in terms of desired margins and
complications. In the present example the non- specification limits.
standard test sample was expensive to make, The term "6-sigma" is increasingly being used to
difficult to analyze (complex geometry) and describe quality and reliability initiatives across
provided test results that were sometimes difficult various industries"2 including the gas turbine
to interpret (e.g. load versus strain control, non- engine industry3' 4. In simple terms the concept
uniform material properties through the crosssecifon). Neer-telpessracomtiesthrongh ofhysis utilizes data collection and statistical data analysis
section). Never-the-less, a combination of analysis to quantitatively establish process capability and
and metallurgical evaluation in conjunction with margins in relation to specification limits. Most
recognition of the limitations of the sample often this type of quality measurement is discussed
provided key insight into likely repaired component in connection with manufacturing issues such as
behavior. This guided selection of appropriate tolerances or scrap rates. However, the concepts
Design analysis tools and helped assess production are potentially useful in assessing "design margins"
and field NDE needs. or other possible engineering measures of
It is prudent to consider all of the potential product component robustness.
lines that might be affected by implementing a
particular scheme. Again with reference to the 8. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
tooth repair project, certain combinations of Several GE Aircraft Engine teams contributed to
component alloy, tooth location, engine usage, and the results discussed by the author. The
repair process offer a high likelihood of success. contributions of S. Schnure, E. Strable, C. Sasser,
Other combinations were assessed as having low W. Wagner, H. Lynch and A. Coles in planning and
probability of resulting in adequate life extension. conducting the initial work and subsequent

As is often the case, when dealing with problems additional testing and extension to evaluate weld

relating to component life exhaustion and material crack growth rate and the influence of post

rejuvenation, fracture mechanics provides a highly repair heat treatment by W. Ross are gratefully

useful tool in understanding observed behavior and acknowledged.

forecasting component life.
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Finally, this example highlights the increasingly
recognized, but always present, process variability
and the need to quantitatively characterize process
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Figure 1: Schematic of typical engine rotating seal teeth configuration.
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Figure 2: Cause and effect (fishbone) diagram.

Figure 3: Simulated Ti-17 seal tooth LCF specimen.
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Figure 4: Simulated seal tooth low cycle fatigue test results.

Figure 5: Fractograph showing pores at fatigue crack initiation sites
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PROPELLER BARREL CAM LIFE EXTENSION
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SUMMARY e Surface profilometry of wear tracks
0 Metallurgical characterisation of cams and rollers

Overhaul inspection instructions and acceptance * Polishing and subsequent examination of wear
criteria provided by the OEM are sometimes not tracks/pits
adequate to assess the suitability of the part for * CMM of wear track to assess loss in thickness due
continued service. Propeller barrel cams with helical to polishing
cam tracks were found to have pitting on the surface,
which caused the inspectors to reject them. An
engineering analysis of the wear surface using
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
metallographic techniques was performed. Based on
this analysis, the inspection data, (including Visual and SEM examination:
techniques and interpretation) was re-evaluated. The
careful evaluation of the service degradation damage One of the cams was sectioned for further examination
resulted in an improvement of inspection methods and of the wear surfaces on five of its helical cam tracks. The
guidance material. The reject rate of the cams was tracks exhibited typical metal to metal wear patterns with
dramatically reduced and thus their life was safely many small pits and micro-scratches. Low magnification
extended. views of pits in the wear surface are shown in Figures 2a

and 2b. These give some indication of pits size but do
1. INTRODUCTION not show details of the edges or the depth of pits.

During the overhaul process of propeller assemblies, Several pits in the wear surfaces of the cam were further
many helical cams were noted to have degradation of examined under a SEM. Two of these pits have been
the wear track. Inspectors observed many small pits in marked by arrows in Figures 2a and 2b. Enlarged views
the track (Figure 1) and quarantined a number of of pits in the tracks are shown in Figures 3 and 4, which
cams. They considered these pits as corrosion pits. clearly show the edge and the bottom of pits. Pits are
The Overhaul Manual cam track inspection procedure shallow and do not appear to be caused by corrosion.
did not allow the presence of "any pits which were Instead their features are consistent with damage caused
irregular in shape and have sharp edges and/or jagged by spalling. It should be noted that spalling of material
bottoms, such as those which might be caused by on a micro scale is a normal outcome during extended
corrosion or spalling". Local reworking to blend pits metal to metal lubricated wear (Ref 1).
in the cam tracks was also not permitted.

Views of other areas on the wear track exhibiting
The manual does allow the presence of pits, which are scratches and pits are shown in Figures 5 and 6. It is
shallow (no deeper than 0.010 inch) and round clear that these pits are very shallow and don't have
bottomed, such as those which might be caused by sharp edges. Most of them have originated from the
denting of the surface. micro-spalling process which results from sub-surface

micro-cracking generated due to cyclic stresses. The
The inspection process was very subjective, and the debris being trapped between the roller and the cam
inspectors did not have any comparitive criteria on normally creates numerous scratches and small pits on
which to judge the size and depth of pits for accepting the wear surface. It should be further noted that none of
or rejecting the cams. Thus the reject rate for the cams the pits show any cracks originating from them and that
was high. no cracks propagate from the pits into the matrix.

A view of the roller wear surface is shown in Figure 7
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: which shows very little spalling or scratching of the wear

surface. These rollers are typically replaced during the
The following tasks were undertaken in this overhaul of the Propeller Assembly.
investigation:

* Visual and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
examination of wear tracks/pits

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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Surface Profilometry of wear tracks:
Surface profiles across the polished wear track were also

Although SEM micrographs give a good perception of taken and, as shown in Figure 14, the surface has
depth of pits and scratches on the wear surface, it is not become significantly smoother (compare this with the
possible to quantitatively measure the depth. By profile in Figure 8). The Ra was reduced to 13 pins. And
determining the surface profile of the track using a the Rq to 18 pins. The pit depth was slightly reduced.
profilometer, one can measure the roughness of the
surface as well as the depth of pits. Therefore, a Polishing of the wear track also made it easier to inspect
profilometer was used to scan the wear track and typical for pits, since most of the debris, scratches and small pits
profiles are shown in Figure 8. Maximum depth of pits were removed during this process.
was measured to be 0.002 inch. Typical Ra and Rq
(RMS) values of the wear track, in micro-inches, are also CMM measurements of the polished wear track:
noted in Figure 8 (24 and 32 R ins respectively).

One of the concerns related to the polishing of the wear
track is that of the loss of material from the surface,

Metallurgical analysis of cams and rollers which may adversely affect the tolerance between the
roller and the cam. Therefore, CMM mapping of the

A sectioned piece of the cam wear track was mounted, surface was performed on a cam wear track before and
polished and etched to reveal its micro-structure. The after polishing. Maximum loss in thickness on the wear
wear track of the cam was found to have been induction track was found to be 0.0003 inch. Therefore, polishing
hardened to a depth of 0.125-0.250 inch, Figure 9a. The of the wear track should have an insignificant effect on
base material is tempered martensite containing a few the cam/roller fit and their function.
inclusions, Figure 9b. Hardness values of the hardened
track surface and the interior matrix were measured as Improved Inspection & Training Methods;
HRC 56 and HRC 42 respectively. An analysis
conducted using the energy dispersive system (EDS) Using only the manual as a guide, inspectors were
attachment on the SEM indicated the chemical originally using a l0x magnifier in making critical
composition of the cam to be AISI 4300 series steel decisions on the acceptability of the cams. Training
(most likely 4340); the carbon content of the alloy consisted of OJT by other inspectors "familiar" with the
couldn't be determined by EDS. cams and thus, included a very subjective interpretation

of both the manual information and what they were
A piece from the roller was, mounted, polished and actually observing on the cam surfaces. This resulted in
etched. Figure 10 shows the micro-structure of the a high rejection rate.
matrix which is tempered martensite and contains some
inclusions. The hardness of the roller was measured to be With the completion of the wear analysis we were able
HRC 61, and there was no surface hardening present on to formulate a scientific, knowledge based acceptance
the rollers. Chemical composition of the roller as criteria with which to inspect the cams. A significant
determined by EDS conforms to AISI 52100 steel; effort was made to make the inspections easier to
again, the carbon content couldn't be determined. perform and to train the inspectors in the techniques and

interpretation of results. The rejection rate was
It is well known that the presence of non-metallic dramatically reduced. This was accomplished by:
inclusions just below the wear surface facilitates the
spalling or de-lamination process, and some of the pits 1. Improving inspection equipment by purchasing
seen on the wear surface of cam tracks may have inspection scopes suitable to the job.
originated by this phenomenon. 2. Making available "comparitor blocks" which

contained known, quantified, imperfections.
Polishing of wear track: 3. Modifying the inspection process by allowing

limited polishing of the cam surface.
The overhaul manual does not allow any blending or 4. Improving the inspector's confidence in their
repair of pits on the wear track. Polishing of the worn decision by educating them on the mechanisms of
surface would be non-invasive, and remove small pits wear and corrosion of the cams.
and scratches. Therefore, wear surfaces on two of the 5. Holding training sessions with the inspectors
cam tracks were manually polished using 600 grit emery showing them how to use the tools provided and
paper for about 15 minutes. This removed the traces of interpret their findings.
the wear except for a few pits which were still visible.
The polished surface of the two wear tracks was viewed
under the SEM, with a significant improvement surface
quality; see Figure lla and llb. Most of the wear
scratches and small pits were removed, and the pit size,
(shown in Figures 3 and 4) area and depth was reduced.
The edges of pits also became smoother as a result of the
polishing process, see Figures 12 and 13.
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4. CONCLUSIONS:

The following conclusions can be drawn from this
investigation/development work:

"* Most of the pitting observed on wear tracks has not
originated from corrosive actions as originally
interpreted by the inspectors. Rather, pits have
features of micro-spalling which is the normal
process of metal/metal wear.

"* The pits examined do not have sharp edges or deep
crevices. The pits were shallow, less than 0.002
inch deep, and showed no evidence of generating
cracks in the matrix of the cam.

"* Polishing the wear track with a 600 emery paper
removes most of the scratches and small pits caused
by the wear process, and significantly improves the
quality of the surface. The size of pits- width and
depth is also reduced. This should improve the
wear life/performance of cams.

"* Polishing of the wear surface results in a much
cleaner surface where pits or defects can be easily
observed and inspected.

"* Proper training of the inspectors in the use of new
inspection tools and in the interpretation of the
findings as a result of this study has resulted in a
dramatic decrease in rejection rate.

"* Engineering analysis of the OEM overhaul
inspection requirements combined with sound
metallurgical analysis was required to ensure that
effective inspection practices were put in place.

REFERENCES:

1. ASM Handbook, Vol 18, "Friction and Wear of
Rolling-Element Bearings" pp 499-514, 1992,
ASM International, Ohio, USA
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Figure 3. An enlarged view of the pit in Fig.2a

Figure 1. View of a typical wear damage on a
Cam

Figure 4. An enlarged view of the pit marked in
Fig.2b

Figure 2a. View of pits on the wear surface of Figure 5. View of a spot on the wear surface of
track IB, stereo micrograph, 2X; b. SEM track 1B
micrograph of a cluster of pits on the wear
surface of the cam track. The vertical scratch has
been intentionally marked
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Figure 1 la. Polished surface of the wear track Figure 13. Another area on the wear track 3b
1B. The pit is same as shown in Fig.3

. 0• , " ....... .............. .. .... ... • .• r...... -

•,•~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~- - -..................... --........

.. ... . . . .- . .. - . . . .... ............ . - --.------....... ..-.... .......

Figure 1 lb. Polished surface of the wear track
3B. Spot is same as in Figure 4.

Figure 14. Surface profiles across the polished
wear track lB. Compare with the profiles (at
same locations) in Fig.8

Figure 12. Polished surface of wear track 3B,
same spot as in Fig.2b.
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The Development of Life Extension Methods for Fracture Critical Aero-Engine Components

A.D.Boyd-Lee
G.F.Harrison

Defence Evaluation and Research Agency, Farnborough,

Hampshire, GU14 OLX, UK

1.1 List of symbols 2 Summary

I given that Service experience and the rapid advancement of
1" product of a series of terms understanding frequently prompt revisions of the
f3 reference cycles consumed per efh declared service lives for aeroengine components.
K stress intensity Downward revisions can occur because:

r population standard deviation 1) ex-service disc tests show that engine operation is
a or d crack radius or depth harder on components than was estimated at design;
Ar declared safe service life (reference cycles) 2) in-service cracks, catastrophic failures, and ex-
efh P engine flying hours service testing show that some failure mechanismsFr algias foring L heree cdiffer from those identified at design;Gr crack propagation life (reference cycles) 3) improvements to service usage models has resulted inGM g r ick meopagan lmore conservative exchange rates;J rank number 4) refined analyses for some components show theLTFC life-to-first-crack (a first crack being operating stresses are higher than those estimated atdefined as having a 0.38rm radius) design; andm Paris exponent 5) some component design modifications cause an sample size change in a life limiting critical area, etc.

N fatigue life (reference cycles) From whatever cause, the imposition of service life
p(x) probability of event x reductions often results in unexpected component life
PD(x) probability density function w.r.t. x expiries. The resulting costs of grounding the aircraft
S combined safety factor and of engine removal can be many times greater than

the component replacement costs. Thus, demand for life
1.2 Subscripts and superscripts extensions is usually aimed at life reduced parts.

implies a change of variable Three life extension methods developed to meet this
- refers to non-finite value need are presented. Firstly, methods of life extension for
95% 95% confidence estimate crack tolerant component designs are outlined.
pt refers to geometric mean value Secondly, a robust statistical method for exploitation of
+3cr refers to +3cr value non-finite results is demonstrated to provide significant
-3a refers to -3cr value, ie. 1/750 quantile life extensions. (A non-finite result is associated with a
b refers to burst distribution test stopped before reaching the desired component
com from component testing dysfunction point). Finally, in view of the importance of
eff refers to effective stress cycle risk assessment modelling in the more critical cases, the
hi refers to effective max. stress level derivation of a risk of fatigue failure model is presented.
i refers to LTFC value
lo refers to effective min. stress level In this paper, the life-to-first-crack concept and the '2/3
mat from materials characterisation dysfunction' criterion are used as standard 'reference
max refers to max. load lives' or 'stakes in the ground' relative to which life
min refers to min. load extensions are measured.
p refers to crack propagation value
ref refers to reference load conditions 3 Life-to-first-crack (LTFC)
res refers to residual stress For a large proportion of civil and military aeroengine
s refers to sampling distribution for the discs, their current declared service lives are calculated

component test results using the life-to-first-crack methodology. In this
test refers to test load conditions approach, it is assumed components enter service defect

free and they are rejected before the appearance of a
fatigue initiated 'engineering crack' (>0.38mm radius)1 .

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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Under current UK Military Defence Standards (Def. withdrawn for spin testing, whilst the other discs are
Stan. 0097 1)2 and European Civil Joint Airworthiness allowed to remain in service for up to 75%Ar. The ex-
Requirements (JAR-E)3, service lives are declared on service disc test result is added to the sample and the
the basis of testing full size engine discs in a spin-rig component life revised accordingly. After a second ex-
test facility, under stresses and temperatures similar to service disc test, the remaining discs are allowed in
those applying in service. With tests costing in the service for the full 100%Ar. Consequently, at the stage
region of £100,000, the number of available test results where component life extensions are sought, the full Ar
rarely exceeds 5. The Lifing Regulations define the has often been declared.
procedure to be used in interpretation of these results
and in calculation of the declared safe service lives. In 4 '2/3 dysfunction'
the procedure, it is assumed that for all conventional
aeroengine materials (with a single failure mode), In the LTFC approach, it is assumed that an acceptable
fatigue lives (for identical load conditions) are but variable margin of safety is given by defining an
distributed according to a lognormal density function. 'engineering crack' as having a 0.38mm radius.
Long experience has shown the engineering assumption However, the crack radius that gives a constant factor of
that the ratio of the lives at the ±3 a points is less than safety is both geometry and material dependent.
6, has wide application to aeroengine disc materials.

In the UK, this has led to an improved approach, still
The certification regulations require that the calculated based on the assumption that components are defect free
safe cyclic life is then declared at a suitably remote on entry into service, but now the 'engineering crack' is
point on the life-to-first-crack distribution, specified as replaced by a set fraction of '2/3 of the total life to
the 1/750 quantile (-3a). Given the assumed scatter dysfunction', that is, the life before the onset of rapid
factor of not more than 6, the life corresponding to the crack growth1 . The value of 2/3 was chosen because for
lower 1/750 quantile is a factor of 46 = 2.449 below the many materials and disc designs, the crack size at '2/3
geometric mean (GM) reference life-to-first-crack failure' is approximately equal to the value of 0.38mm
obtained from the sample. defined in the LTFC method. (From a total of about 80

results covering nickel, steel and titanium discs, DERA
In recognition that component test sampling error found the average ratio of life-to-first-crack to burst life
affects the safety level inherent in the calculation of a is equal to 0.72).
safe service life, it is also required that the life be
evaluated to 95% confidence (with respect to estimation The constant ratio between the 2/3 dysfunction life and
of the geometric mean (GM) life of the population the burst life ensures a more consistent margin of
failure distribution to which the sample belongs). This safety. Moreover, in very high strength disc alloys the
confidence interval can be shown to correspond to a critical crack size for the onset of rapid crack growth
factor in life of can be smaller than the 0.38mm radius 'engineering

( 1.645) crack' size. Therefore, the 2/3 dysfunction principle

6 6(1) enables these alloys to be exploited safely. Having been
in use in the UK for some time, the '2/3 dysfunction'

where 95% corresponds to 1.645 standard deviations. It safety factor is now seeing wider application within
can be seen that expression 1 is an increasing function Europe.
with respect to decreasing sample size. In summary, a
declared safe service life 100% Ar is calculated by Both theoretical analyses and experimental test
formulae of the type programmes have shown that relative to an identical

major loading sequence, minor cycles are relatively
n more damaging during potential crack propagation than

H Nduring the LTFC. Throughout the paper, we consider a
Ar = (2) typical case f3,-i=2.5, where O3p is the exchange rate for

4 1.6-45-) crack propagation and P3i is the exchange rate for the
2.449 x ý 6LTFC. For those components whose LTFC and life-to-

2/3-dysfunction are equal, the propagation life in hours
where Nb i=1, ... n are the individual LTFC test results. is 50%/2.5=20% of the LTFC. That is, the '2/3
The two quantities on the denominator of equation 2 are dysfunction' safety factor is then equal to 1.2. It follows
called 'safety factors'. In general, any factor by which a that the combined safety factor S for a component that
life is divided to obtain a more conservative value is has reached 'efli' engine flying hours is equal to
called a safety factor.

An additional safety feature is that at entry into service S = 1.2Ax2.449x 6 k6UI-J x Ar
of a new design, a release life of only 50% of this value efh x fi

is approved. When the lead disc reaches this life, it is
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5 Life extension of crack tolerant Crack tolerant components can be life extended beyond
components 100% Ar, without compromising risk levels associated

with conventional failure locations. However, to ensure

Crack tolerant components have significantly longer a consistent level of safety, the useable crack growth life
crack propagation lives than 50% of their LTFC's. This must have an associated 'never exceed 2/3 dysfunction'
can occur if the critical area(s) of the component is margin of safety. A safe life can be calculated as
surrounded by a rapidly decreasing stress field. .n follows.
example, is the vent hole critical area of the disc shown
schematically in figure 1, with stresses at peak load D safe growth life (reference cycles),
shown in figure 2. Fr = LTFC (reference cycles),

Gr = propagation life (reference cycles),
2/3 dysfunction = 2/3(Fr+Gr) and given that P3p/3i=2.5,

SD=(2 /3 dysfunction)- Fr =jGr - I Fr (4)

2 1
Fr - Gr - -Fr• Fr 3 3

• Total safe life (ejh) = - +
2.f5, (5)

13 Fr 4Gr
-- +

15 fi i  15 8i

4Gr 2Fr
ZM.DM & % life increase (eth) = l5 Fr 15)6,

S20 (6)

4Gr - 2Fr
-x 100

I 5Fr

It can be seen, a life extension is given when Gr>0.5Fr.

In conventional damage tolerance procedures, the
Figure 1. Example disc with vent holes release life equates to 50% of the mean propagation life.

700 That is, it would typically require 4 inspections prior to
achieving the safe service life. Considering LCF crack

"600 -------------- growth data for components show scatter factors of 4
600 between ±3a (ie. 2 between mean and -3a), it is

imperative that NDI inspection techniques can reliably
500--------------------------------------detect cracks of 0.38amm radius, even under the

penalties of machined component surface finish,.
"possible surface treatments and compressive residual

400 ---.-.-----------.-------------- stresses induced via shot peening or local yielding at

stress concentration features.

300 -.- ..--- ...-.-...........----------------- 6 Crack tolerance and non-linear

Stress (elastic analysis) fracture mechanics

200 -- Stress (elastic plastic analysis) Most test discs are loaded at overspeed relative to
service operating conditions, to reduce the high disc
spin rig operating costs. Due to overspeed or material

100 -------------------------------------- softening under cyclic loading, there can occur local
plastic deformation in some components. On load
removal, compressive residual stresses form to

0 accommodate the plastic deformation.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 2. Variation of peak stress with distance from Linear-elastic fracture mechanics should not be applied
surface of vent hole shown in figure 1. to such cases, because the engine reference cycle would
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be underestimated, and a non-conservative estimate of 7 Non-finite component test results
the component's life capability would result. For such
components, a safe life assessment methodology is 7.1 Introduction
required such as that summarised in figure 3. The
symbols are defined at the beginning of the paper. Many of the declared safe-service lives for fracture-
Apart from basic component testing practice, the critical components are calculated from results of
procedure has two features: fatigue tests that are stopped before an 'engineering

crack' had been detected. Results of this kind are called
Firstly, a full elastic-plastic stress analysis is carried out 'non-finite'. Non-finite results can also arise due to a
(boxes 1-3). The residual stresses resulting from plastic change of failure location within a component
deformation are included in the calculation of the following:
magnitudes of the stress cycles for both test and engine
service reference conditions (box 3). 1) calculation of a more detailed stress analysis; or

2) if service cracks occur in different location(s) to that
Secondly, to predict crack growth life within the plastic assumed to be the critical area at original assessment; or
volume, direct calculation of the stress intensity range 3) as a result of component design modifications, etc.
AK may not be adequate. Instead, for the disc lifing test,
the calculated stress intensities at specific depths are Current lifing regulations were originally derived to
adjusted via a geometry correction factor to the stress accept only finite results. In the past, this has caused
intensities calculated for a simple laboratory test non-finite results to be either rejected unnecessarily or
specimen experiencing similar crack growth rates. The accepted overconservatively assuming 'failure on the
identified geometry correction factor is then applied to next load cycle'.
all subsequent loading life calculations, such as, for
engine reference conditions. That is, the method Under such an approach, for example, a sample of 5
combines the values given by stress modelling (boxes 1- non-finite results each of 10000 cycles, would have
3), component testing (boxes 6 and 8) and materials been treated as 5 finite values of 10001 cycles. A service
characterisation (box 4), via a geometry function g(a) life of 10001/(2.449*1.246)=3277 cycles would
selected to satisfy therefore have been obtained using equation 2. But it is

AK(a) = g(a) . A (a) (7 improbable all 5 components would fail at 10001 cycles.

Methods to solve this problem are explained. Initially,
where 'a' is the crack radius or depth and AK(a) is an because of their continued use, two somewhat crude
effective stress intensity range for the component. Re- approaches and their limitations are discussed. This is
expressing equation 7 in terms of da/dN gives, followed by discussion of a recently developed

da test statistically robust model

- 1 7.2 Selection of a favourable sub-sample

m (a) One approach to obtain a safe life increase, is to ignore
'te• unfavourable non-finite results and assume 'failure on

next cycle' for the other non-finite results. In general,
this method is conservative, since non-finite values do

The square bracketed argument in equation 8 is not indicate that the corresponding finite values are
effectively a calibration term which comes from the low. But, it is almost always overconservative because:
component testing and stress modelling - thus, it is not of rejection of significant non-finite results, and the
expressed in terms of AK. The 'A&"(a)' is a Paris based 'failure on next cycle' assumption is overused.
"overstress term' which accounts for the deviation of the
stress (of interest) from the calibration stress. When the For example, given a sample of non-finite results of
overstress is close to unity, predictions based on 10,000, 10,000 and 8222 cycles, a safe life of 2879
equation 8 should be sufficiently accurate. At higher cycles is given by equation 2. The 8222 cycles result
deviations from the calibration stress, a more complex would be ignored because a marginally higher life of
term for the effect of deviation from the calibration 2885 cycles would be obtained. However, after an
stress may be required. advanced analysis is presented in section 7.4, a better

estimate of the safe service life based on this sample
Equations 7 and 8 predict conventional fatigue. In high will be calculated.
temperature critical areas, creep and environment
enhanced fatigue may occur, in which case other
formulae would be used.
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7.3 Rank order and plot cases where the respective life-to-first-crack distribution
is lognormal with a known conservative scatter factor.Another approximate method is to rank order the

results and plot them on cumulative probability paper. As for finite results, the geometric mean (GM) of the
A 50% confidence estimate of the median of the population life-to-first-crack distribution is estimated to
population life distribution can then be read off the 95% confidence. And again, as for finite results, once
graph. This method has some merit for mixed finite and this value is obtained, it is divided by the 1/750 (-3 a)
non-finite results. safety factor to give a value for the required safe-service

life Ar (cycles).
Quite apart from the slight inaccuracy of probability

paper, it is not always possible to rank order a mixture The 95% confidence estimate of the GM is the value
of finite and non-finite results. For example, the rank that the true GM stands a 95% chance of exceeding. To
order of a non-finite result of 10,000 cycles and a finite identify the required confidence interval, consider the
result of 12,000 cycles is indeterminate, likelihood of obtaining a non-finite result at N, cycles

For a sample of finite results a very good approximate given a certain value of the GM (see figure 4).

of the median rank is given by the formula4  Probability

J - 0.3 density
median rank - (9)n +0.4

The median rank is defined as the median (ie. 50%
confidence) estimate of the quantile (ie. probability
point on the respective distribution) of the result, given
the result's rank J. 'n' is the sample size. When there
are non-finite results in the sample, Bompas-Smith 4  ......

suggests formula 9 should be modified to: Ni log(GM) Log(cycles)

_ c(J) - 0.3 Figure 4 analysis of a non-finite result belonging to a
median rank(J) n + 0.4 , (10) life-to-first-crack distribution

The minus superscript indicates that the value is non-
fl - K(J - 1) finite. The x-axis (cycles) has a log-scale, so that the

c(J) = (J-1) + •& (11) life-to-first crack (LTFC) distribution is transformed to

a normal function. Then the likelihood of obtaining a
1(12) non-finite result at N cycles is represented by the

shaded area. Now there is a 95% chance that the
defined likelihood lies within the interval 0.05 to 1,

where median rank(J) is an estimate of the rank order of assuming the result lies at a random number of standardthe J'th failure. • is the number of results with a life deviations away from the GM. Therefore, given the
greater than or equal to that of the J'th finite result valeof Nwa 9%on e GM can be

value of N,", a 95% confidence estimate of GM can be

Analysis of this second method shows that it is better obtained when the equation 13 is satisfied.
than the 'favourable sub-sample method', but has been p(the result is non- finite) = 0.05 (13)
shown to be in error by up to 20%.

7.4 Improved statistical approach As the sample size is equal to one, this confidence test
leads to the same formula as if the result were finite.

In the improved statistical approach, no significant This is an indication of the conservatism of the
results are rejected and no crude assumptions are made confidence test so defined. Where the sample size is
about the sample's rank order. greater than unity the confidence test generalises to

It is then found that analysis of an entirely non-finite
sample involves n-1 statistical degrees of freedom, ]-- p(result J is non-finite) = 0.05 (14)
whereas analysis of any other sample involves 'n' J--1
degrees of freedom. Thus, different confidence intervalshave to be applied to these two sample types. In t~his~ That is, the probability of all results in the sample being

wavetobeapriest jsto thealsis for non-fite rpesuntis, non-finite is equal to the product of the probabilities ofpaper we present just the analysis for non-finite results,non-finite. Assince this illustrates the basis of the methodology that for a sample of size one, a confidence interval on GM is
has been developed. This analysis is also restricted to chosen such that the probability of obtaining the sample
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ranges between 1 and 0.05. The 95% confidence Lognormal life to
estimate of the GM is then taken as the minimum (ie. first crack
conservative) value of the GM over the defined distribution
confidence interval. dsrui

General analysis shows that equation 14 embodies a
failure-on-next-cycle assumption for at most one of the -'

non-finite results and therefore its conservatism is clear.
It is slightly overconservative because the odds of just 2
one of the non-finite results reaching dysfunction on the
next cycle are normally lower than 50/50. However, in
general, removal of this slight overconservatism is N (cycles)
complex and it does not result in a significant life Change of variable
increase. At best, removal of this overconservatism defined by equations I
might involve hypotheses that assume that first non-
finite result to become finite would lie at the most 15 and 16.
unfavourable position on the sampling distribution.
Thus, any life gains would only be up to a few percent
(ie. probably negligible compared to other lifing Normal distribution
uncertainties).

Area underneath
It remains to substitute equations of the failure curve equals

distribution into equation 14. Firstly, a change of Ity
variable is defined by equations 15 and 16. / unit

1 Nj
N'• = _Z-log -- • IJ = 1,2,... n (15)

a I \( N ,, ) 0 0 =l N'-

0__( Figure 5. Effects of the change of variable defined by
6 = 1og (16) equations 15 and 16.

where N, is the population geometric mean life. Even On removing the change of variable originally applied
though its value is indeterminate, it is a fixed value. NJ by equations 15,16, the following result is obtained:
is the non-finite value associated with test result J. The
purpose of this change of variable is illustrated by fig. 5.

It can be seen that the 'log' term transforms the nog _5
lognormal distribution to a normal distribution. 1- normal 11= 0.05 (19)
Division by N,, has the effect of placing the origin at =l +3a_
the population GM. The c' term rescales the axes so T-l9]N_ )
that they are in units of standard deviations. N3,, and

N-3, refer to the +31 points on the untransformed
distribution. In forged disc lifing, for example a The N95%,, value given by equation 19 is a 95%
conservative value of N+3,/N. 3,=6 is frequently confidence estimate of the geometric mean of the
assumed. For a random test result, therefore, the failure population fatigue life distribution. Equation 19, is
distribution in the transformed co-ordinates satisfies solved by substitution of the known values and iteration

until the equation is satisfied, to give the value of N95%,

P(N'< a) = | 4  .exp(-- dx Once this value has been established, safety factors can

(17) be applied.. For example, to apply a safety factor that
not more than 1/750 components reach the defined

= normal(a) dysfunction point, the following formula would be used.

Substituting equation 17 into equation 14 gives N 920)

Ar = 95%- . (20)

1-I [1 - normal(N'j)] = 0.05 (18)
J--1
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To simplify the derivation, the following change of
Going back to the example of 5 non-finite results of variable is used
10,000 cycles and with an assumed scatter factor N' = log(N) (21)
N+,3aN.3c, of 6, substitution in equation 19 gives N. 95
=10374 cycles and substitution of this value in equation and so the combined safety factor S (given by equation
20 gives an Ar value of 4235 cycles. Thus the 3) is transformed to S', where
percentage safe life increase for this component given
by equations 19 and 20 is equal to (4235- S' = log(S) (22)
3277)/3277* 1000/o=29%.

The risk/efh is defined as the rate of increase of
Returning to the example given in section 7.2, the probability of failure with respect to engine flying
improved analysis procedures (equations 19 and 20) hours. It is also easier to express the risk in terms of the
using all 3 results gives a safe life of 3492 cycles, that rate of increase of the transformed variable 8S', than in
is 21% higher. terms of 5(efli) and so the following partial derivative is

used:
The percentage life increases given by the above two 9{p(fadl)} d{p(fail)} e S'
examples are fairly typical, although in service risk / efh =
applications, the life extensions given have ranged S'
between 5% and 50%.

9{p(fail)} 1

8 Simplified risk model 9S' ejh

If there existed an infinite sample of component tests
As discussed earlier, situations have arisen where results, there would be no sampling error. The location
component life reductions have caused large numbers of of the component life relative to the geometric mean of
mature age engines to suddenly have life expired parts. the burst distribution would then be precisely
In such cases, although components should be rejected determined as shown in figure 6. Therefore, the risk/efh
before their safe service lives have expired, strict would simply be equal to the shaded area in figure 6.
application of this rule could have grounded significant
portions of several fleets of military aircraft.

Effect of 2/3 dysfunction
Allowing specified components to operate at slightly and 1/750 safety factors
higher risk for short specified periods, may give life
increases beyond Ar, which may largely alleviate these
situations. It can buy the lead time required to obtain Effe of beinoverlifePopulation burst
spares and to replace the lifex parts. distribution

As formulated- current lifing procedures cannot be used
to estimate risk because they use 'safety factors' which
hide the actual risk. To get an appropriate estimate of
the risk of fatigue failure, all of the generally applied risk/eth
safety factors have to be replaced by robust statistical Component life
modelling of the respective sources of component life Ar Current Geometric mean (efo on a log scale)
uncertainty, component for infinite sample

life
DERA's latest model achieves this capability, however,
representation of service usage aspects can involve more Figure 6. Illustration of how the risk model works in
complexity than is appropriate for covering within a the simple case where the geometric mean of the
single paper. To aim for relevance to a wider audience, population burst distribution is known.
the core of the model is presented below, but excluding
the service usage modelling detail. In practice most component test samples are small. As
Also, although risk models do not have to use safety discussed, the form and scatter of the burst distribution
factors, risk estimates are usually required at given are identified. Therefore the sampling error is equal to
percentages over the respective declared safe-service life the difference between the sample geometric mean GM
Ar. For these reasons, the risk equations given below and the population GM.
include terms that relate to the safety factors supporting
an 'Ar' value. To account for the sampling error x', the risk/efh is

equal to the integral of the risk/efh given the location x'
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of the sample mean on the sampling distribution times Substitution of equations 27 and 28 into equation 24 and
the probability of the sample mean being located at x' evaluation of the integral (between ±+o) gives the
on the sampling distribution (see figure 7). That is, following expression

(29)
p(fail)} - Ja{p(fail)}/a S' x'] PD,(x') ax'a S' (24 a {p(fail)}_ I I I-S'2(1 )]

fPDb (x'-S') PD(x') ax(

To solve equation 24, it is necessary to obtain the Equation 29 is of a type typical for summation of two
expressions for the two To solve equ probability density random errors each belonging to a normal distribution.
expressions for te to Tor sle equpro ity a densality Substitution of equations 21, 22, 25 and 26 into equation
distributions respectively. 29 gives the following solution for the risk/efh

When the scatter factors for LTFC and crack (30)
propagation are assumed conservatively to be equal to 6 8(risk) 1.5 n .
and 4 respectively, a typical scatter factor used for the a(efjh) ejh n+1239

corresponding burst distribution is 5. (A value lower2
than 6 is appropriate since it is less likely that below e 1-49

average crack propagation life will combine with below ex[i +1.239)ý~ Arxpi3;
average LTFC). A value of 5 shall be assumed in the
following derivation. The standard deviation of the burst where equation 30 represents the risk/efh experienced
distribution (in the transformed co-ordinates) is given by by an individual component at a life of 'efh' where 'n'
equation 16. That is, is the component test sample size

CYIb = (25) To illustrate the methodology, suppose a component has
6 a declared safe service life of 10,000 cycles, based on a

test sample of 3 and that the life-to-first-crack reference
The standard deviation of the transformed sampling cycle exchange rate is 2. Then, for a component at full
distribution of the GM of an LTFC sample is equal to life (100% Ar) substitution of values into equation 30
the standard deviation of the transformed population gives an estimated risk/efh of 2.8e-8. Note that to
LTFC distribution times the reciprocal of the square root convert from efh to 'Ar', the LTFC is simply divided by
of the sample size. As discussed, the transformation is the exchange rate 3i.
defined by equations 15 and 16. Therefore,

Suppose next, that the declared safe service life of the
- In 6 component type were reduced by 20% to 8000 cycles.

6,(2n Then such a component at its original life of 10,000
cycles would experience a higher risk (2.le-7/efh), i.e,

Both the sampling and burst distributions are assumed to if, an additional risk of 1.8e-7/efh is deemed acceptable

be lognormal. Due to the change of variable specified by for a limited period (ie. 2.le-7-2.8e-8), then the life

equation 21, they are transformed to normal extension of 25% would be available to the component.
distributions. The location of the component relative to
the mean of the sampling distribution is simply x' (see Having established equation 30, it is straightforward to
figure 7) and thus the expression for PD,(x') is derive related formulae applicable for other scatter

factors or for damage tolerance terms.

PD.,.(x')- .--. j - (27)

The location of the component relative to the GM of the
burst distribution is equal to (x'-S') and the expression
for PD(x'-S') is

(28)

1 1 _ 1 x _S_]2

V27C * Y c'
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Figure 7. Illustration of how the disc test sampling error is accounted for in the risk model
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They specify the basic lifing concept and details of the

1. SUMMARY methods and criteria to be used. Particularly for military
applications, the lifing procedures are part of project related

The classical method for fracture critical parts lifing is the safe specifications. Although the general ideas of the lifing
life approach, where 'safe life' in fact means safe crack concepts are the same, one can observe some development.
initiation life. In many cases, the released life of a critical part One of the most important improvements of the recent past is,
can be extended if the lifing concept is supplemented with the that parts originally lifed to safe (crack initiation) life may
safe crack propagation life approach. In particular, if the life now take advantage of life extension into the safe crack
limiting area of a part possesses substantial damage tolerance propagation regime.
capability, the possible parts' life extension will be significant.

The underlying safety criteria and the statistical treatment of 3. SAFE CRACK INITIATION LIFE 'THE
the test results for both the approaches are equivalent, but for CLASSICAL APPROACH
prediction of the crack propagation life the application of
fracture mechanics methods and the knowledge of material The concept of safe crack initiation life can be considered as

crack growth behaviour are necessary. Crack growth is the classical lif'mg approach for critical parts in aero engines.

directly related to the stress intensity factor. The stress The basic idea of this concept is that

intensity factor itself depends on the currently applied stress * a new part is free of defects
field (which in turn depends on mechanical and thermalthelgeomtchof t hmdepen componmehantl and thermt a defect (in this case a fatigue crack) is generated inloading), the geometry of the component, and the current sevcloadng),service
shape of the crack front. Load and crack front shape vary with
time. Two methods are discussed how the stress intensity 0 the part's life is expired, when the defect has been created
factor can be obtained, namely experimentally from crack The criterion for 'existence' of a crack is that the crack has
growth tests of the real component or analytically from 3D been initiated and grown to a certain depth. A commonly used
finite element calculations. value for this crack depth is 0.4 mm. This criterion is a little

Service life of an aero engine component is determined by its arbitrary, although sensibly based on long experience.
released life and its life consumption caused by operational Figure 1 illustrates the safe crack initiation life. The axes
usage. Therefore, it is important to monitor the operational represent the number of cycles N and the corresponding crack
usage either by on-board monitoring devices or by the depth a. The point of dysfunction identifies one of the criteria
application of adequate cyclic exchange rates (03-factors). defined in para 4. The number of cycles to dysfunction is
Experience gained with the RB 199 IP compressor and denoted Ndys. The crack initiation life Nj describes the number
IP turbine (where this safe crack propagation life approach is of cycles to a crack depth of 0.4 mam.
utilised) shows that crack propagation 03-factors are by a factor
of 2 - 3 higher than crack initiation 13-factors. Nevertheless, a
the achieved life extension in terms of engine flying hours is
about 40%. dysfunction

2. INTRODUCTION

Fracture critical parts in aero engines undergo cyclic loading
under operational usage. This cyclic loading causes cyclic
fatigue at highly stressed critical areas, what leads to initiation
and propagation of cracks. For most of the fracture critical
parts, fatigue is the life limiting damage mechanism. The life 0.4m --r-
limit is directly related to the presence of a fatigue crack or to
a predetermined stage of its propagation. Fatigue life of a part N ? N
is defined as a number of cycles (with a given stress range at N
given temperature conditions) that the life limiting critical area
is able to endure until a crack with specified properties has
developed. Figure 1: Safe Crack Initiation Life

The way, how the fatigue life of a fracture critical aero engine The safe crack initiation life is established as the number of
part shall be established, is laid down in lifing procedures. cycles to reach an accepted statistical probability for the

Paper presented at the RTO A VT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-1 7.
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existence of a crack with that depth. The statistical probability (a - 0.4 mm) and Np the period of crack propagation from
takes into account that material strength exhibits some scatter, a = 0.4 mm onwards to 2/3 of Ndys.
And for the weakest individuum of the parts' population, the The safe crack propagation life is established as 2/3 of the
structural integrity must be ensured. Generally accepted number of cycles to reach an accepted statistical probability
statistical probabilities for that weakest part are in the range of for the presence of the applicable dysfunction condition. The
1 out of 750 to 1 out of 1000. statistical probability takes into account that material strength

Parts lifed under this concept are not inspected if the crack is and crack growth properties exhibit some scatter. For the
present when they are retired, and due to the nature of this weakest individuum of the part's population, the structural
concept only the fewest of them would contain one. integrity must be ensured. Generally accepted statistical
Nevertheless, re-use of the parts beyond the safe life - as probabilities for that weakest part are in the range of 1 out of
defined above - is not considered. 750 to 1 out of 1000.

The criterion of this concept - namely the existence of a
crack - does not mean that the part will fail immediately when a
the crack depth is exceeded. Some safety margin to the final , dysfunction
part failure will remain. However, the concept cannot provide
a measure for the real safety of the critical part, since it is
unable to predict a value for the failure margin. In most of the
applications there will be sufficient margin for a crack to grow
to part dysfunction, but it is also possible that the dysfunction
life is very close to the crack initiation life. In such very rare ,
cases the crack initiation life cannot be considered as really I i
safe. 0.4 mm ------------

4. SAFE CRACK PROPAGATION LIFE -THE ýN N~ N
APPROACH FOR LIFE EXTENSION 2/3. Nd

The concept of safe crack propagation life is more suitable to N
exploit the life potential of a fracture critical part. This
concept is also known as damage tolerance concept. Figure 2: Safe Crack Propagation Life
The concept is based on the idea that Parts lifed under the safe crack propagation lifing concept are
"* the part contains an initial defect at the beginning of the not inspected if the crack is present when they are retired.

crack propagation phase (where the defect behaves like a Re-use of the parts beyond the safe crack propagation life is
crack of a certain depth) not considered, although most of the parts will not contain a

"* the crack propagates under service loading crack grown to the depth which is correlated with the

"* the part's life is expired when the crack enters the phase of dysfunction criterion.

part dysfunction There are a number of examples where the crack growth

Part dysfunction may include a number of different criteria, period has about half as many cycles as the crack initiation
for example period. In those cases, two third of the dysfunction life equals

to the crack initiation life. Thus, there cannot be taken much
* unstable crack growth under basic operational loading benefit from the application of the crack propagation life

* onset of continuous crack propagation due to concept. Typical representatives for such conditions are bore
superimposed vibratory stresses (i.e. if high frequency areas of discs. But there are other critical areas, e.g. holes in
stress levels exceed the crack growth threshold) flanges, arms and cones as well as rim areas of discs, which

* loss of overspeed capability (i.e. a crack depth where exhibit significant damage tolerance capability. For these

overspeed conditions could cause spontaneous failure) areas, utilisation of the crack growth phase can significantly
extend the part's fatigue life.

* unacceptable out-of-balance conditions Both the discussed concepts have a lot of commonality. They
In contrast to the crack initiation criterion, the dysfunction both define the part's life in terms of multiples of the reference
criterion really determines the end of the part's life. This cycle (where the reference cycle defines the most damaging
enables us to define a measurable safety margin. Thus, the part combination of two stress-temperature conditions in the
will be retired when a certain portion of the number of cycles design mission) and they use the same statistical criteria.
to dysfunction have been accumulated. In most of our recent Additionally, it is common to both that they do not care
projects, this portion was two third. whether the assumed cracks are really present or grown to the

The number of cycles to dysfunction encompasses both the assumed depth. This does not mean that, if cracks were found
crack initiation and the crack propagation phase. The safety in the course of part's inspection, these observations would be
factor of two third will be applied to the total number of ignored. Of course, each deviation from the predicted
cycles, i.e. the number of cycles necessary to generate the behaviour would be thoroughly investigated.
crack and to grow it to the dysfunction criterion.

Figure 2 illustrates the safe crack propagation life in an a vs N 5. LIFE PREDICTION PROCESS
diagram. The point of dysfunction is given by one of the The basis of the life prediction process for both these concepts
above criteria. Ndys is the number of cycles to dysfunction, is the same, but in the details there are many differences.
whereas Ni represents the number of cycles to crack initiation A flowchart showing the life prediction process is given in
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Figure 3. axi-symmetric models. Disturbances of the axi-symmetry (e.g.
holes, scallops) are treated with stress concentration factors.

The life prediction process starts from the design mission. The Fore d ra tio n of t h stress concentration factors,
desin mssin isnorall deinedin he ngie spcifcaton. For the determination of the stress concentration factors, there

design mission is normally defined in the engine specification. are frequently 3D detail analyses performed. Based on the

It provides the required thrust and power as a function of time. sre analy thetil ares oft e e as cn be
stress analysis, the critical areas of the engine parts can be

The engine design must also be given. This includes the identified. Critical areas are those areas which carry the
detailed geometry of the components and the specification of highest stresses and therefore are expected to determine the
the materials used. The kind of manufacturing processes fatigue life of the part.
should be taken into account, too. The second and third step together provide stress-temperature

histories at the critical areas over the entire design mission.
The stress-temperature histories are analysed with respect to

Design Mission Engine Design their cyclic content. The most damaging cycle is identified and
(Geometry, Materials) declared as the reference cycle for the considered critical area.

For most of the critical areas, the concept of safe crack
initiation life is employed. Under this concept, the number of

Performance reference cycles needs to be predicted, which the critical area
Model can undergo until a fatigue crack will have been generated and

grown to the predicted depth of 0.4 mm. Material SN-curves
are used which describe the relationship between applied
stress (i.e. cyclic stress with a range between zero and applied

Component Component stress; short: zero-max stress) and the corresponding number
Temperature Model Stress Model of cycles to crack initiation. If the reference cycle is not a

zero-max cycle, then an equivalent zero-max cycle is
determined, taking into account the mean stress effect. The

Identification of SN-curve depends also on the temperature (i.e. for the same
Critical Areas stress range but different temperatures, there are different

numbers of cycles predicted). It is common practice that those
curves are provided as design lines, what means that the
relevant safety factors have been already included.

Reference Cycle For critical areas where the life is extended into the safe crack
growth regime, additionally the safe crack propagation life
needs to be predicted. This calls for the application of fracture
mechanics procedures. Typically, the methods of linear elastic

Crack Initiation Crack Propagation fracture mechanics are used. Two elements are important
Life Assessment Life Assessment * the stress intensity factor (SIF) as fracture mechanics

parameter and

* the crack propagation law (i.e. the crack propagation rate
Figure 3: Life Prediction Process as a function of the SIF range)

In a first step, from thrust and power requirements there are The time history of the stress intensity factor must be

engine performance parameters derived. They define for each calculated for each of the investigated critical areas. The stress

point of the design mission the temperatures and pressures in intensity factor depends on the stress field around the critical

the main gas stream, the spool speeds and shaft loads and area and the current shape of the crack.
torque. Additionally, the cooling air flows, temperatures and The crack shape is given by the crack surface (which in many
pressures in the secondary air system are determined, cases may be considered as a plane) and the crack front. For

In a second step, these performance and cooling system reliable predictions of the crack development it is necessary to

parameters are used as boundary conditions for the calculation consider the crack as a whole. In particular, it should be
of transient temperature distributions in the engine noticed that the stress intensity factor varies along the crack
components. Finite element programs are used for this job. Of front, so that the crack growth velocity is different at different
particular interest are the engine rotor systems which contain points of the crack front.
the majority of the fracture critical parts. Since the rotating The development of a crack can be simulated with finite
parts are axi-symmetric, a 2D analysis is usually sufficient, element calculations in combination with an appropriate crack

The third step is concerned with the mechanical analysis. growth law. A 3D FE model of the considered engine part is

Stresses and strains are calculated taking into account necessary. The crack surface and the crack front are
introduced into this model. Details of the applied technique

"* centrifugal stresses due to part rotation have been already published [1 - 3].

"* thermal stresses induced by temperature gradients The procedure starts with an initial crack. The initial crack

"* stresses from pressure differences, shaft forces and torque shape is either taken from test experience with real parts or

"* manoeuvring stresses resulting from g- and gyro-loads simply assumed as a half or quarter elliptical front at a plane
"perpendicular to the direction of the maximum principal

Sassembly stresses stress. The exact shape of the initial crack is not so important
For these calculations, finite element codes are employed as as the crack will develop into a balanced shape anyway.
well. Again for most of the features it is sufficient to use 2D
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For the part containing this initial crack, the stress intensity critical area of a fracture critical part is verified by cyclic
factor along the crack front is calculated. All relevant loads testing. In the case of a rotating disc or drum, this test consists
contributing to the stress field around the critical area are of cyclic spinning.
included. With the stress intensity factor and the crack
propagation law, the crack growth increment at each point of A flowchart showing the life verification process is given in

the crack front is calculated and a new crack shape predicted. Figure 4.

Since the crack develops slowly, the stress intensity factor will
not change significantly during a small number of cycles. Thus x Expected Predicted Safe
the crack growth for a number of cycles can be computed with Expected IPrettion Saife Cyclic Initiation Life
the same stress intensity factor distribution. But when the Cyclic Initiation Life (test: geometry, set-up,
grown crack is distinctly different from the original one, a new - engine) parameters)
SIF calculation becomes necessary. This process (calculation__ _ _ _

of the SIF, determination of the according crack growth rate Test Control (speed
and prediction of the new crack shape) is repeated several, temperature, vibratio)
times building up a complete crack growth history over the I Cyclic Spin Test
number of applied cycles. This crack growth history ranges (overload factor > 1)
from an initial crack (which is usually smaller than or equal to Inspections (geometry,
that for the crack initiation criterion) to the onset of unstable in

crack growth.

Now, one can choose a path at the crack surface from the Extensive Inspections
point where the crack has originated into the depth of the part. Test Continuation for Crack Growth
Along this path the crack depth is measured. For this path, a Dysfunction markertechnique)
relationship between the crack depth and the corresponding

stress intensity factor can be established. Dividing the stress
intensity factor by the stress present at the critical area itself,
defines a so called geometry function. This geometry function
provides the relationship between the stress at the critical area Metallurgical Metallurgical
and the stress intensity factor at the crack front for each value Investigation Investigation
of the crack depth and enables us to calculate the time history
of the stress intensity factor from the time history of the stress
at the critical area including the effect of increasing crack
depth. CakIiito rc rpgto

I Life Assessment Life Assessment
For this procedure it is assumed that the stress fields around
the critical area are proportional for all load cases of the
mission. In fact, this is not the case. But the error is
considered negligible as long as the stress intensity factors for Figure 4: Life Verification Process
the higher stress levels are modelled correctly. Deviations for
sub-cycle stress intensity factor ranges are acceptable as their In many cases, thurbie i of most of the critical areas of acontribution to the overall damage is small. However, if it compressor or turbine disc - there are typically bore, web,
turns out that the inaccuracy becomes intolerable, an bolt hole and rim slot - can be demonstrated within one test.additional influencing parameter (e.g. the stress gradient) The aim of the test is to verify the initiation life of the lifeneeds to be incorporated into the geometry function) limiting critical area. In most cases finite results, i.e. initiationlife with a technical crack size of 0.4 mm depth, are thus only
Currently only a correction for residual stresses is made. The gained for one or two critical areas, whereas the others stay
basic idea for this correction is that during the first load cycles non-finite, i.e. without crack indication.
some local plastification occurs, what causes someredistribution of the stress fields. This redistribution is The test parameters chosen are such, that the reference cycle isaccounted for by an additional additive term in the formula for covered for the critical area to be demonstrated. This means inthe stress intensity factor calculation, detail that the temperature is very close to the maximum peak(stress and temperature) of the mission. The speed is adjusted
The crack propagation life can be established by integration of to produce a small overload - compared to engine conditions.
the crack propagation rate from the initial crack depth (i.e. Correction of temperatures - test relative to engine - is done by
0.4 mm) to the criterion of dysfunction under reference cycle rationing Young's modulus or ultimate tensile strength. An
loading. For this process it should be noticed that the crack equivalent life is then calculated taking into account overload
growth law usually describes the average crack growth rate. and the statistical model to be used for the project (see para 3).
Since the safe crack propagation life is required, an additional
scatter factor needs to be applied. Based on statistical The test result must state the Mean First Crack Line (i.e. the
considerations, a scatter of 2 can be derived (assuming a 4:1 average relationship between stress and number of cycles to
ratio between +3o and -3a value of a log-normal produce a technical crack) as it is a typical one.
distribution in life, which is typical for crack growth scatter). Tests are performed on horizontal or vertical spin pits in
This factor is in addition to the 2/3 safety margin defined as atmosphere or nearly vacuum - whatever is best for the
part of the concept of safe crack propagation life. specific test or available. Temperature and speed are

monitored continuously during the complete test and vibration
6. LIFE VERIFICATION PROCESS measurements ensure the safe testing. Regularly non-

destructive inspections i.e. visual, dye penetrant, magnetic
The expected predicted safe cyclic crack initiation life for a particle, or eddy current are carried out to indicate unexpected
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early cracking. To ensure that the technical crack size of up to 0.3 mm. This procedure was necessary to avoid early
0.4 mm depth is reached, most test candidates are spun till cracking in the firtree serrations. To calibrate striation
cracks have a length of several mm. counting after test end and breaking up the cracks, the marker

load technique was used [10]. Every 3000 test cycles the
In most cases, the tests produce several cracks. After testing, heating was switched off for 600 sub-cycles. The fractographic

the most severe cracks are broken up and the cyclic crack haigwssice f o 0 u-yls h rcorpi
initiationfe ist dev crataed bystriation coupandthecin. r picture shows small sharp bands thus enabling the calibration
initiation life is demonstrated by striation counting. of striation counting (see Figure 7). In addition, replicas were

The test results gained over many years showed in some cases made at each inspection interval. The matching of the three
a remarkable life extension potential. methods: striation counting, marker cycles and replicas was

excellent as can be seen in Figure 8. After each interval, the
For example the cooling air hole in the cone of the RB 199 surface geometry of the crack (replica) was compared with the
IPC is a damage tolerant critical area. With this component corresponding FE calculations. Figure 9 shows crack growth
our methodology for crack propagation life usage was life versus crack dimension. The test result is in good
developed. Due to the specific design, cyclic spin tests can be agreement with the FE calculation. To avoid burst, the test
carried out till dysfunction is reached - which means here a was stopped before the crack grew to dysfunction size. The
crack length of 30 to 40 mm (see Figure 5). The scatter in the test cycles from 0.4 mm to test end were then counted from
crack propagation behaviour is shown in Figure 6. On this striations by correcting with our marker cycle results.
basis the application of reduced scatter factors - compared to Multiplying these test cycles by a life factor (see para 5 and
the initiation phase - could be justified (see para 5). [4]) leads to the mean crack propagation life in reference

cycles. Applying a scatter factor as described in para 5 the
minimum crack propagation life in reference cycles, i.e. the
factored crack propagation life is derived.

(at different stages of crack propagation), 110]

M// GM

S- Striation Count /J ,,. / •#/ Repiica
/•,•4#'JJ XM arker Load

crack growth life

Figure 6: Scatter in Crack Propagation Behaviour

Crack Growth Life
For other components (e.g. the RB199 IPT disc) it was CrackGrowthLife

necessary to verify the safe cyclic crack propagation life with a
special crack growth test. Figure 8: Comparison of Crack Monitoring Techniques

The rim slot bottom and the locking plate slot (the two leading Above, there were two examples discussed. The first one
areas of the RB 199 IPT disc) were pre-damaged by eroding. (RB 199 IPC cone hole) provided the experimental
The artificial cracks were half circular shaped and had a depth establishment of the geometry function. Furthermore, the
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related test results gave evidence of the reduced scatter for temperature history at this critical area for a given mission.
crack propagation compared to crack initiation scatter. The The stress-temperature history consists of a main cycle and a
second example (RB 199 IPT disc) provided confirmation of number of sub-cycles. Life consumption of the main cycle can
the analytically predicted geometry function and the be expected similar to the reference cycle damage. This is true
underlying crack propagation law. for both the crack initiation and the crack propagation phase.

RB 199- IPT: Rim Slot Fillet But for sub-cycles the situation is different. In the crack
I ..... • propagation regime, the sub-cycle consumes a higher portion

m & predicted failure of a reference cycle than in the crack initiation regime. This is
13 test result (not failed) L due to the different slopes of SN-curve and crack propagation

- .curve. Additionally, the crack propagation threshold is 'lower'

- than the endurance limit of the SN-curve, so that a number of
sub-cycles which do not contribute in the crack initiation

• - -- phase add their portion to the accumulated life consumption in
the propagation phase.

i/ I---- Consequently, one can expect that mission life consumption
a - (particularly if the mission contains many sub-cycles) is faster

S-- -- in the crack propagation regime. When thinking in terms of
__ [3-factors, one may expect significantly higher values for the

- - - -crack growth phase than in the crack initiation phase.

Experience obtained with the IP compressor and IE turbine of
the RB 199 engine shows that crack propagation [3-factors

Crack Growth Life Cycles may be a factor 2 - 3 higher than crack initiation [3-factors. But
one should be aware that these differences mainly depend on

Figure 9: Comparison of Predicted and Observed the sub-cycle content of the mission profile. So, these figures
Crack Propagation may be regarded as example or general hint, but do not serve

as a rule for other applications.
The test results T'actored critical area cyclic crack initiation
test life' (Fri) and Tactored critical area cyclic crack The customer preferred units of life consumption are not

propagation test life' (Frp) were added and 2/3 hereof released cycles and [3-factors but engine flying hours (EFH). To get this
as 'predicted total safe cyclic life', information, one has to divide the released life (in cycles) by

the relevant [3-factor. If only life in the crack initiation regime
In order to support the life progression procedure in the crack is released, this released life divided by the crack initiation
propagation part, technical life reviews are conducted before 13-factor yields the authorised service life in EFH. The
the relevant critical part reaches the specified service life. situation becomes more complex if crack initiation and crack
Especially inspection results gained on a natural arising basis propagation life is released. In that case, the difference
provide additional safety with this increased life usage between crack initiation life and 2/3 of dysfunction life (in
method. terms of cycles) needs to be divided by the crack propagation

13-factor to result in authorised crack propagation life in EFH.
7. OPERATIONAL USAGE The total life in EFH is then the sum of crack initiation and

How long an engine - especially its fracture critical parts - can crack propagation life (in EF-).

be kept in service, depends on both the released life of the part The life extension beyond the safe crack initiation life in terms
and life consumption due to operational usage. Different of EFH is a real measure for the benefit gained by the
methods for life usage monitoring have been established, introduction of the safe crack propagation life concept. Life

The traditional method is to count the engine flight time and extension of about 40% (in EFH) could be achieved for the

to multiply it with a cyclic exchange rate. The cyclic exchange RB 199 IPC and IPT rotor.

rate (also called 13-factor) provides a relationship between the
flight time and the life consumed at a critical area due to the 8. CONCLUSION
according engine operation. But the correlation between flight Two methods - the 'safe crack initiation life approach' and the
time and cyclic life consumption is very weak. This means that 'safe crack propagation life approach' - have been discussed.
conservatism needs to be incorporated into the 13-factor, what For prediction of the crack initiation life, the traditional
in turn leads to overestimation of life consumption for most of methods of the elasticity theory are used together with a
the parts. phenomenological damage rule. For the crack propagation

Better exploitation of the released life can be achieved with life, additionally the methods of linear-elastic fracture
individual monitoring, where life consumption of each part is mechanics in conjunction with an also phenomenological
individually calculated based on actually measured engine crack growth law are applied.
parameters. A typical solution is the utilisation of an on-board Common to both concepts is, that life is treated in terms of
life usage monitoring system. Examples for such systems were reference cycles. Verification procedures and statistical
the subject of several presentations [5 - 9]. methods used are the same, too. This ensures that both

The question important in this context is, what are the concepts can be applied in parallel - and even in combination -

differences in life consumption between life consumed in the with common appearance to the customer.
crack initiation phase and life consumed in the crack Utilisation of the crack propagation portion of a critical area's
propagation phase. Generally, the fatigue life consumption of life potential can significantly extend the authorised life of an
a critical area is related to the cyclic content of the stress-
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aero engine part. Care should be taken, as not all critical areas
exhibit remarkable damage tolerance capability. But in any
case, assessment of the real safety margins is possible when
crack development to dysfunction (what means in reality 2/3
of it) is considered.
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1. ABSTRACT describe one probabilistic method for evaluating
structural damage tolerance and reliability from material

A formal method is described to quantify structural behavior to service life and to retirement for cause.
damage tolerance and reliability in the presence of That probabilistic method (1) is based on formulations
multitude of uncertainties in turbine engine components. that describe the physics in terms of primitive variables
The method is based at the materials behavior level and respective scatter ranges, at the lowest engineering
where primitive variables with their respective scatters manageable scale and, (2) relies on computational
are used to describe that behavior. Computational simulation methods to propagate those uncertainties
simulation is then used to propagate those uncertainties from that elementary scale through all intermediate
to the structural scale where damage tolerance and scales where metrics for structural damage tolerance and
reliability are usually specified. Several sample cases are reliability are specified. The method has evolved over
described to illustrate the effectiveness, versatility, and the past fifteen years and has matured sufficiently to
maturity of the method. Typical results from these evaluate structural damage tolerance and reliability
methods demonstrate that the methods are mature and under various scenarios (Refs. 1, 2, and 3). The method
that they can be used for future strategic projections and has several unique features. The two that are most useful
planning to assure better, cheaper, faster products for to present results are: (1) quantifiable reliability in terms
competitive advantages in world markets. These results of cumulative distributions functions and, (2) sensitivity
also indicate that the methods are suitable for predicting factors of the primitive variables that affect that
remaining life in aging or deteriorating structures, reliability. The article first introduces the fundamental

concept and computational simulation method by a
2. INTRODUCTION simple example. This is followed by a brief description

of the method and its attendant computer codes.
The pursuit of achieving and retaining competitive Subsequently, several sample cases are discussed to: (1)
advantages in world markets necessarily leads to pro- illustrate the versatility of the method, (2) the large
active drives for better-cheaper-faster products to amounts of information it generates, (3) the relevance of
market. This becomes even more important in the high- the information and, (4) recommendations that are
tech sector which includes aerospace vehicles. The readily inferred for design, material development quality,
awareness for conservation of natural resources also certification, in-service health monitoring, retirement for
leads pro-actively to the reliable cost-effective useful-life cause and even recycling. The description is limited to
extension of existing products. In the first case, it typical results obtained and their respective
requires very effective use of available resources. In the interpretation. References are cited for specificities.
second case, it requires formal methods to quantify the
current strength of a specific structure/component and 3. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT
subsequent reliable evaluation of respective remaining
strength. Both cases include a multitude of uncertainties. It is instructive to describe some fundamental concepts
The first case includes uncertainties in new unproven of probabilistic structural analysis/design by using a
methods for design and/or manufacturing as well as simple example. The simple example for that purpose is
uncertainties associated with lack of sufficient data of the probabilistic evaluation of the tip displacement of
new candidate materials. The second case is full of cantilever beam loaded at the free-end as shown
uncertainties from (1) unknown assumptions and schematically at the top left of Figure 1. The equation
conditions of the initial design, (2) records of (deterministic - model) for predicting the tip
environmental exposure, (3) material degradation of displacement is shown under the schematic. This
various factors, etc. equation describes the physics of the response sought

and includes the fundamental parameters (primitive
In scenarios of multitude of uncertainties described variables) that govern the tip displacement. For example
above, probabilistic methods offer formal approaches to P is the load, I is the length, E is the material stiffness, b
quantify those uncertainties and their subsequent effects is the width and t is the thickness. These primitive
on material behavior, on service and on attendant variables can also be grouped in three generic categories
reliabilities and risks. The objective of this article is to load (P), geometry (1, b, and t), material (E). Experience

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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has shown that if we make several cantilever specimens was already mentioned, the probabilistic simulation can
there will be a scatter of values for each of the primitive be performed with known mean values and judiciously
variables. The task, therefore, of probabilistic simulation assumed scatter ranges for the primitive variables.
is to account for the effects of that scatter on the
displacement of the beam. A byproduct of the FPI is the sensitivity factors (Fig. 1,

lower right). These factors quantify and order the
The task is considerably simplified when we recognize sensitivity of the cumulative distribution function of the
that (1) the tip displacement equation is the analogue of a response variable to the uncertainty (scatter range) in the
physical testing machine and (2) the scatter in the primitive variables. For our simple example, the load
primitive variable, P, 1, b, t and E, can be assumed to be (primitive variable) has about the same effect on the tip
represented by simple and well known statistical displacement (response variable) as the geometry
distributions (Fig. 1, lower left). These distributions help parameters (primitive variables) for low probability (less
us in two ways as will become evident subsequently. In than 1 in 1000) while the thickness (primitive variable)
order to evaluate the effects of the uncertainties of the dominates at high probabilities (greater than 999 in
primitive variables on the tip displacement, we proceed 1000). More about sensitivities in later sections. For
as follows: Step (1), we decide on the range of the application to structural components/systems the above
scatter in each primitive variable. This range in practical procedure is generalized as follows:
cases is established from experience but for our simple
example, we assume that scatter for the modulus is Step 1. Develop or use a deterministic model of the
between 165 and 193 GPa (24 and 28 mpsi); for the entire component/system with its boundary and
length, between 48.3 and 53.4 cm (19 and 21 inch): for load conditions and expected environmental
the width, between 2.41 and 2,67 cm (0.95 and 1.05 conditions. In practical structural situations this
inch); for the thickness, 3.05 and 3.30 cm (1.20 and 1.30 would be mostly a finite element model.
inch); and for the load between 356 and 534N (80 and
120 lb.). It is important to note that the only test data we Step 2. Identify the primitive variables in the
had were the mean values for the primitive variables, deterministic model. These will include material
We assumed the range of the scatter. Note that the properties, fabrication process variables,
mean value for each primitive variable is where the structural parameters, loads, (including
vertical line, drawn from the peak of the respective environment), boundary conditions, etc. In the
distribution, intersects the horizontal line. Step (2), for case of composite structures use integrated
each primitive variable in the equation we select composite mechanics to predict the composite
randomly a value from within its respective scatter, properties starting with micromechanics and
Having the simple statistical distributions allows us to accounting for both fabrication and
make non-biased random selections. For example the environmental effects.
values selected randomly can be: 176 GPa (25.5 mpsi)
for E, 52.8 cm (20.8 in) for 1, 2.51 cm (0.99 in) for b, Step 3. Obtain/assume mean values, scatter range and
3.23 cm (1.27 in) for t and 512N (115 lb.) for P. Step probabilistic distribution for each primitive
(3), We substitute these values in the equation and we variable.
get 0.193 cm (0.08 in) for the tip displacement. Step (4),
Repeat Step 3 for different sets of primitive variable Step 4. Perturb each primitive variable on either side of
values until sufficient data have been accumulated to their respective means by a reasonable small
plot the probability distribution curve (Fig. 1, center- amount usually up to about 10 percent (up to 20
right). For example the mean value will be close to percent may be used but with caution). Anything
0.165 cm (0.065 in). There is about 95% probability greater than 20% may be more of a shift or even
from the cumulative probabilistic curve (Fig. 1, center- multi-modal instead of reasonable scatter.
right) that the tip displacement will be less than 0.193 cm
(0.08 in) 95 of 100 trial calculations in Step (3). Step 5. Conduct deterministic analyses with the values

selected in Step. 4.
When the data is generated in Step 4, as just described, it
is called Direct Monte Carlo Simulation and generally Step 6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 several times to generate
requires a large number of simulations, sufficient information for FPI use.
Methods/algorithms have been developed to generate the
two probability graphs for the displacement with a Step 7. Use FPI to generate the probability distribution
relative few number of simulations. One such method is functions for the desired responses,
known as the Fast Probability Integration (FPI), [3]. displacement, stress, frequency etc., as well as
That method was used to generate the probability curve respective sensitivities at select probability
(Fig. 1). Application of FPI requires input of mean levels.
value, scatter range and probability density function of
the scatter for each participating primitive variable. As
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The above generalized procedure is practical through specialty computer code (Ref. 3). Suffice it to say that
computer codes as will be described subsequently. It is these computer codes exist, they are extensive and are
applicable to practically all disciplines as well as it is to described in those references which also include
structures described herein. respective users' manuals

4. PROBABILISTIC SIMULATION OF 5. PROBABILISTIC SIMULATION OF
COMPONENT/SYSTEM RELIABILITY MATERIAL BEHAVIOR

There are three essential parts in evaluating turbine Probabilistic simulation of material behavior is relatively
engine component/system durability and reliability, new. It was developed at Lewis Research Center and so
These are: (1) probabilistic simulation of the loading far as the author knows is the only one of its kind. Since
conditions, (2) probabilistic simulation of the structural the impetus for this article is durability and reliability
component including supports and, (3) probabilistic materials-based life-prediction is a very important part.
simulation of the material(s) behavior. Each of these Therefore, it is appropriate to describe the probabilistic
parts must be defined by imputs of its respective material behavior models (PMBM) used in the
deterministic model, primitive variables and their simulation in some detail. The deterministic model
attendant scatter. The probabilistic simulation proceeds evolved during the course of research for high
to evaluate a specific response and its attendant scatter, temperature metal matrix composites (Ref. 4).
The evaluated response is then compared with the Implementing the deterministic model for probabilistic
corresponding resistance to assess the probability of simulations evolved from a research grant with the
failure which can be used subsequently to evaluate objective to formally describe uncertainties in material
component/system durability and reliability. A behavior (Ref. 5) for space shuttle main engine
conceptual schematic of the procedure is shown in components.
Figure 2. Shown in the figure are: (1) the three essential
parts of component/system reliability simulation, (2) the Conceptually the model is based on the rather self-
structural response obtained, (3) the resistance evaluated, evident axiom that: "each material characteristic
(4) probable damage (overlap of response scatter with property, observed by conventional testing, constitutes a
resistance scatter), (5) info passed on for reliability and multi-dimensional surface". That surface is described by
risk assessments and, (6) the institutions which an attendant multi-dimensional vector where each
participated to develop the requisite formalism of the component of the vector represents one observed, or
concept and to implement it into an operational assumed, effect on that material characteristic property.
computational procedure (Ref. 1). A block diagram of The surface is represented by a respective multi-factor
the computer code logic is shown in Figure 3. model of product form. The product form is assumed to

conveniently represent mutual interactions among the
The schematics in Figures 2 and 3 succinctly summarize various factors. Each factor consists of four different
probabilistic structural performance assessment. The variables/parameters as follows: (1) the factors terminal
concept is relatively straight forward and perhaps or final value, (2) the factors reference value, (3) the
appears simple. However, implementation in to a factors current value and (4) an exponent. The exponent
workable computer code requires knowledge of: (1) is selected to represent continuous monatomic behavior
advanced structural mechanics, (2) efficient probabilistic so that the factor equals unity when the current value
algorithms, (3) material behavior, and (4) proficient and equals the reference value and approaches either zero or
subtle computer programming techniques. infinity (depending on the factors specific behavior )

when the current value approached the final value. A
Note in Figure 3 that (1) uncertainties in the human schematic of the concept and the multi-factor interaction
factor and in the computer code can also be included, (2) model MFIM is shown in Figure 4.
inputs for required performance, component/system
longevity and acceptable reliability and risk must be Probabilistic results from the model (Ref. 5) are shown
provided, and (3) the simulation provides information to in Figure 5. Shown in Figure 5 are cumulative
probabilistically select verification tests to assure distribution function curves for life-time strengths at
component/system certification with an acceptable three different temperatures. The curves shift to the left
reliability and affordable risk. All of these will be and their scatter range increases with increasing
described later in the several sample cases, temperature as physically would be expected. A very

important observation from these curves is that the
Simple loading conditions can be input directly in the MFIM can be used in conjunction with selective testing
probabilistic structural analysis. Complex loading to substantially reduce the number of tests and amount
conditions require system specific computer codes. of time required to characterize material behavior in
Those for the space shuttle main engine are simulated by complex environments. It can readily be deduced that
the composite load spectra computer code (Ref. 2). the MFIM is not restricted to the use just described. It is
Probabilistic structural analysis is performed by a generic - each factor can further be substructured to
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another set of factors which may influence that factor - 6. 2 Combustor Liner - The engine combustor liner to
for example alloying elements, processing conditions, be described could be a part for supersonic aircraft
tolerances, assembly misfits, etc. Some comments on engines. These liners are subjected mainly to thermal
how it can be done are outlined in Reference 6 where its loads and some pressure both caused by the combustion
application to simulate the human factor effects in process. A schematic of the liner with the finite element
structural analyses is described. Another obvious use is model is shown in Figure 7. The thermal loading profile
for evaluating aging effects on material deterioration, is also shown. The details of this evaluation are

described in Reference 8. Herein suffices it to say that
6. SELECT DEMONSTRATION CASES the liner is assumed to be made from a cross-ply ceramic

matrix composite. We, therefore, discuss probabilistic
6. 1 Two Stage Rotor - This case is used to demonstrate results obtained and interpretation/usage of these results
one direct way to evaluate component/system reliability for damage tolerance, reliability, and guidelines/
under multiple failure modes. A schematic of the rotor recommendation for material selection deduced from the
with summary of the results is shown in Figure 6. The sensitivity factors. It is assumed that liner is designed for
details of this case are described in Reference 7. Herein avoidance of vibration frequencies and buckling.
we discuss the significance of the results and of the
respective sensitivity factors. Four different failure The cumulative distribution function of the first (lowest)
modes were evaluated as noted in Figure 6. The survival vibration frequency is shown in Figure 8a. This
probability of the rotor for each failure mode and the frequency has a mean of 220 cycles per second ((CPS,
combination are determined from a special plot of Hertz) and a scatter range from 290 CPC to 350 CPS
survival probability versus remaining resistance. This about 60 CPS. The sensitivity factors for two levels of
plot graphically depicts the critical failure mode and the probability are shown in Figure 8b. The following
system failure mode. As can be seen, the critical failure observations are evident from Figure 8b: (1) liner
mode is fracture at the rime in 10,000 cycles which material density and shear modulus have significant
coincides with the system failure mode. It is also seen effect on the liner frequency; (2) the liner thickness has
that when the burst failure mode has 100 percent survival the dominant effect and this effect is even more
probability the system has only about 65 percent. In dominant at higher probability values; (3) the order of
Table I the sensitivity factors which influence system the sensitivity factors is the same at low and high
failure are listed. On the left column the primitive probability values. This indicates that the probability of
variables included in the evaluations are listed. In the the frequency remain mostly linear throughout the scatter
right column is the magnitude of each factor's range.
contribution to the system probability of failure or
reliability. These sensitivity magnitudes are part of the The cumulative distribution function for buckling of the
probabilistic simulation by using FPI and are evaluated liner is shown in Figure 9a and the respective
simultaneously with the probability as was mentioned in sensitivities are shown in Figure 9b. The mean value of
the cantilever illustrative example. the buckling pressure is six times that of the operating

pressure or 60 psi. The attendant scatter range is from
The observations from Table I are: (1) the rotor speed is, about 45 psi to 75 psi. The reliability of the liner for
by far, the most dominant, (2) the next one is the rotor buckling is 100 percent with no risk. The factors that
density, (3) the third is the temperature of the rotor, (4) influence the buckling load most are liner thickness
the other 11 factors have relatively negligible (geometry variable) thermal expansion coefficient
contributions. For example, critical parameters in (material variable) and thermal load (loading conditions
damage tolerance evaluations (initial crack size Ao, of 2150 'F). The material moduli axial, hoop and shear
constants C in the fracture model, Ni and Kt) are have negligible effect. Note the order of the sensitivities
insignificant in the rotor reliability assessment. The only remains the same for low and high probability values -
critical material property is the rotor density. The which means that the buckling load probability is linear
recommendations for rotor material suppliers is to throughout the scatter range. Recommendations from
control the scatter of the density of the rotor materials these results are material supplier - control the thermal
and the thermal expansion coefficient. The expansion coefficient. Designer: (1) control the
recommendation for the rotor designers are to (1) assure temperature, ( 2) select the liner thickness to assure that
that the rotor does not overspeed and (2) account for it will survive at least 4.5 times the operating pressure
expected temperature spikes and avoid unexpected hot and, (3) specify proof test pressures of at least 7.5 times
spots. The probabilistic evaluation of the rotor case the operating pressure to assure that the liner will buckle,
illustrates how probabilistic results can be used to in first test.
provide guide lines for material quality control and
design considerations both of which are essential in 6.3 Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) High
product safety, reliability and reduced-cost. Pressure Blade - These blades are in the liquid

hydrogen pump. They are relatively small, rotate at
about 40, 000 revolutions per minute and are subjected
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cyclically to very cold and very high temperature responses - for example blade material degradation due
(thermomechanical fatigue). Schematics of the blade to oxidation or other causes.
airfoil with its respective operating loading conditions
and finite element model are shown in Figure 10. The The information from Figure 12 can be combined with
blade has relatively steep span-wise thermal and pressure costs for fabrication and costs (penalties) for failure.
gradients. The results are shown in Figure 13 as log/log plots for

probability of damage initiation versus number of cycles
The cyclic temperature and load effects on the blade and for total cost versus fatigue cycles. Note that the
materials are simulated by the multi-factor interaction cost increases very rapidly with fatigue cycles higher
model (MFIM) described previously. The specific than 10,000. Interestingly the information in Figure 13
values for the various factors used are listed in Table II. is really of the cascading type because it can also be used
Note that four factors were sufficient for that simulation. to generate information for benefits accrued by
These were as follows: (1) the temperature dependence improving material strength, or controlling the quality
factor with an exponent of 1A; (2) the stress dependent of processing. Costs to improve structural reliability by
factor with exponent n; (3) the pressure cyclic load factor decreasing - scatter are more beneficial than costs to
with exponent p; and (4) the thermal cyclic load factor increase strength for comparable probabilities in general
with exponent q. The temperature effects exponent was (unpublished in-house results).
assumed to be a constant based on previous studies while
the exponents n, p, and q, were assumed to have scatter 7. FAULT TREE SIMULATION FOR SYSTEM
as shown in Table II. RELIABILITY

The damage propagation path caused by 100,000 fatigue Systems usually fail by combinations of multiple failure
cycles are shown in Figure 11 for two probability levels modes. Multiple failure modes reliability is evaluated by
(1/100,000 and 2/10,000). Obviously the path with the formal combination of the probability of failure of each
highest probability will occur first. It is noted that failure mode. Traditionally the formal method for
several other paths are probable with probability levels combining those probabilities has been the fault tree
between the two shown in Figure 11. However none was simulation. A schematic depicting a set up for a fault
found with a higher probability than (2/10,000). The tree simulation for the SSME high pressure blade is
durability or damage tolerance of the blade in its shown in Figure 14. Four different failure modes are
operating environment can be simulated by using included in the evaluation. The probability of failure for
progressive structural fracture (Ref. 9). Results for the each failure mode are determined by probabilistic
strain-energy release rate versus damage state are plotted structural analysis. Their subsequent combination is
in Figure 12. Two major points are worth noting in accomplished by classical probability methods. The
Figure 12: (1) the damage is stable and progresses rather details are described in Reference 10. Herein we present
slowly up to damage state 3; and (2) the damage some typical results and discuss their significance to how
progression increases very rapidly from damage state 3 material behavior influence structural system reliability.
to damage state 4. The plot in this figure displays The parameters (primitive variables) with their
several important aspects of structural durability and/or respective scatter standard deviation and assumed
damage tolerance: (1) the blade is damage tolerant up to distributions included in the simulation are listed in
damage state 3; (2) with continuing operation the blade Table III. Results obtained for the probability of failure
will fracture (disintegrate) just a trifle past damage state of the system are shown in Figure 15. The probability
4; (3) the safe design of the blade with 100 percent for system failure from each individual failure mode is
reliability is up to damage state 2; (4) the blade should be shown in Figure 15a together with the simulated
inspected for damage state 1 and damage state 2; (5) at correlation coefficients between the three different
damage state 2, the blade must be replaced (retired for failure modes. It is seen in Figure 15a that the system
cause) to assure safe operation of the SSME; (5) will fail by creep because that failure mode has the
monitore in-service health based on changes in select highest probability of failure. It is also seen that the
blade responses (changes in vibration frequencies and stress influences the vibration failure mode and the creep
vibration mode shapes for example) in order to infer failure mode significantly, even though the system
damage state compared to blade inspection which is failure probability from stress only is relatively small
costly and time consuming. compared to the other two. The sensitivity factors for

system failure probability are shown in Figure 15b. The
The important message from the previous discussion is dominant factor is the direction solidification angle (the
that an abundance of information is generated by theta y) measured from the blade radial (spanwise) axis.
probabilistic computational simulation that can be The modulus and the Poisson's ratio have about the same
judicially used from conceptual design to retirement for influence, the rest of them have relatively negligible
cause (from cradle to grave). Another important influence. Recommendations for material supplies and
message is that comparable plots can be made for other designers are comparable to those mentioned previously.

Recommendations for the blade manufacturers and the
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rotor assembler are to assure that the blade solidification 2. Anonymous, "Composite Load Spectra for Select
direction line up with the blade span-wise axis. The Space Propulsion Structural Components," Final
important message from the previous discussion is that Report, by Wo and J. F. Newell, NASA CR
system reliability can be formally evaluated for multiple 194476, March 1994.
failure modes. The critical failure modes are identifiable
and their respective dominant sensitivities are 3. Probabilistic Structural Analysis Methods (PSAM)
quantifiable. for Select Space Propulsion Systems

Components - II (6th Annual Report), by Southwest
It is important to mention that three different approaches Research Institute, NASA CR- 187200, November
were described for evaluating system reliabilities. The 1991.
first is summarized in Figure 6 with its attendant
discussion. The second is summarized in Figures 11 4. Chamis, C. C. and Hopkins, D. A.:"
and 12 with their attendant discussions. The third is Thermoviscoplastic Nonlinear Constitutive
summarized in Figures 13 and 14 with their attendant Relationships for Structural Analysis of High
discussions. The first and second methods are evaluated Temperature Metal Matrix Composites." NASA
directly from the probabilistic structural/stress analysis TM 87291, November 1985.
while the third requires fault-tree evaluation in addition
to probabilistic structural/stress analyses. The computer 5. Scheidt Bast, C. C: "Probabilistic Material
code described in Reference 3 was used for all three Strength Degradation Model for Inconel 718
approaches. Components Subjected to High Temperature,

Mechanical Fatigue, Creep and Thermal Fatigue
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS Effects, ." (by Univ. of Texas at S. Antonio), NASA

CR 195284, March 1994.
Description of probabilistic methods for structural
damage tolerance and reliability from materials to 6. Chamis and S. N. Singhal: "Probabilistic
service environments leads to the following concluding Simulation of the Human Factor in
remarks: Structural Reliability." Communications in RMSL

Communications, Vol. 3, No. 1,
1. Probabilistic methods via computational simulation January 1996, pp. 68-72.

are mature and credible to be adapted throughout the
structural design practice. They provide quantifiable 7. Mahadevan, S. and Chamis. C.C: "Structural
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Table I
Rotor System Reliability Sensitivity Factors

Name In u(i) Space

E_ROT 0.016011
E_RIN -0.002698
ROTOR DENS 0.438499
RING DENS -0.000386
SPEED 0.850827
TEMPE 0.170793
BURST -0.011983
RINGY 0.073086
RK1 C -0.061872
AO 0.057976
C 0.133702
NI -0.000008
Kt 0.060917
A_LCF -0.005132
TOLER 0.0

Table II

Space Shuttle Main Engine: Multi-Factor Interaction Model Values Used

in the Probabilistic Simulation of the Material Behavior

VARIABLE DISTRIBUTION MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION
TYPE (VALUE) (% OF MEAN)

TF NORMAL 2750 "F 51.4 'F 2.0

TO NORMAL 60 "F 2.04 'F 3.0

5l: NORMAL 212.0 lcsi 10.6 I(sl 5.0

0 CONSTANT 0 0 0

NMF LOGNORMAL ion 5X100  5.0

NMn LOGNORMAL 103 50 5.0

n NORMAL 0.25 3.0

p NORMAL 0.25 3.0

q NORMAL 0.25 3.0

Table III
Primitive Variables Used in the Fault Tree

Simulation for System Reliability

Standard
Mean Deviation Distribution Bottom Event

Material Orientation ez .05236" 0.067544 Normal All

Material Orientation ey -.03491" 0.067544 Normal All

Material Orientation e0 .0872T 0.067544 Normal All

Elastic Modulus E. r18.36E6 AS95E6 Normal All

Poisson's Ralio v.* .386 .00965 Normal All

Shear Modulus G.* 18.63E6 .4657E6 Normal All

Creep Equation Coefficient B. 86.0 .086 Normal Creep

Density p .805E-3 .493E-5 Normal Freq.

+ Defined at Room Temperature
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Figure I - Probabilistic structural analysis/response - illustrative examples.
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Figure 2 - Conceptual schematic of probabilistic structure/component reliability.
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Figure 6 - Structural system reliability of a two-stage rotor

with multiple failure modes.
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Figure 7- Schematic of finite element model for an aircraft
engine combustor liner.
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Figure 8 - Combustor liner probabilistic vibration frequency and sensitivities.
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Figure 9 - Combustor liner probabilistic buckling and sensitivity.
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Figure 10 - Space shuttle main engine (SSME) blade - finite element
model with thermo-mechanical loads.
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Figure I I - Structural reliability of space shuttle main engine blade
for 100,000 fatigue cycles -probable damage propagation
paths to structural fracture.
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Figure 12 - Damage tolerance of space shuttle main engine blade
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Figure 13 - Space shuttle main engine blade - probabilistic risk-cost assessment.
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FAULT TREE MODEL

Structural Failure FEM Model Used for
All Bottom Events
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Figure 14 - System reliability by using fault tree simulation.
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Figure 15 - System reliability - fault tree simulation and
primitive variables sensitivities.
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LIFE EXTENSION METHODOLOGY BASED ON CREEP-FATIGUE MODELS

By
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1096 Lisbon Codex, Portugal

and

J. Byrne
Department of Mechanical and Manufactoring Engineering
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ABSTRACT Life extension analysis is currently being applied in aircraft
engines, and the turbine discs are one of the more critical parts

The first part of this paper presents the results of a detailed where this approach is better suited. Hence, life extension
study carried out in the nickel base superalloy IN718 used in methodologies, such as RFC, require the knowledge of the
turbine discs where fatigue and creep crack growth rate data FCGR behaviour of the material in terms of its variation with
(FCGR and CCGR) was obtained at 6000C in CT and CC several parameters, such as
specimens tested at different values of stress ratio and dwell
time at maximum load (frequency). In the second part of the - microstructure (grain size, intermetalics, heat
paper a presentation is made of creep-fatigue models, and also treatment, etc)
the results obtained with a computer program developed by the - temperature
authors, which is able to make a comparison between the - residual stresses
experimental data obtained for the FCGR in creep-fatigue - frequency
situations and the equivalent results predicted by the models. - environment
This methodology can be directly used, with great advantages, - stress ratio
in predictions of life extension in flawed components. - stress state

- load wave
1. BACKGROUND

The appropriate FCGR relationship should be used since the
Fatigue is a continuous sub-critical degradation, consisting of crack speed, daldN or da/dt, can change considerably with the
initiation and propagation of a crack. The total fatigue life is the parameters referred above, as it will be described next. Later
sum of the crack initiation life and the propagation life. in the paper, the interaction effects between fatigue and creep
However, modern defect-tolerant design approaches to fatigue will be presented.
are based on the premise that engineering structures are
inherently flawed, i.e. that manufacturing defects are potentially The review will be concentrated on nickel base superalloys,
present. The useful fatigue life is then the time or the number used in turbine discs, and FCGR and creep data will be
of cycles to propagate a dominant flaw of an assumed or presented for the IN718 nickel base superalloys.
measured initial size (or the largest undetected crack size
estimated from the resolution of the non-destructive For nickel base superalloys, crack propagation under
inspection), to a critical dimension (which may be detected by conditions of high temperature fatigue can be cycle dependent,
the fracture toughness, limit load, allowable strain or allowable time dependent or mixed. The occurrence of these crack
compliance change). In the life management philosophy RFC propagation modes is related to micro mechanisms of damage
(retirement for cause), for example, the components are acting at the crack front, which can be cyclic plastic
subjected to periodic inspections, and are returned to service if deformation, oxidation and creep. Cycle dependent behaviour
no cracks larger than a specific size are detected. This occurs when cyclic plastic deformation at the crack tip is the
requires the ability to detect cracks larger than a given main mechanism producing crack propagation. In this case,
detectable size with a high degree of reliability, the ability to the propagation is transgranular. However, propagation is
predict crack growth rates accurately and to demonstrate that a accelerated by the presence of oxygen, which is attributed to:
crack of the detectable size or smaller will not grow to a diffusion in slip bands ahead of the crack front, with local
catastrophic size during one inspection interval or during the embrittlement, and to oxidation of crack surfaces, that inhibits
lifetime. This methodology extends the life in existing their rewelding by unloading [1]. So, oxygen accelerates the
components by retaining them in service until a crack has cyclic plastic propagation. Time dependent behaviour occurs
indeed been detected. According to this methodology, the when oxidation and/or creep are the dominant mechanisms. In
study of the initiation can be avoided, and only the propagation this case, the propagation is intergranular, because the grain
life needs to be evaluated. boundaries act as preferential paths for diffusion, and oxidation

and creep are diffusion-controlled mechanisms. In

Paper presented at the RTO A VT Workshop on "Qualification of Life Extension Schemes for Engine Components",
held in Corfu, Greece, 5-6 October 1998, and published in RTO MP-17.
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mechanically processed nickel base superalloys, oxidation is For relatively high R values there is no crack closure, and the
dominant for temperatures up to 6500C [1,2]. For higher effect of R is explained by a change of creep mechanism.
temperatures, intergranular propagation may be due to creep
mechanisms, like cavitation and grain boundary sliding [3, 4]. In conclusion, for low R and high frequencies, the fatigue crack
In the mixed regime, both cyclic plastic deformation and time growth rate tends to be cycle dependent [8]. The transition
dependent mechanisms contribute to crack growth. frequency from transgranular to intergranular increases with R,

because this promotes intergranular propagation [9].
The parameters that control these micro mechanisms and Naturally, fatigue crack growth rates and transitions between
propagation modes are: the loading (load range, cyclic stress regimes depend also on the other fatigue parameters, and not
ratio (R=ramin/kmax), wave shape and load history), material, only on R and frequency. Also, if temperature is relatively low,
geometry of the cracked component and environment propagation can be always transgranular, whatever the values
(temperature and atmosphere). For nickel base superalloy of R or frequency.
materials at temperatures up to about 6500C, the stress
intensity factor, K, appears to be the appropriate crack tip The trapezoidal wave shape with a dwell time, tD, at maximum
parameter to characterise crack growth behaviour under fatigue load is representative of the loading pattern usually applied in
loads at elevated temperatures [5]. turbine discs of aircraft engines. In this case, the effects on

FCGR of the dwell time at high temperature are closely related

The decrease of frequency increases the duration of the with the effects caused by the frequency, as referred above.
loading cycle and, so, more time is available for creep and This problem has been widely studied in the literature [10-131.
oxidation to occur. Also, the reduction in frequency leads to a Generally, the addition of a dwell time at maximum load in a
proportional reduction in the density of the slip bands and, fatigue cycle tends to increase the FCGR, da/dN, in the nickel
hence, more heterogeneous cyclic plastic deformation occurs. base superalloys [14-15].
This increases the stress concentration at grain boundaries
ahead of the crack front, and so the diffusion based In particular, for the nickel base superalloy IN718, which is the
mechanisms and creep oxidation [6]. Once again, there is an base of this investigation, there is also a time dependent
interaction between time dependent mechanisms and cyclic behaviour for high values of dwell time, tD, at maximum load.
plastic deformation. If the frequency is high, cyclic plastic The cyclic effects are negligible. However, there are certain
deformation is faster than creep and oxidation, and propagation conditions where the trend of increasing da/dN with the
is transgranular. For high frequencies, da/dN is independent of increase of to is not observed, in particular
f, and so da/dt increases proportionally with 't. For lower i) if the dwell time at maximum load is added to a fatigue
frequencies, in the time dependent regime, da/dt is constant, cycle with low loads and low values of AK. In this case,
and so da/dN increases proportionally with cycle duration (1/f). the fatigue crack may stop [16, 17];
The extrapolation of the cycle dependent regime line to time ii) when the static loading is not applied at maximum load
dependent frequencies gives lower crack growth rates, [18-21];
indicating that oxidation and creep are becoming dominant. iii) when certain heat treatments are used or the

temperature is not sufficiently high to promote
The increase in stress ratio contributes to creep effects, since microstructural alterations in the material [12].
the mean load increases and a creep threshold may be
exceeded. So, an increase of R favours time dependent On the other hand, microstructural effects (like grain size),
propagation. Additionally, crack closure effects explain the which apparently show a moderate influence on FCGR for pure
effect of R: the increase of R reduces crack closure, increasing cycle fatigue, seem to have a more significant effect with
effective AK and so crack growth rate. This effect is more loading conditions with high temperatures and high dwell times
pronounced in time dependent propagation, due to oxide at maximum load [22]. Some results have shown that da/dN
particles and due to a high roughness associated with an increases when the grain size is reduced.
intergranular propagation, especially with large grain size [7].
The effects of to at maximum load are dependent on
temperature and of the frequency of the base cycle, ft. It is The dwell time at minimum load has also an effect on the
known that, for temperatures between 500 and 7000C, FCGR behaviour. These effects can be summarised as
1. For frequencies, f<fcm, there is an increase of da/dN with follows:

the dwell time, to, and intergranular fractures occur. f6m is
the transition frequency between the cyclic (transgranular) i) Low values of R and Kmin<AKth -+ da/dN increases
regime and the mixed regime where intergranular with the increase of the dwell time ;
fractures start to appear. ii) Low and intermediate values of R and Kmi,<AKth

2. If f>fcm, da/dN is in the cyclic dependent regime, and both da/dN will increase with the increase of the dwell time
dwell time and frequency will not promote significant if intergranular fractures occur [18, 21];
changes in the FCGR. iii) Intermediate values of R and Kmin<Kth -> da/dN tends

Sometimes, it is possible to define a second transition to decrease with the increase of AK, and sometimes
frequency, fmt (low frequency and high dwell time), between the
mixed and time dependent regimes where intergranular
fractures occurr.
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A detailed study of the effect of the wave shape may be found 2.2 The Models
in [23].

2.2.1 Basic Linear Model
An analysis of life extension is carried out, generally, in used
components which have been subjected to thermal exposure, This model [3] is given by the linear sum of the cyclic
usually, for a significant amount of time. In this case, ageing component with the time dependent term (based on the creep
effects may occur, and the FCGR properties might be different crack growth rate law (CCGR)). The equation is:
from those obtained in a new material, which did not enter into
service. Hence, for a life extension analysis, FCGR data
should ideally be obtained in specimens taken from used da da +( da (2)
components which have been in service for the appropriate dN (dNcyclic dN)time
time until the life extension analysis starts. Scraped
components could be used for this purpose, and an eventual The cyclic component is given by the Paris law of the material.
degradation of properties with time can also be assessed. The time dependent component is obtained from the creep
Limited work carried out in IN718 has shown a decrease on crack growth equation for the total time of the fatigue cycle (Fig.
FCGR in specimens tested at 650°C, after having been 1). Thus,
exposed to this temperature only for 800 hours, in comparison
with the FCGR values obtained in specimens which were not da = (_AKnl(
exposed to this treatment before being tested at the same d - CAKRm ) + A (3)
temperature [24]. This difference in FCGR properties was 1-R fT

attributed to microstructural modifications induced by ageing
effects, increasing the strength to intergranular cracking. where

2. CREEP-FATIGUE MODELS R - Pmin - min
Pmax °max

2.1 Introduction
is the stress ratio, C, A, m and n are experimental constants for

The basis of the life extension is to predict the safe residual the fatigue and creep terms and fT is the total frequency of the
fatigue or creep-fatigue life from a certain detected or assumed loading cycle (Fig.1).
initial defect size, ai, to a final or critical defect size, af. In terms
of FCGR, this comes to Note that, in the time dependent component, it is implicitly

assumed that K is equal to Knax during the entire cycle, which is
Nr = ffdN da (1) not the case as corrected in the next model.

2.2.2 GaydalMiner Model [16]
The crack speed, da/dN or da/dt can be given by different
models who attempt to consider the creep fatigue loading This model also gives a linear summation of the two
pattern usually obtained in engine components with dwell times components of the previous model but, in this case, the time
at maximum and minimum loading (Fig. 1). These models dependent term is obtained by the integration, along the entire
assume that the creep-fatigue crack growth rate is a cycle, of the CCGR term.
superposition of the da/dN values in pure fatigue with the da/dN
values in pure creep. Thus, this component will be given by

(da rda dtfA t'd
dN1Jtime f J.dt JAt)d

Since the stress intensity factor function is similar to the load
function plotted in Fig. 1, and assuming that, during the cycle,
there is no crack growth, comes
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Kmin + 2f.AK.t. for 0<t< 1
1 1

Kimaxfor 2 <1 t -< 2- + tD (4) Where, for the ramp loadings,

Kinax --2f.AK. t 1D + 1D<t< 1
( 2f 2f f 2f

Kn,for I+ tD <t <I IAK/t) dt=
f fT 0

with
where

KFt = Kin mm +HKt, for 0•!ýt:5Kmin = Yamin Q;Kax=Yc x - Km K(t)'=7Ka;A + 2fAt, or 2f

and P3 an empirical parameter given by
Therefore,

1, for A'K r AK 0

J AK(t)ndt f AK(t)ndt+AKnaxtD + exp 1 AKo K K

0

1+tD In this equation, AKo is the threshold value of the stress

+ f AK(t)n dt + AKn t, (5) intensity factor.

21f+D The result given for the integrals in the two ramp loadings is
only valid for symmetric load waves. Also, the result was

where t6 is the time at minimum load (Fig. 1). In this equation, based on the fact that the FCGR for low values of R, depends
the first and third terms are equal. Also only on the frequency of the ramp [8]. The P3 parameter is

arbitrary, since there is no experimental data available to
1 predict its evolution, although it gives the total value given by

2f Athe Gayda-Miner model for the two ramps of the loading cycle

f AK(t) n dt = (n+AK (Kmax-Kn = when AK•<AKo, since low AK values give high values of R with
0 constant Km.. For high AK values (low values of R), the

unloading part is not so important.

=AAKn_ !1-Rn+l) The final result is given by2f (n + 1X1 -R)n+l

d cAKm +A K '- I x I 2 -R 1 +tD +Rnt
Hence, the FCGR given by this model is dN 1 [ 2 lxi- R m (

da =CAKmr+A( AK )nx[ 1-Rn+l ]
dN C .l-Ra [f(n+1)(1-R) 4atm (6)

2.2.4 Weerassoriya model

2.2.3 Nicholas and Ashbaugh Model The Weerassoriya model [25] is not based on the linear
superposition of the cyclic and time dependent regimes. The
creep-fatigue crack growth rate is given by

This model [8] uses the same assumptions as the previous da
model. The alteration is in the calculation of the integral for the -- = Max{Fc,Fm,Ft } (10)dN
loading cycle. In this case,

where Max represents the maximum value of Fc, Fm and Ft.

AKd = AK(t)dt + AKnax + AKM (7)
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Fc describes the material behaviour in the cyclic dependent 2.2.5 Saxena model
regime where transgranular fractures occur and the FCGR is
not frequency dependent. For Fc, the model proposes the This model [27] takes into account, also, the cyclic component
Paris law with the Walker parameter [26]: of pure fatigue and the time dependent component. However,

it defines a cutoff frequency for subtracting a portion to the time

F, = CAK m  (11) dependent term. This cutoff frequency tends to predict the time
needed, during the fatigue cycle, for the intergranular cracking

with mechanisms to develop. This frequency was defined as the
transition frequency between the mixed and time dependentcomponents, fmet.

AKeff = K.ax(I - R)m ' = AK(I - R)m- (12)

The cyclic component in the Paris law (da/dN)=CAKm. The
remaining component (da/dN)m, mixed, depends on the value

and of fint and the value of time (given by 1/f61). Thus, the equation
for this term is:

m, = 0.725127-3.11247x1O-
4T (13)

Cda da 1 dadt (17)
dN m ) M -dt- . dt

where T is the temperature in degrees Celsius, and mi the
Walker exponent.

Fm is the FCGR function for the mixed regime, where a mix of where da/dNm is the FCGR predicted for the mixed regime.

intergranular and transgranular fractures occur. In this regime, The integration of equation (17) gives:
there is a frequency dependence on FCGR, and the proposed
equation for Fm is: R+1

F-l CAKm ( d (I-R)n ,1-R fRmt tD
f C m dN AAKn 2f(n + 1) (1- )n

Ft is the total frequency of the loading cycle and (x is the -
frequency exponent, O<a<l.+ Rn I. 1 1(18a)

Ft is the function of the material behaviour in the time (IR- j ft 2f

dependent domain, with intergranular fractures. This equation
is obtained simply by the integration, in one loading cycle, of
the CCGR law. The result is similar to the time dependent term
of the Gayda-Miner model but, since account was taken on the
assumption that in a triangular load wave only the loading
portion influences the da/dN values, the following equation was
obtained: (da AAKn I l-Rn+1  tD_ I _I)+

t=A AK YI-R ' + +-dN)m (l-R)n [(l-R)1 2f(n+l) ,fmt 2f

t A - f + tDf+(j (15)

with

Y=I l,for AK <AK0  (16) +Rntm if 1< I <l+tD ( 8b)
o.5,for AK > AKo 2f fet 2f

Y is a parameter similar to the parameter 3 of the Nicholas and
Ashbaugh model, but the extreme conditions are verified.

An analysis of the equations proposed in this section for Fc, Fm
and Ft shows that, in this model, the transition frequency fcm is
constant and equal to 1Hz, which is not verified by the
experimental data, as demonstrated in section (4).
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Aa K - R 380C/h, during 8h at this temperature and by cooling in air
S+ 1 1 down to room temperature.

(TdN) [(I-R)` 2f(n+1) 2f(, +I) 1-R
The mechanical properties of Inconel 718 used are presented
in Table 2, where cyu is the ultimate tensile stress, ay is the

( 1/n+l 1 0.2% offset strain proof stress and ER is the % rupture strain.
f 2 f1 1 tD + jRt-n The Young's modulus at 6000C is 170000 MPa [28].

Table 2

if + t I I +tD (I8c) Mechanical Properties of Inconel 718
2f + t fret

Temperature au (MPa) cy (MPa) ER (%)
(0C)

d n R n 1 20 1420 1190 18
- lAAK -tD", 600 1270 1040 16.5

k~dNM (Im - R)'1im fmt f 700 980 890 16

Specimens
1 1 1 1

if -+ tD • - -1 + 1 + ti + (1 8d) One of the specimens used for the creep-fatigue and creepif f•t tf +t=Cda f f mtlf I ft tests was corner crack (CC) specimens, with the geometry
=- 0 if -<r presented in Fig. 1. The cross section was 10xl0mm square.

dN mT flt A triangular corner notch, approximately 0.3mm length on each

face, was machined in the middle section of the specimens
(section A-A). The preparation of the specimens was:

Finally, the equation of this model would be: - double vacuum melting: casting in vacuum by induction,

(da da followed by remelting in vacuum;
dN) CAKm + (dN (19) - forging at 10300C with thermal-mechanical control;

- machining of turbine discs;
- conventional heat treatment of the discs
- machining of specimens extracted from segments of the

where (da/dN)m is calculated from one of the eq,,ations (18a to discs;
18e), depending on the values of f, fmt and tD. - machining of the corner notch, using friction cuffing.

The first four stages are the normal production route of turbine
3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS discs.

3.1 Materials and Specimens This geometry was used mainly because of the level of the bulk
stress , defect size and defect shape, which are representative

The material used in the creep and high temperature fatigue of gas turbine disc conditions.
tests was Inconel 718, with the composition presented in Table
1. The tests were performed in a universal servo hydraulicTable 1 materials testing machine, with 100 kN maximum load capacity.

A microcomputer connected to the controller of the machine
Chemical Composition (weight percentaqes)l was used to control the machine.

Ni Cr Fe Nb Mo A few dwell tests were also carried out in CT specimens, but
52.7 18.928 16.814 5.208 3.162 the results will not be presented here.
Co Cu Si Mn Ta

0.301 0.106 0.148 0.099 0.014
3.2 Test techniquesSAl Ti IC I

0.614 0.844L0518 The direct current potential drop (DCPD) technique was used
to monitor the propagation of the crack in the specimen.

The alloy used was submitted to a conventional heat treatment:
annealing - lh at 9350C, followed by cooling in air; ageing - 8h AK was calculated from the PD values. For each value of PD,
at 7200C, followed by a decrease to 6200C with a rate of the crack length was first calculated using a calibration curve.

The calibration curve was defined for each testing crack zone,
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considering the initial and final values of crack length
(measured on the crack surface after the test), and from the PD 4. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
reading.

Finally, AK was calculated for each crack length, using 4.1 Effect of frequency and dwell time, tD
Pickard's equation, which may be found in [28].

In Figs. 4 to 6, the effect of frequency can best be analysed

The constants of Paris law were obtained by a linear [31, 32-34], since all other fatigue parameters are kept
regression fit of a log (AK)-log(da/dN) plot. At the beginning of constant. For higher frequencies, the dominant damage
the tests, transitory effects were normally observed. These mechanism at the crack tip is cyclic plastic deformation, and
points were omitted in the regression for the Paris law. the propagation is transgranular. The fatigue crack growth rate

is cycle dependent, and is independent of frequency. Fig. 7 is
The parameters change with the frequency, stress ratio and a scanning electronic microscope (SEM) photo of a cycle

AK. The values of R were 0.05, 0.5 and 0.8. A few specimens dependent propagation fracture surface.

were also tested with negative values of R (R= -0.25 and -
0.75). These results are not included in this paper, but are For lower frequencies, the damage mechanisms are creep

available in separate publications [29, 30]. and/or oxidation. Inconel 718 is creep resistant at 6000C, and
so the damage mechanism is presumed to be oxidation. In this
case, the propagation is intergranular, because the grain

3.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS FOR THE CREEP boundaries act as preferential paths for diffusion of oxygen.

TESTS Since the oxidation is time dependent, fatigue crack growth rate
da/dN varies linearly with 1/f. Fig. 8 is a SEM view of a time

The dimensions and notch details of the CT specimens are dependent propagation fracture surface. For intermediate

given in Fig. 3. Prior to the creep crack growth tests, fatigue frequencies, oxidation and cyclic plastic deformation are

pre-cracking was carried out in two phases: first at RT and, simultaneously responsible for crack propagation , and the

afterwards, at the testing temperature. The load wave was crack propagation rates have intermediate values.

triangular in shape, with a frequency of 5 Hz and maximum
load (R=0) equal to the static load applied in the follow-on For R=0.05, the transition frequencies are: from cycle

creep test. dependent to mixed regime fcm=0.1 Hz, and from mixed regime
to time dependent fmt=0.01 Hz. Hence, the mixed crack

A computer controlled servo-hydraulic test machine, with a propagation covers an order of magnitude of the frequency

maximum load capacity of ± 100kN, was used for both the range. For R=0.5, the transition frequencies are: from cycle

fatigue pre-cracking and static tests. Crack growth was dependent to mixed regime, fcm6l Hz, and from mixed regime

monitored by a computer controlled pulsed DC potential drop to time dependent, f6t=0.03 Hz. For R=0.8, the transitions are

system, directly linked to the control and software system of the not clearly defined, and additional tests are in progress [33,

testing machine. The reference specimen technique was also 34].
used, and calibration curves were used to convert
dimentionless voltage ratios to crack lengths or cracked area. Fig. 9 shows the influence of stress ratio (R) in the three crack

The calibration curves were obtained by optical measurements propagation regimes. The increase of da/dN with R is more

and checked against crack length values, measured on the pronounced for time dependent crack propagation, due to the
fracture surfaces of the specimens after the creep tests, and existence of oxide particles on the crack surface and due to the
obtained by fatigue marking. For that purpose, the creep test higher roughness associated with an intergranular crack path.
was interrupted twice, and two blocks of fatigue cycles were Also, the oxidation mechanism may be affected by the increase

applied to obtain a 0.2 to 0.3 mm length fatigue crack. The of mean stress.
maximum load of the fatigue cycles for marking was the same
as the load of the static test. It was found that the difference in The transitions from cycle dependent to mixed and from mixed

crack length values between the calibration curve and the to time dependent propagation are also affected by the change
fatigue marking at the fracture surface never exceeded 3%. of R. The increase of R increases the average stress level,

and so the diffusion assisted time dependent propagation is
In the CT specimens, the stress intensity factor was computed enhanced. So, the increase of R moves the transitions to

with the appropriate equation in [28]. For the CC specimens, higher frequencies, i.e. extends the time dependent

the Pickard equation was used. propagation to higher frequencies, as shown in Fig. 9.

4.2 Creep data

The da/dt versus K plots are shown in Figs. 10 . It is seen that
for 6000C ( Fig. 10 ), the data is grouped in four sets of results:
the higher CCGR were for the CT specimens, the intermediate
CCGR for the CC specimens with negligible incubation period
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and the lower CCGR for the two CC specimens with a long variables required by the models, which should be introduced
incubation period. The best fit Paris law correlations are also by the user. The outputs of the program are the FCGR results
plotted in the same Figure. The equations for 6000C were: predicted by the several models, presented in a tabular or

graphical form, and compared with the appropriate
experimental data introduced by the user.

da=90xO1IKa2.26 (20a)
d=9'022.261(K0a Since all the resulting equations for the various models are

available, i.e. it is possible to represent a dependent variable -
da/dN - as an explicit function for all the other parameters, it

da =5 .1 5 x0 -16 K' (20b) was not necessary to use numerical methods. The crack
dt speeds are, though, obtained, for each model, by their

respective equations, given by the equations presented in 2 in
the form of Paris type equation with constants Cm and qm,

For 7000C the equation da/dt; K (Fig. 10) is: which define the resulting (see 2) equation da/dN=CmAKqm of
the da/dN selected prediction model are obtained as follows:

da = 5.13xl-8 K1.26 (20c)dt l1 dN jA ol [ dN-m Ido)] Io
m 1Og0 (AKf)- logl0 (AKi)

In these equations, the units are [mrns;MPa-vM-],

At 6000C there is an increase in slope from the CT data to the da
CC data. For these correlations, the points of the initial "tail " - (-• i)

behaviour of the da/dt versus K results were not taken into Cm dN

account (Fig. 10). 1qm

The increase in temperature from 6000C to 7000C in the CT The calculation of these constants is exclusively based on the
specimens produced an increase in CCGR of nearly one order values of the extreme points of the selected range of K values
of magnitude, although with a very close slope in the da/dt data (AK=AKi and AK=AKf).
(Fig. 10), suggesting a similar stress system operating at both
temperatures. The differences between the prediction model and the

experimental data for creep-fatigue are given by:
The increase in the CCGR in the CT specimens, as against the
CC specimens, is documented in the literature [3], and is due difference= [0g0 (datheoretical] -lgo da)exper] jx100
to the predominantly plane strain conditions prevailing in the dfrc I [lOO

CT specimens. Thus, a triaxial stress state is formed, and the
acceleration of the crack is expected.

If, for example, (daldN)exper.=lxlO-6 , with ( da/dN)theorefcal=
SEM fracture surface observations at 6000C are shown in Figs. =1x10 5-, one will obtain difference = 100% and, with
11 to 12 and refer to the same specimen at two ,alues of K; 50 (da/dN)theorebcal =1x1 0-7 one would obtain difference = -100%.

and 80 MPa -V_ respectively. The increase in K caused an
increase in surface roughness due to the increase in both the The DWELL program was used to compare the values,
quantity and depth of secondary cracks, and also the increase predicted by all the 5 models, with the experimental results
in the number of cavities. Both fracture surfaces show slip previously reported. All the tested cases refer to creep fatigue
bands on the grains at approximately 450 with the crack at 6000C, with the trapezoidal load type used in this work and
propagation direction, from left to right. There are oxidation characterised by:
products in the grain boundaries and some grain boundary
sliding, especially in Fig. 12, for K=80 MPam112. Some second ramp frequency- f=0.5Hz
phase particles are visible, mostly in the grain boundaries time at minimum load - 6m=1s.
which are not crossed by the crack. All the other variables, which define the conditions of each test

- stress ratio and time v at maximum load, dwell time, (to) - as
4.3 Application of the creep-fatigue superposition models well as the equations of the respective experimental data, used

in the various tests, can be found in [29.34].
A computer program called "DWELL" was developed to
calculate da/dN in creep-fatigue, applying the equations The other data used in the program were:
presented before in 2 for the different creep-fatigue
superposition models. This program runs in a PC, is interactive • frequency exponent - a=0.34
(user friendly) and takes as inputs all the parameters and
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"* Transition frequency from the mixed to the intergranular If, for the cyclic component of the models, the FCGR term is
failure regime - fM6=0.01 5Hz taken at room temperature, lower FCGR are obtained in the

(average between the values 0.01Hz and cases where the cyclic or mixed components are important, as
0.02Hz) it happens with the Weerassoriya model.

"• AKo=8.0 MPam 1/2
The results have shown that da/dN, in conditions of creep-

In Figs. 13 to 16 the best fit experimental lines da/dN vs. AK fatigue, such as in the trapezoidal load wave assumed for
are compared against the predicted lines given by the five turbine discs, can be safely taken as the sum of a cyclic
models considered in section 2. For low values of R (Fig. 13), dependent term with a time dependent term obtained in creep
the predictions of the creep-fatigue models for the FCGR are tests. Hence, for a life extension assessment, the residual life
generally close to the experimental data. However, for higher of the disc can be safely predicted using one of the creep-
values of R (Fig. 14), these differences are clos3 to one order fatigue models presented in this paper, without the need for
of magnitude. obtaining FCGR data in creep-fatigue tests with load waves

with dwell times at maximum load. However, for higher values
The Saxena model usually gave the lowest values of FCGR of R, the da/dN given by the superposition models can give
amongst the other models and, for short dwell times at excessive safety (Fig. 14) and, therefore, further work is
maximum load, the differences are greater since, in this case, required to check the accuracy of the models under these
the time dependent component is not totally taken into account conditions, and also for negative values of R.
(with frt0.015 Hz the time dependent term is not computed for
to<63.6s). For the higher values of tD (Figs. 14 to 16), this
model gives very close predictions in relation to the other ones. 5. CONCLUSIONS
The Saxena model is in a way very much dependent on the
assumed value of the "cut-off' frequency. The use of the An adequate knowledge of the FCGR behaviour of the
frequency fmt assumes that the time dependent term only starts materials, in terms of its variation with frequency, stress ratio
at the end of the mixed fracture zone. Assuming that the time and temperature is required to apply life extension predictions.
dependent term starts at the value of the transition frequency In nickel base superalloys, used for turbine discs, the results
between the mixed and transgranular regimes, it is seen that presented in this paper, and the data available in the literature,
the results obtained by this model, for low values of to, will be shows:
higher and more close to the experimental values. (i) In terms of frequency, three regimes of crack

The remaining models (Gayda-Miner, Weerassoriya (35), propagation are obtained: time dependent, cycle
Nicholas (36)) gave very close results, in some cases with dependent and mixed. These regimes are related to
negligible differences, specially for high dwell times since, in various damage mechanisms, responsible for crack
this case, the most important term is equal for all these models. propagation. For R=0.05, the transition frequencies

were: from cycle dependent to mixed regime, fcm=0.1
For the CT specimens (Figs. 13 and 14) it should be referred Hz, and from mixed regime to time dependent
that, with the exception of the Weerassoriya model, the cyclic fret=0.01 Hz. For R=0.5, the transition frequencies
component is very small, ranging between 15% of the total for are: from cycle dependent to mixed regime f6r=1 Hz,
higher dwell times (to=120s or 300s) and 5% for small values of and from mixed regime to time dependent fr6i=0.03

to. Another exception is the Saxena model which, for to=ls Hz, ;
(ft=0.25Hz), gives 100% cyclic contribution, because f6t<ft. (ii) The increase of stress ratio gives an increase of

cycle crack growth rate for the different regimes of
In the CC specimens (Figs. 15 and 16), and for small values of crack growth. Possible explanations for this
the dwell time (Fig. 15), the cyclic component accounts for behaviour are reduced crack closure and/or an
about 95% of the total FCGR. This component depends on the influence of mean stress. The effect of stress ratio is
value of AK, decreasing with the increase of AK due to the fact found to be greatest for time dependent propagation,
that, usually, the exponent, n, of the time dependent term is suggesting that the intergranular crack growth
higher than the exponent, m, of the cyclic dependent term. As mechanism (probably oxidation dominated) is
the dwell time increases and, therefore, creep becomes more influenced by mean stress ;
important, the influence of the cyclic component is diminishing (iii) The influence of stress state is observed for time
(eg, in Fig. 16, for to=600s; R=0.05 and AK=20.6 MPam1/2, the dependent crack propagation, producing a crack
percentage of the cyclic component is 14%). tunnelling effect. It may be related to a change of

crack growth mechanism from time dependent to
The results obtained for high values of R (Fig. 14) have shown cycle dependent at the surface, or to an influence of

bigger differences between the experimental data and the stress state on intergranular crack growth.
predictions of the models for values of to greater than Is. The
predictions were usually above the experimental data. Work is For creep crack growth, and using the stress intensity factor, K,
now in progress to assess the availability of the models for the to characterise growth rate, slower rates are observed for the

data obtained in IN718 with negative stress ratios, initially quarter circle cracks in the CC specimen than in the CT
case, together with a greater degree of crack tunnelling. Also,
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Fig. 5 - Effect of frequency at 6000C, for R=0.5 and AK=25 MPam1/2. IN718.
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Fig. 6 - Effect of frequency at 6000C, for R=0.8 and AK=15 MPaml/2. 1N718.

Fig. 7 - SEM photo for T=6001C, f=lHz, R=0.5, AK=17.5 MPaml/2. Cycle dependent, transgranular crack growth. 1N718.
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Fig. 8 - SEM photo for T=6001C, f=1/63Hz, R=0.5, AK=34.5 MPaml/2. Cycle dependent, intergranular crack growth. 1N7'18.
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Fig. I11 - Creep intergranular crack. Crack propagation direction: top of left corner from bottom of right corner.
1N718. 6000C. Kmax=5OMPaml/ 2.
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Fig. 12 -Creep intergranular crack. Crack propagation direction: top of left corner from bottom of right corner.
1N718. 6000C. Kmax=8OMPaml12.
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Fig. 13 - Prediction models for CT specimen ; R=0.05, TD=3O0s and T=6000C.
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Fig. 14 - Prediction models for CT specimen; R=0.5, TD=3O0s and T=6000C.
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Fig. 15 - Prediction models for CC specimen ; R=0.05, TD=1s and T=6000C.
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